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The dry complex white wine with the zuppo di pesce is a Greco di Tufo from Campania. We could as easily
have chosen a Locorotondo from Apulia or a Verdicchio from the Marches. After all, the 20 regions of ltaly
produce more varieties of fine wine than any other country And they complement any foods in America.

VINO

w
ItalianWines. The Quality of Life.

r{t trelteN tNSTrrurE FoR FoREIGN TRADE/ICE, rrALrAN TRADE col.lMrssroN. wrNE cENTER 499 pARK AVENUE, NEW yoRK, Ny roo22@ t99)
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ESCADA BOUTIQUES: NEW YORK. BEVERLY

PALM BEACH . BOSTON . SCOTTSDALE . COSTA MESA
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How DoEs rT FEEr.

TO HEAR TI{E STIRF BREAK

IUST 15 FEET FROI{ YOUR ROOM.
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AND 72 HOLES OF GOLF
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The Spread Wing Eagle: an American inspiration.

lnspired by America's symbol for freedom and opportunity, the
Spread Wing Eagle has been created. lt beautifully captures this
spirit with a fluid motion and an animated style while standing still.

Val saint Lambert: making the finest crystal in the worrd since 1g26

VaI Saint VfimE

LambertM

Bloomingdales Maier & Berkele David Orgell

Val Saint Lambert
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M,{KE THE MOST OF YOUR SKIN

AND THE LEAST OF YOUR AGE

Your skin will thrive on every drop.

The remorkoble fusion of humectonts ond energizers

works to give your skin o new glow.

Fighting dryness. Replenishing lost moisture.

Resulting in on irresistible new suppleness.

FACIAT MOISTURIZING LOTION

Dilland's
at selected stores
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HOUSE & GARDEII April 1992 Volume l64, Number 4

Stainless-steel
cabinets, left,from
St. Charles in a
Steuen Harris-
dtsigned kitchen.
Page 138.

COVER
Tulips dominate

aformal
garden on Oscar

de la Renta's
Connecticut estate.

Photograph by

Richard Felber.
Page 94.

APRIL Art deco classics and a Chinese scroll meet
in a New York apartment, aboue. Page 104
Left: Architect Richard Meier at the Cetty
Center site in Brentwood. Page 128 .

FEATURES

Oscar's Yiew by RosemaryVereyg4
Away from the fast-paced world of fashion,
Oscar de la Renta contemplates a Connecticut
landscape of timeless beauty

Mood Moderne by Heather Smith Maclsaac 1O4
Bentley LaRosa Salasky continues a great
tradition of French style

Echoes of Africa b1 Wendl Goodman l 12
Couturier and citizen of the world Stephan Janson
pays homage to tribal art in his Milan studio

Back Porch on the Future by PilarViladas 116
For a house on Whidbey Island, architect
Christopher Alexander finds eternal archetypes
in a homespun past

True Wit by Dana Cowin 122
Decorator and dealerJohn Oetgen plays with history
and fantasy in his Atlanta house

Meier Moves On by Pilar Viladas 128
As the architect builds new monuments in Los Angeles
and Paris, his heroic modernism forges ahead

Patterns of Family Life fur Andrew Solomon 132
The textures and colors of everyday comfort mix in
cheerful profusion at the Osbornes'London house

The Next Wave by Charles Gandee 138
Architect Steven Harris rides the crest of color and
geometry in a Florida beach house

Gollectors' Realm by Edrnund W hile 1 4G
Four centuries of art and a contemporary sensibility
reside in a Paris apartment

Getting in Touch with the '7Os fu Herbert Muschamp 15.4
The Me Decade comes back as collective consciousnesi

Tales of the Hudson River Valley byJohn Ashbery 15iO
Local landmarks embody centuries of patrician life
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Old Ci\) Cmtet; Municb.

FRANCE BELGIUM

14

ITAI,Y S\(/EDEN SPAIN
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Schedules subiect to change.

WIITI TI{E MOST NOI.MTOPS TO EUROPE.
It happens in london and in Paris iust as the cities start to stir'

It happens in Franl<furt and Munich, Zurich and Milan. In Stockholrn, Glasgow,

Brussels, Manchester, Madrid. And inJune, it will happen in Berlin'

All across Europe, American arrives just as the day be$ns. So whatever

brings you to Europe, fly the airline that has brought Europe closer

than everbefore. As close, in fact, as tomoffow moming.

AmericanArlines'
Yrne*irgEwialnnnqe

HG APRIL 1992

SCOTLAND ENGLAND

t5

STilITZERTAND GERMANY



APRIL

Lemurs, an endangered species,
aboae, al theJerscy Wildhfe

PresenLation Trust. Page 46.

DEPARTMENTS

Gontributors Notes 20

Notes The Neu and the Noteuorthy 2i

Design fu MichaelJ. Rosen32
Seurat's masterpiece branches out into
three dimensions in a Columbus park

Peopfe fu Ed,mundWhite 42
The nesting instinct leads a northeastern
couple to Key West

Travel byJirn Lewis 46
Endangered species find shelter on
Gerald Durrell's Channel Island preserve

Foodfu Leslie Land,56
The first shoots of spring tempt the palate

Antiques by Celia McGee G2
Victoriana fills every nook and cranny of
two collectors' Italianate villa

Gardening by Paula Deitz618
After living abroad, the director of the Royal
Botanic Gardens fulfills a boyhood ambition

Architecture by Joseph Giouannini 72
Czech architects gave new depth to the
principles they learned from the cubist
paintings of Braque and Picasso

Workroom by Eue M. KahnBO
Joanna Rock prints wallpapers inspired by
Amish quilts and the Alhambra

A-l b Douglas Brenner 82
The realism of Stone Roberts suggests
mysteries beneath familiar surfaces

Books by PattiHaganS6
A young horticulturist uproors provincial
ideas with a revolutionary new dictionary

Style D1 Wendy Good,mangO
Italian fashion p\otographer Fabrizio Ferri
tries some sharp new angles

Editor's Page by Nancy Nouogrodg3

Great ldeas 169
Painted effects transform a media room
into an opera house

Resources Where to Find It 176

Gandee at Large b1 Charles Gandee 17O
Actually, you can't ger anything you wanr
at Alice's restaurant

Joanna Rock,
aboue left,
a one-person
wallpaper

factory. Page
80. Left:
Victorian
antiques recall
the Gilded
Age in a
Connecticut
uilla. Page 52.

Czech cubist
ceramic boxes,

191 I , below.
Page 72.
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POLO/RALPH LAUREN STORES
MADISON AVE., NEWYORK, Nry
PHOENIX,ARIZONA
BEVERLY HILIS, CALIFORNIA
CARMEL, CALIFORNIA
COSTA MESA, CALIFORNIA
T-A, JOLI-A, CALIFORNIA
PA[,O ALTO, CALIFORNIA
SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA
SANIA BARBARA, CALIFORNIA
SANIA CLARA, CALIFORNIA
SOL]'IH BAY CALIFORNIA
ASPEN, COLORADO
DENryER,COLORADO
VAIL, COT,ORADO
BOCA RITON, FLORIDA
MIAMI, FLORIDA
PALM BEACH, FLORIDA
PALM BEACH GARDENS, FT.ORIDA
SARASOTA, FI,ORIDA
HONOLULU, HAWAII
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
CHESTNTJT HILL, MASSACHUSMTS
BIRMINGHAM, MICHIGAN
MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA
KANSASCITY, MISSOURI
HACKENSACK, NEWJERSEY
PRTNCTTON, NEWJERSEY
SHORTHILIS, NEWJERSEY
MANHASSTf, NEW YORK
TULSA, OKLAHOMA
PHIT.ADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA
CHARLESTON, SOIJITH CAROLINA
MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE
AUSTIN, TEXAS
DALT-AS, TEXAS
FORT rylORTH, TEXAS
HOUSTON,TEXAS
CONNE TICT]T AVE., WASHINGTON, D.C.
GEORGMOWN PARK, WASHINGTON, D.C.

INTERNATIONAL
BRTXELLES, BELGIUM
PARIS, FRANCE
HANNOVER. GERMANY
MUNICH, GERMANY
KOWLOON, HONGKONG
PUSAN, KOREA
SHINHAN PLAZA, KOREA
SHINSA DONG, KOREA
HARVEY NICHOI,S, I,ONDON
PI.INTA D6L ESTE, URUGUAY

THERALPHLAUREN
HOMECOLLBCTION

ISAVAILABLEAT:

POLO COLINTRY STORES
COSTAMESA, CALIFORNIA
EAST HAMMON, NEWYORK
SALTLAKECITY, [-TAH

AI-SO AT SELEST LOCATIONS OFM
SPECIALTYSTORES:
BELK; BLOOMINGDALES; BON
MARCHE; BLTLT,OCKS; BURDINES;
DAYTOIIIS; DILI-ARD S; DONECKERS;
FAMOUS BARR; FILENES; FOLEYS;
G. FOX; HECH'I-S CO.; HIGBEES;
HUDSONS; I. MAGNIN; JORDAN MARSH;
KAUFMANTS; L{ZARUS; LEE JAY
BED AND BATH; LIBERTY HOUSE;
LORD&TAYI R; L.S. AYRES;MACYS;
MAISON BLANCHE; MARSHALL FIELD'S;
MAYCOMPANY; MAY D & F; MEIER &
FRANK; METTLERS; NEIMAN
MARCUS; RICHS; ROBINSONS;
SAKS FIF'|H AVENUE, CHICAGO;
STRA'v!tsR IDGE & CLOTH IER;
THE SHOPKEEPER; JOHN WANAMAKER;
WOODWARD & LOTHROP; YOUNKERS

CANADA
MONTREAI,
OTTAWA
TORONTO

HG
NANCY NOVOGROD

Editor in Chief

Creatiue Director CHARLES GANDEE
_ Mamgtng Editor DANA COWIN Art Director DANIA MARTINEZ DAVEY
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Prmotim Ddrectr SUSAN K. CRATER

Prmtim Art Directu RICHARD LOUIE
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Hand-blown Z4thlead crystal column
with hand-chased solid brass mountings on
a 24lthlead crystal pedestal and plinth.
The hand-sewn shanflrng shade has contoured
sculptured comers.

In sterling silverplate, No. 359/89,
or solid brass, No. 361189.32 inches tall.
U.S. l)esign Pat.4l4, 140. All rights reserved.

lor your copy of our new 144 page color
catalog and your nearest designer showroom,
send $8.fi) to Speer Collectibles, Dept. HG10
5.t1.5 South Cobb Drive, Atlanta, GA 30080.

6peer Cotlatibtes
- 

,,,

Gontributors Notes

RosemaryVerey writes
about an Oscar de la
Renta creation-his own
garden with classical al-
l€es framing views of the
Connecticut cou ntryside.
At home in Engl'and,
Verey, a garden disigner
and the author of eliven
books on horticulture
tends four acres in th-J
Cotswolds. Her neighbor
and fellow gardener
Prince Charles contribut-
ed the foreword to her
book .4 Countrywoman's
Year from Little, Brown,
which also published Ver-
ey's The Art of Planting.

=

Michael J. Rosen reporrs on a public garden in Columbus, Ohio, in
which. topiaries replicate the figures in Seurat,s paintingA Sund,ay on La
Grande Jane-1884. Rosen recently edited a coilectioriof short stories
for Doubleday, The Company of Cah, and a Harper Collins book of chil-
dren's stories , Home, both out next month.

E
oE

E
l

Elaine Hunt. HG's associate edi-
tor, fine-tuned her eye for design as
Diana Vreeland's assistant ai the
Metropolitan Museum's Costume
Institute. "The first photo shoot I
ever witnessed was Mrs. Vreeland
sitting for Horst. I was only there to
check her rouge, but Horst asked
me to look through his lens. Now,
whenever I'm on a shoot, I think of
Horst and imagine greatness." This
month Hunt produced the "Work-
room" story about a wallpaper de-
signer and the "Great tdeas"
column about a media room dis-
guised as an opera house.
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Contributors Notes

John Ashbery has published
fourteen books of poetry, includ-
ing Self-Portrait in a Conuex Mirror,
for which he received a Pulitzer
Prize and a National Book Award.
A selection of his art criticism is
gathered in Reported Sightings. For
HG, Ashbery explores New York's
Hudson River valley, where he
weekends in a "stately but con-
f'used-looking house that may be
Richardsonian, Queen Anne, colo-
nial revival, or all three."

Jacques Dirand. a frequenr con-
tributor to HG, specializes in pho-
tographing interiors, still lifes, and
architecture. In this issue he cap-
tures a Paris house remarkable for
its austere mix of seventeenth- and
twentieth-century art. Dirand has
spent the past year traveling
around Europe in search of ex-
traordinary textiles which will be
the subject of a Clarkson N. Potter
book to be published nexr year.
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Nfith Evesham Gold, Royal Worcester revolutioni

ffii*ri#:n#ti:itrr:#rru* d&
dinnerware or mix with your own. Dayon,s,^Minn.rpoTir; "*:ETi="

3,",nH,llH?H*jii +::ff"#il;';l; i"ji,??#?il,i;. ., .^Eqyal
1265 GlenAvenue, Mooresrownl NewJersey 0805i' WORCESTER

HG APRIL 1992

The difference beVveen cooking and

Wiisthof.
The Knife:

AT CUTTTRY WORLD STORE'
ROLLINC PIN KITCHEN EMPORIUMS

AND FINE STORES EVERYWHERE.

ELMSFORD, NY t0s23-0445

wUsrHoF
TNIDENT

SOLINCEN, CERMANY. SINCE 1A14
MN 55401 sAN FRANCTSCO, CA 94t03
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ttDfeSSing Up the plain white box of some of New York's postwar interiors was our first objective," says
Karin Stella (aboxe), who launched Design Projects five years ago with partner Katy Eppley, at right. The New
York-based interior design firm, which is about to expand to Boston and Saint Petersburg, Florida, specializes
in custom architectural details, from inlaid wood borders to plaster crown moldings. With new laser woodcutting
techniques, Design Projects craltsmen can produce flooring (top right) in any pattern, no matter how intricate,
in only three weeks. With a bit more time they can reproduce hand-carved moldings (center right) as well as

mantels and ornaments (bottom ngil;. lDesign Projects, 30 East 74 St., New York, NY 1002 I ; 212-288-6664)
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HG REPORTS ON THE NEW AND THE NOTEWORTHY By Eric Berthold
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Light Source A handcrafted bell-shaped
chandelier (left) from Studio Steel, Norwalk,
Conn. For catalogue (203) 846-3978.

Home Front
English campaign

chair-bed
(right), c. I790, at

Kentshire Antiques
Gallery in the

new interior design
department at

Gump's, San Francisco
(415) 982-1616.

FLOWERSHOWS
a The American
Romantic Garden
at the New York
Botanical Garden,
Mar. 2l-May 17,
with a talk by HG's
Nancy Novogrod

on Apr.3, (212) 220-8700. o Park
Place at San Francisco's Fort Mason
Center, Apr. 8-I2, (415) 750-5108.
. Cincinnati Flower and Garden
Show at Cincinnati's Ault Park,
Apr. 24-26, (5 I 3) 579-0259.

A Little Shade For candlesticks, in hand-
painted tole (aboue lrftl,$SZ.SO, and silver
plate (aboue right),ff62.50, from Chelsea
House-Port Royal. At stores nationwide.

cilt-ndged Louis XV and
I 8th-century Italian examples
(belou) are among the antique

and reproduction frames
and mirrors available

at Lowy, NYC
(2r2) 861-8585.

Legwork
Custom carved

cherry table with
paw feet (aboue)

by Christopher
Maier, New Orleans

(504) 586-9079.

tES
Brush Up Four samples from
color expert Donald Kaufman's
new collection of sixteen interior
paints. To order (201) 568-2226.
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For a
Great Wall
Chinese-style
lacquered
mirror from the
Parish-Hadley
Collection at

John Rosselli,
NYC (212)
737-2252.

Shine On
Blue Moon lamp

(aboue),$350,

made to order by
Leo Blackman,
NYC. Call (212)

477-4480.

Pagodas by the Yard Grand Tableau
Chinois cotton (below) from Clarence
House. For showrooms (212) 752-2890.

Pigment of Imagination Architectural fantasy in wate rcolor
(aboue)by Thierry Flon, on view Apr. l3-May 9 at Stephanie
Hoppen's new gallery, 25 East 73rd St., NYC (212) 879-9343.

NOIC
St"nding Tall

A bronze dor6 gu6ridon
(below) with marble top

to the trade at Mrs.
MacDougall, NYC
(2r2) 688-7754.

Door and drawer hard-
ware (aboue) by Arnold
Goldstein, NYC (212)

229-0991. Wallpaper
by Fern I. Tchur. Call
(4r3) 637-4444.
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Tuscan Retreats The Gard,ens

of Florence (left) by Mary

Jane Pool and Alessandro
Albrizzi (Rizzoli, $45).



fTthu Pfister Collection by Baken Enduring 
I

I contemporary design, well balanced between 
I

minimalism and maximum elegance.

Without arrifice, many details of material

and craftsmanship in the Baker radition

add depth and long lasting value to this

collection. You are invited to write for the

name of a Baker dealer near vour home

or visit a Baker, Knapp & Tirbbs showroom with

your interior designer. Please send $7.50 for your

color catalogue. Baker Furniture, Dept.

808, 1661 Monroe Avenue, N.W., Grand

Rapids, Michigan

49s05
KNAPP & TUBBS

SHOWFMMS IN AUNTA AOSTON, CHICAGO, CLEVEUND, DALUS, OANIA HGH MNA
HOSTON, UGUNA N6UEL, LOS NGELES. MINNEAPOLIS. NEW YMK. PHItffLHU\
SAN FBANCISCO. SEANLE. TROY, WASHINGTS D,C NO PARIS. FRANCE.
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DESIGN

rtlsts per-
ennially of-
fer us depic-
tions of land-

scapes, art lmltatrng na-
ture. But how often are
we presented a landscape
of a painting, nature imi-
tating art? And when was

the last landscape of a

painting of a landscape?

Since 1987, Deaf School
Park in Columbus, Ohio,
has been undergoing a
transformation into a to-
piary version of Georges
Seurat's prodigious can-

vas A Sunday on La
Crande Jatte-l884
as part of "Ameri-
Flora'92," the in-
ternational exposi-
tion that will open
April 20. Whereas
Seurat's Parisian
subjects passed
their afternoon on
an island in the
Seine, contempo-

rary visitors to the Ohio park will ar-
rive at a pond amid an island of art
landlocked in downtown Columbus.

The ensemble, arranged in forced
perspective, includes eight boats,
three dogs, a monkey, and fifty-four
figures (the tallest being twelve feet),
all composed of ingenious bronze
armatures, welded by Columbus
sculDtor lim Ma-

' ,' YewtoPiaries,
son, and varreues abgyeM!!
of yew trained pri- cornpose .tim ana

marilv bv Iim'. ElaineMason's
.: -: . ' -", version of Georges

lvlle, Lf alne NIason' Seurat's A Sunday
an arts administra- on La Gnnde

tor for the citv's 11.- Jatte-1884, right'
. :'- . Above left: The

CreatrOn and Parl(S b-ronze armatures
Department, key suggest sketches.

32

Effefgfeen SgUfat A painted, masterpiece branches out into

three dimensions in a Columbus park By MTcHAELJ. RosEN

sponsor of the project. Aside from
replicating the two dimensions Seu-

rat depicted, the Masons had to in-
troduce the third dimension as well
as aspects of figures occluded from
the painter's perspective. Minor ele-
ments such as a distant horse and
brggy couldn't be encompassed
within this large expanse, but there
are trees cast in the role of trees, ar-
ranged and pruned to represent the
species Seurat painted: cutleaf wee p-
ing European birch, Scotch pine,
and callery pear.

It. is more than historically apt that

this nineteenth-century painting
should be metamorphosed upon the
rubble of a nine tee nth-century
school for the deaf-the serene isola-
tion of each has been integrated into
an accessible public setting. In the
original canvas, no one, save a small
mutt and a running girl, is in motion.
Seurat's figures are already planted,
arranged in stylized postures-rig-
orously erect, reclining, or bent-
and methodically painted with a to-
piary exactitude; the pointillist brush
marks could be an abstraction of dis-
tant leaves. (Continued on page 4l)
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Hasn't every viewer

considered the

idea of living within
a work of art?

(Continuedfrompage 32) (In the actual

topiary, bronze armatures Peer
through evergreens like pentimenti,
preliminary drawings that show
through the final paint.) While of a
particular time-Seurat's characters

are arrayed in 1880s costume-the
scene is timeless or, better, outside

time, an indefinite idyllic moment in
which the work-weary world has

been temporarily abandoned.
Into the Ohio version of this re-

creation of the very idea of recrea-

tion each pedestrian, killdeer, and
mallard is invited to become a sub-

ject. Visitors who set the painting
into motion, filling in the comPosi-
tion's expanded boundaries, ought
to appear as anachronisms-jogging,
Frisbee tossing, brown bagging-in a

tableau of nineteenth-century re-
pose. Yet the garden prevails as a sus-

pended moment, an Eden where
Everyman and Everywoman can be

happily incarnated as evergreens
without even a deciduous care.

lsn't this the wish of every artist, to
see his or her work as a living entity
capable of sustaining itself beyond
the moment's attention? Similarly,
hasn't every viewer considered the
idea of living within a work of art, ex-

periencing viewpoints beyond the
artist's vantage? Here, within Deaf
School Park, is such an engagement,
such an intimate exchange between

art and admirer. To stroll among
these "immortals" is to be captivated
by an uncanny confluence ofart and
nature, painting and planting, to be

caught in the act-and the art-of
being oneself.

Long after the transfigured Park is

dedicated in June, during Quincen-
tennial Columbian festivities, the
creation will continue to evolve with
every season of pruning, with every
subject who lingers a moment. a

DESIGN

From the La Barge Collection offine mirrors and tables,

available through showrooms. For a 64-page Tirble Amlog, send

$6.00 to La Barge, Dept. 955, PO. Box 1769, Holland, Ml494Zz
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rl-l.y were snowbirds, but now where snowsuits are not required (MaxI :*:;:: ffi :,T: ?:;?:t;TI S n ow b i rd s ;,#:'; 
^'Ifi:'i' 

J:l*;:;::,1"ilt:l;:
of saying that Alan Farago and his wife, .-. release fly fisherman, Alan takes hisLisaVersaci,usedtocometothesouth- 

GOmg brood with him as he threads his way
ernmost tip of Florida as winter tourists - - ' ! r Y7 through the ocean shallows southwest

'"i:"HT:i:.,61?:;:[:"$"1], to Roost ;lffiH:xHli?i:m::;n1hadtogiveupalot.Alan,abusinessman wildlife in the ba&country wilderness

:I:ffi,.il:l?li;ll,lill;:::iJil. rhe nesting instinct A'j[fl::illl;:f'"::f ::ilil,
f:'51*t:'#,:Y::"!'tr::,r;:;f::r tead,s a northeastern I:X'J.::ijTIj::H:"..:*:.if,?,,slon program on conservation. Lisa, for

3[lffi'll#:lX'if;:f.'Jl:;:ilI coupte to Kev west H ffi:J"T,l,*:Tfi i?m:i;
il3ffiii,',8::::::J:*1iU*:: BvEovtuNowHtre'5f:,1ff:'loicemovemen'lr L During the winter the Faragos spend
ued her accessories business (although ost evenings with membeis of K.v
she's converted the garage into a studio and her mind West'sdazzlingliterarycrowd.-Whereelsecouldtheyen-
and eye are as quick as ever). But for them the price is not joy an island with a year-round population ofjust 25,000
too high an entry fee to a place as beautiful as paradise people and also dine out every nigtrt with the iikes of Ali-
but much more amusing, since it also contains elemenrs son Lurie,James Merrill,John Hersey, Richard Wilbur,
of hell-rowdy drunks on Saturday night, corrupt poli- John Malcolm Brinnin, ind Joy Williams? But if Key
tics, drug smuggling on midnight boats, all scenes right West is still haunted by ghosts of Tennessee Williams,
out of Bogart and Bacall movies. Even the deliciously Elizabeth Bishop, Wallace Srevens, and Ernesr Heming- 3
crisp and sunny winter weather is offset by the million- way (whose breed of six-toed cars srill prowl his ..ru,i, 

6plus tourists a year and the heedless destruction of the now a museum), the town isn't twee like Nantucker or a 1
only living coral reef in rhe continental United Srates.

Arter starting their ramly in providence,.Aran.and ffii,TfiH,#flill T;::::"r*r*;,llf"![fli";;:]f"1"'0",
Lisa are delighted to be bringing up their three boys sittingroomislinedwithDadedriFounrypine.DetailsseeBesources.
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PEOPLE

preserve for the rich and famous like palm Beach. It,s a
real community with a live-and-let-live mixed popula-
tion-black, white, and Cuban, poor and wealthy, old
and young, singles and families. Majestic ninereenrh-
century carpenter Gothic houses lie cheek by jowl with
trailer camps and old cigar makers'cottages.

The Farago house is a handsome compromise be-
tween the old Florida of high-ceilinged shuttered rooms
and the new Florida of cookours and pool parries. The
front sitting room, lined in termite-proof and rain-resis-
tant Dade County pine, houses Alan's extensive collec-
tion of books about the China trade (he spent three years
in China buying silks and goose feathers in the heyday of
down jackets) and Lisa's assortment of tramp art-cigar
boxes or picture frames made from scrap wood, even
Popsicle sticks. The blown-glass lampshades here and in
the adjacent ballroom were devised by philadelphia art-
ist Harry Anderson from early castoffs by Dale Chihuly,
the dean of American glass artists. The ballroom,s leath-
er sofa and armchairs were excavated from a lg30s mov-
ie theater in Michigan.

The heart of the house is the kitchen, with its cenrral
island of stove and granite, wicker sofa, and discreet but
exquisite dining table designed by Noguchi. The real
stars of the kitchen, however, are the twenty French
doors that dissolve all distinctions between inside and
outside-and accommodate the family's royal macaw,
Fludder, and ten-year-old black Labrador, Ruby.

Outside, the pool glows at night like a cabochon, and
ground lights sketch in rhe exceprional depth of the gar-
den. At the mosr distant point a tall totemic figure, Leda
andthe Swan, blowtorched ourof rustingmetal pipebylo-
cal sculptorJohn Martini, lures stragglers inro its sacred
presence. By day the mystery may dissolve but the luxu-
riant variety of a tropical garden takes focus. palms, ba-
nana plants, and orange trees crowd upwards, and a
year-old papaya tree is already bearing fruit. Orange
bromeliads defy neglect; so does lignum-vitae, a narive
plant with delicate purple blossoms and wood so heavy it
sinks in water and so resistant to rot it's used in ship inte-
riors. Norman Aberle, the shy gardener, takes special
pride in his big outdoor bonsai--orchids, ficus, and a sev-
enty-five-year-old buttonwood.

The house itself has a complex past. Begun in 1865
and expanded in the 1920s, the whole structure had be-
come completely dilapidated by 1984. Windle Davis and
Dini Lamot of the rock group Human Sexual Response
bought the house, kept the nineteenth-century rooms,
and tore down the rest. When they rebuilt, they oriented
the house toward the garden instead of the street and
added the French doors and two-story wraparound back
porch. When the Faragos moved in, they put in a study
for Alan, redid the deck, and redecorated. Now their
house is the liveliest place in town-a magnet for out-of-
town friends, a forum for intense conversations about
art and politics, and a perfect stage for the contradictions
and affections of family life. a

Max, above,
dives from the
second-story
porch added
in the mid
1980s. Left:
French doors
open the house
to the garden.
Below: A lamp
incorporating
glass by
Dale Chihuly
illuminates
an art deco
leather arm-
chair and a
painting by
Bill Drew.

formality with casualness
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An Island Ark
Endangered species find shelter

on Gerald Durrell's

C hannel I sland presera e

BvJrrr,r LEWrs

7Jl he island ofJersey is an Australia-shaped piece of land

I off the English Channel, a British bailiwick that lies
L near the coast of Normandy in the relative warmth of

the Gulf Stream. To the north the island is grooved with deep
verdant ravines and ends in cliffs above the water; to the
south there are sandy bays and resorts. In between are a doz-
en or so parish villages connected by treacherously narrow
lanes with leftover French names that the locals give a comic
accentual spin. It is a flush and peaceful place: lax banking
laws have made it a center of muted international finance,
and boatloads of tourists arrive from France every summer to
wander the seaside towns. Tucked away amid the lush inland

farms, pretty stucco- and granite-faced houses,
churches, and near an early medieval castle are
specimens of some of the world's most endan-
gered mammals, birds, and reptiles, happily
reproducing on the grounds ofa seventeenth-
century manor called Les Augrds.

About I 87 species board at the Jersey
Wildlife Preservation Trust, ranging in size
and anthropomorphism from lowland goril-
las to the tiny Partula snail. Almost all of them
are near extinction. The zoo that the Preser-
vation Trust maintains, then, is like a great
museum, albeit one whose final purpose is to

make itself unnecessary. Consider, for example, the Mauriti-
us kestrel, a big-shouldered brown and white speckled bird of
prey. It is far rarer and more inaccessible than a Rembrandt,

every bit as beautiful (indeed, painted with a similar pal-
ette), and, in an important sense, more valuable. Not long
ago there were only six left alive on the planet. Now

more than one hundred have been bred and carefully
Gerald Durrell, above left, holds a radiated tortoise. Top left:
Przewalski horses graze at Les Augris Manor. Top right:
Rare golden-headed lion tamarins. Left: Saint Lucia parrots.
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Ring-tailed lemur, top left. Top right: The
lTth-century manor house. Above: Babirusas,
an endangered species from the East lndies.
Right: Oriental water dragon. Below: The
zoo's breeding program has s.rccessfully
reared snow leopard cubs to maturity.

released back into the wild, although some are still kept
onJersey as a kind of genetic safety net.

That sort of specracular rescue, though only a tiny bul-
wark against the great tide of extinction, has made the

place something of
a legend among
zoologists and
made irs indefati-
gable founder,
Gerald Durrell,
the author and ani-
mal collector, one
of the prophets of
the conservation
movement. He
bought Les Augrds

Manor in 1959, set up the Trust to run it a few years
Iater, and has since helped it to expand (there are
branches in Philadelphia and Toronto). Aside from
maintaining the zoo and the breeding program on
Jersey, the Trust makes loans and borrows from oth-

er zoos, cooperates with and cajoles governments
worldwide, makes expeditions to retrieve animals,

and publishes a newslerter for its 12,000 mem-
bers. Trainees in the art of zoological conser-

vation, mostly from developing nations,
study and live at the farmhouse next door.

the zoo itself is only the public parr of a vast
and elaborate network, a kind of home base;
Durrell himself is there only a third of the year.

If the visible zoo is any reflection of the invisi-
ble Trust, the animal kingdom has gained par-
tisans of unequaled altruism. A committee of
landscapers has turned the twenty-five-acre

grounds of Les Augrds into a lovely sculpted
park, with pens and aviaries distributed along r.rim

sloping lawns. Because the larger part of the
animals are from tropical climates-the Ca-
ribbean, Southeast Asia, and the Indian

Ocean islands of Madagascar and Mauriti-
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us-the flora tends to the exotic. Plantings of Chinese
magnolia, for example, provide familiar coverage for
the white-eared pheasant, and Amazonian flowers and
foliage shelter the South American marmosets. Since all
this exists amid a traditional Norman manor, the zoo,
like Noah's ark, has an air of fine eccentricity: near the
manor, a few yards from a sixteenth-century Jersey
granite archway, are pens ofcolobus monkeys near a new
colony of rare aye-aye primates.

The Trust's insistent devotion to its animals can make
for some peculiar exhibits. In a large compound lives a
family of lowland gorillas, who go by the carroonish sci-
entific name Gorilla gorilla gorilla. They're a popular crew
and justly so, given their jet-black beauty and their ap-
palling man-made rarity. But they have their own favor-
ites: the humans who swarm over the elements of a

wooden playground beside the enclosure, creating a
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Lovs UNSPoKEN
BUT UNDERSTOOD

A guiding hand, an understanding

smile. A sister. Someone to look uP

to, cuddle beside, come to for com-

fort. Footsteps to follow in. Lladr6 is

about family, the people who mean

the most. For the memories You

share, the love, Lladr6 is among the

things that last. d-***,-r.i
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Shown: "Big Sister" (15735G), 6%" high. For information, write to the Lladro Collectors Society, Dept. H2, 43 W. 57th St., NY, NY 10019.

When in New York City, please visit the Lladro Museum and Galleries at 43 West 57th Street.

@ 1991 Lladro USA, lnc.
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Introducing
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MARIO BUATTA
COLLECTION
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Frederick Cooper lnc., 2545 W Diversey Ave., Chicago, lL 60647 Send $3 lor Mini Catalog

This Fence Will Never Rust or
Need Repainting. Guaranteed.

Aluminum
Fences of
Distinction'"

ferith Mfg. Co., lnc.
3939 C Street
Dept. HC42
Philadelphia, PA 19124

Jerith fences are made
from a high strength alu-
minum alloy, instead of
wrought iron or steel. so
they can not rust. And our
paint lasts through all
kinds of weather because
it is baked onto the metal.
We are so sure of the
quality of our fences that
we back them with a 15
Year Warranty. No other
fence can match the
mai ntenance-free beauty
of a Jerith fence. Write
today for our FREE color
brochure.

I plan to buy a fence in:

- 
0-l months _ 2-6 months _ 7-12 months

N

L
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Add

@ 1990.lerith Mfg. Co. J
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spectacle staged by the zoo as a kind
ofquid pro quo (boredom can cause
disaffection and even death in cap-
tive animals). And a line of aviaries,
all of which hold pink pigeons,
would seem an absurdly wasteful dis-
play at a conventional zoo. But the
calculated separation keeps the few
remaining birds from becoming
dangerously inbred as their numbers
slowly increase, and none of the visi-
tors seem to mind.

Perhaps that's because the overall
tone of the place, its certainty of pur-
pose and patient loyalty ro irs cause,
shows through so strongly that its
oddities are of a piece with its
charms. It is admittedly short on
"charismatic megafauna"-the zoo-
keepers' somewhat wry term for
crowd-pleasers. There are no ele-
phants here, no rhinos, no giraffes.
But they are nor missed. On my visit I
noticed two signs of having found
one of those rare places where an
idea and a practice are matched with
a setting of equal exemplariness.
The first was the appearance of the
animals themselves, their sleekness
and obvious good health and humor:
a trio of red-ruffed Madagascar le-
murs lay on their backs in an en-
closed grassy woodland, contentedly
sunning themselves; a twelve-day-
old white-naped crane chick picked
through the grass while its parenrs
towered protectively above it; a line
of cotton-top tamarins marched in
head-to-tail formation across a piece
of rope strung between two trees,
like characters out of Kipling.

The second sign was the constant
sound that I remember as well as any
sight. Parrots screeched and other
birds squawked, monkeys chattered,
a snow leopard yawned noisily, and a
gorilla drummed on her chest, and
mixed with these sounds were the
delighted cries of visiting children.
This last group of wildlife, like the
objects of their wondering gazes,
seemed pleased beyond measure to
be there. ll

F or u is i t ors i nfo r ma tion : J ers ey W i I dl ile P re s-
eruation Trusl, Lcs Augr?s Manor, Tinit.l,
Jersel, British Channel Islands JE) 5BF;
(5)4) 864555.State- Zio_
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HG DIRECTORY
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A montrly guide to he toll*ee numbers of
prestigious advertisers in the building and
rernodeling fumiture, home fumishings, and
tabletop markes. Gll for further information

about products and services, to order
brochures, orforinfonrnticrn on store locatiorn

I

BUITDING AND REMODETING
Andersen Corporation 80(H264261

DuPont Corian 80G4{ORIAN

Euroflat 80G272-7992

Franke, Inc. 80O6265771

C.E. Appliances 800{2G2000

Jacuzzi Whirlpool Bath 80M78{889

Kohler Color Coordinates 8flI772-1 81 4 DEPI HG

Kohler Company 80G+KOHtER

Planum, lnc. 80G343{042

Marvin Windows 80G34G5128

Smallbone, Inc. 80G7 65-5266

Sunbrella" 8fiF441-51 l8
Velux-America, lnc. 80G283-2831

I

TURNITURE

Century Furniture Company 80G852-5552

Donghia Furniture/Textiles S00DONGHIA

Drexel Heritage Furnishings lnc. 80G44747fi)

Edgar B Furniture 8fiI255{589

Hekman 800'253-9249

Henredon Furniture lndustries 800'4411-3582

La Barge 80G253-3870

RocheBobois 80G225-2050

Speer Collectibles 800.241-751 5

Wildwood Lamps & Accents 80G733-1396

I

HOME FURNISHINGS

Armstrong World lndusfiies, lnc. 80G2333823

Duette by Hunter Douglas 80G32-STYLE

Karastan Bigelow 80G23+1 120

Lees Carpets 8fiHEES+YOU

Monsanto Wear0ated Carpet 80G322NtAR

Revman 80G237{658

Wamsutta/Pacif ic 80G34+21 42

Waverly 80G423-588I DtPT K

r
TABTETOP

Durand lnternational 80G33&501 4

Lenox China & Crystal 800{35-3669

Noritake Company, Inc. 80G562-1 991

t
I Fu.-cor-oR FACT BooK FEATT RES

ANDERScN's coMpLETE Pmlre-Snmlo'
I.OW-MAINTENANCE PRODUCT LINE. TitrS
HANDY BOOKLET IS A COMPLETE
RESOURCE FOR CREATING CUSTOM
COMBINATIONS OF ANDERSEN WNTr)\(/S
AND PATIO DOORS. INCTUOES ENERGY
FACTS AND BASIC SZE CF{ARTS. FREE.

.^, 
Dlscoven ouR EX.LUSIVE

COLLECTION OF QUALITY HOME
FL'RNISHINGS, DECORATI\,'E ACCESSORIES,

AND ITALL DECOR INTFIE ENGTISH STYLE.
AnponoasLy pRrcED FRoM $5 To
$500. CereroGUE $1.00, oR cALL
(8OO) 829-7789.

lle@@y6ompaaz

ExpressMusic

3 THr Fnsr conapu-m IIEC.RD
Sronr w e Cerl,r-ocrn. SHop e'r Holc
FoR ANY CD, Tapr, on Vpeo rN pRrNT.

Ovm 50,000 RoclJazz, erlu Cressrcar
TTIn.ES. ST]BSCRIBERS GE-T OTJR Z4{\pIcr.
l992cerxrrcuE, UPDATES, er.ro $5O nr
MERCHANDISE CREDNS. OTVE rCAN $4.00,
REFLINDABLE \qIIH FIRST ORDER

-EI'SF

I. THn Eocan B cerarocun
SHOWCASES OVER 130 BRAND NAMES
AT SAVINGS UP To 5OYo OFF RETAIL!
Cerr (800) 255-6589 ro spEAK
\TITH A FURNITURE CONSULTANT.
Cararocus $ t5.OO, REFUNDABLE
\7ITTI FIRST PURCHASE.

5 L.rx,ny coLLECTroNs oF FrNE
LINENS By IrauaN DESTGNERS Mtssolt,
Mesrno Rapnes, aNoArnre, pLrJS ouR
OV4! DESIGNS BY KATtffiNE EUZASEIH.
CHoosr FRoM EGyprrAN corroN
PRINTS, JACQUARDS OR EMBROIDERIES.
Rrcuwg $10.00 cERTrFrcArE TowARD
PURCLIASE Ii9TIII CAT{OGUE. $3.00.

9"&rr*le8,*:

cFroRExrrx p Cnentrg,u nn

6 FroneNuNr cRan-rsr'rnN rs
THE COMPLETE SOURCE FOR THE
FINEST HAND-CRAFTED GARDEN
ACCESSORIES AND FURNISHINGS. FROM
THE EI-EGANT TO THE ISTHIMSICAL, OUR
cATALoGUE TLLUSTRATES oven 350
ITEMS THAT WILL GRACE ANY INTERIOR
OR DflERIOR SEI-NNG. $5.00.

Bffiffi

ADVERTISEMENT



9 veurrrp cEruNGS, DRAMATT.
ENTRIES, DGANSN'E DECKS, AND AIUSAR}

vINNING ARCHITECTL'RE. Eclonr rr etr
IN TFIE spECTACUTAR rur-cor.oR Lurcoar
Pb,Nsoor. Oltr uuNoRED AND oNE
FLOOR PI.{NS OF E<QULSITE NEW HOMES,

596 pHoros, AND UNIQUE PIaNNING
cnms. $ 1 5.00. Vroro $ 10.00.

NeedlePoint

7 Sruu.m..cruw l )2canevrsn
rnou ENcLeND's Mosr INNovATIvE
NEEDLETuSORK coMPAr.IY. Km wclt-loE
THE NE\r VoNrleN CoI-rrcrtoN,
DAMASKS; KnilUS, BrurrsH Musputut
MOSAICS, VTCTONTEN SCENES, ANIMAIS,

Eucusn noRAIs, cREwEL EMBRoIDmIES,

AND CROSS STITCH NUCS. $4.0O.

a HeReNo PRESENTS rrs FULL-
COLOR CATALOGUE FEAruRING HAND-
PAINTED DINNERWARE AND TABLETOP

ACCESSoRTES, $5.00. Avar-qslE FoR TFIE

FIRST TIME uv Avlmce, "HEnrNo, ruE
Anr on HuNcanreN PoncnanN," IN
cELmRATIoN oF m 160r}l er.nvnmsanv,

$28.00.

T[O$ IURNITIIRB

I I ur.u"rroNAl e,ALITY AND
FLEXIBLE DESIGNS PROUDLY
HANDCRAFTEo IN SeNrn FE. SoLID
PoNprnose PINE, FoR HOME AND
oFFrcE. Ovrn 80 PIECES sHo\yN IN
ouR coloR cATArocus, $ 10.00.

OFII)ER. FOFTIVI
To onorn: CHECK THE NUMBER THAT

coRREspoNDs ro rHE cATALocuE(s) vou s.rvr
SELECTED AND \YITH A C}IECK OR MONEY ORDER

MADE PAYABLE To HG mcezNr, srlo to:
HGnrecearrE P.O. Box 16O8,
RrvERroN, I\J OE07'7 -9904.

tr LArrromsurrVmoows Fnrr

tr 2.TnrBonrsevCoupirrY l.0O

Ll 3.BostExpnrssMusrc 4.00

tr 4.EocenB 15.00

tr 5.Ercnen'rnoBronoous 3.0O

tr 6.FronnqnNECnemsum 5.0O

Il 7. Gronarrr,r 4.0O

8. HEREND

n cATAIocuE 5.0O

tr BooK 28.00

9. Luroar Croen Hours

tr PTANBooK 15.00

tr vrDEo f 0.0O

tr l0.Rcxoveron'sSupprv Fnrr

fl ll.T,rosFtrnnm:nr fO.0O

fl l2.TRUBEYDEsrcNs 3.00

n l3.VEltxRoorwrvoows Fnrs

PLEASE SEND METHE CATALoGLJES CIIECKED.

I rnw Euoosm $ 

- 

FoR carAlocuEs.

ADDRESS-

crrY-
STAll-7.tP-
TIn l]lm re Arcus l, 1992. PtsE ev 46w rcr
DffiY. Om 6 Av^reoMYN ruU.S. N N1:m.

NAMEI 3 Nrw n'-coron BRocFruRE

FEATURES THE COMPLETE LINE OF VELIX
ROOF V1NDOV6, SKYIIGHIS, SJI$CREENING

ACESORIES, AND OXrnOtS IVrnOOtlCl.C
TLIE ROI-IND.'IOP ACCENT ROOF WINDO\q
AND HAND-HELD INFRARED REMOTE

CONTROTS. PNTCTNC AND DEALER UST

nveuoro.Fhm.

I ^, Th.rn'v Drscxs rcR Nmr.E
Nrcsv If I Orucmar- lwlporrn t>mrl6
wer,tr Grsruas MOIIFS, FI-ORAIE SU]s,
NURSERY RHVV{ES, BOTANICAIS, FISH, AND

FALXAT{IVIALSKIIS. FlatOpar.npcalwesr$
YARI\q KIIS ANID FINSHED PRODLflSOF.THE

HTGHEST QUAUTY. cerarocuE $3.00,
rEFUNDAEEvrrHnmcus.(m)f26343

\$)\N:'

F,,r nxtu.-'s Hoxs I nr L. *l

I O sm,rD FORorrR FREE coron
CATATOGUEJAMMED\?IIHTHOL]SANMOF
UNIQUE ITEMS AT FANTASTIC SAVINGS!

Souo aRASS UGHTING FDffuREs, GHINA

SINKS, BRASS & CUNOUE FAUCETS,
SOLID BRASS DOOR & CABINET
HARDr\X/ARE, \YAIL PI-ATES' ef.iO lfOnr!
SersrecnoN cUARANTTED. FREE.



FOOD

Gtes

The first shoots of spring tempt

the palate BY LESLTE Lexo

A ncient as a dinner of herbs, innocenr as

/ I weeds, the equation of edible greens with

--f .T'il*"'*::,*:ffi :f:T.:T;ilnx
everything-strawberries in January, grapes in June-
the true pleasures of the season are right in our own
backyards where dandelions spangle new grass and wild
sorrel creeps across woodlands and abandoned fields.

Say "spring vegetables" and most people will think of
asparagus, peas, and artichokes, but there's a long list of
earlier arrivals, even for the most intransigent urbanites.
Sophisticated produce purveyors now supply sweer vio-
lets, fiddlehead ferns, and garlicky ramps as well as the
more familiar spinach, chervil, beet greens, and baby let-
tuces. They're even selling mesclun, the salad mix of

small perfect leaves, shoots, and herbs that was once ex-
clusively a country dweller's delight.

Mesclun can be made all year, changing as different
greens and flowers come into season, but the best ones
are the first ones, sentimental favorites. When I'm at
home in Maine, mesclun starts with the things that even a
late snow can't discourage: heads of radicchio the size of
brussels sprouts, tiny rosettes of mAche, frilly endive
thinnings, fat chives, rounded leaves of watercress, lobed
leaves of rocket (the old-fashioned English name for aru-
gula). The contrasting colors and textures and tastes-
dark against light, sweet against bitter-need only the
lightest of dressings to set them off.

As spring wears on and the leaves unfurl, French sor-
rel and spinach grow luscious and large, ready to move
from salad bowl to soup pot. Combined with overwin-
tered leeks, a handful of rice, and pure spring water,

Signs of spring. Clockwise from top left: Small is beautiful; dandelion

T

salad; potage sant6; pasta with vegetables. China lrom Hollyhock,
Foster-lngersoll, and Circa Antiques, L.A. Details see Resources.
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WE HELP YOU SET THE MOST
BE,AUTIFUL TABLE POSSIBLE,.
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Spring mesclun

they make potage sant6, rhe soup of
health. Next thing you know, the
mesclun includes purslane, tansies,
pea tendrils, tarragon, and baby let-
tuces. Then lamb's-quarters have re-
placed spinach, mustard greens are
cooking size, and full-grown spring
lettuces (Lolla Rossa, Four Seasons,
and Bibb are likely varieties) offer
leaf after leaf of delight.

In any gathering of greens the line
between wild and cultivated-like
the line between herbs and salads,
foods and "spring tonics"-is
blurred by use and custom. Consider
the dandelion. Although many a box
of herbicide bears a mug shot of 7a-
raxicum fficinale, tons of dandelions
are grown by market gardeners each
year, and foragers comb parks and
roadsides in search of the jagged
leaves. The tradition of the spring
dandelion feast was already well es-

tablished in ancient Rome, and it
continues in country districts of En-
gland, France, Germany, Holland,
Italy, and Greece.

I cut my dandelion teeth in rural
Pennsylvania when I was a budding
foodie of four or five. Sandy, our
family's Scottish nursemaid, discov-
ered I could be kept occupied almost
indefinitely if sent to gather dande-
lion leaves; all she had to do was
promise to make my harvest into sal-
ad with hot sweet-and-sour bacon
dressing. We left the farm when I
was eight, and until sometime in my
teens I was sure that dandelion salad
of blessed memory was a triumph of
Caledonian cuisine. In fact, it's more
rightly attributed to the Pennsylva-
nia Germans, who simply added the
sweet touch to what is a common reci-
pe throughout northern Europe.

Olive oil is the dressing of choice
for southern Europeans. Italians
and Greeks have a special fondness
for stronger-flavored greenery, in
part because of a widely held belief
that bitterness is a sign of health-giv-
ing qualities. In the e xcellenr chaprer
on the subject in her 1987 book, Hon-
ey from a Weed, Patience Gray quotes
an old Carrarese saying, "Who wants
to eat a good supper should eat a
weed of every kind."

The number of kinds is stagger-
ing. Gray lists dozens, many of them
as available in Nebraska as on Naxos.
But from the gastronome's point of
view, the great wild green after dan-
delion is lamb's-quarters, Chenopo-
dium album, also called white
goosefoot or, along with lots of other
things, pigweed (pigs love greens).
The gray green leaves with floury
silver backs are a common weed of
cultivated ground just about every-
where in the United States. They
have a delicate taste, rather like spin-
ach but less acrid, and a tender, al-
most melting texture.

I learned the virtues of lamb's-
quarters from my neighbor, artist
Lois Dodd, who got lasting lessons in
cooking wild greens with garlic and
oil when she lived in Rome. "We were
there right after the war," she recalls.
"The greens in the morning market
were different all the time, almost al-
ways mixed. And I still remember
the shock of seeing arugula growing
wild along the Appian Way."

Arugula doesn't grow wild here
(though it will self-sow in gardens),
but there are plenty of other good
things to gather. Foragers' guides,
from Euell Gibbons's classic Stalking
the Wild Asparagus to Roger Phillips's
exquisite Wild Food, will show whar's
what. Even city dwellers can enjoy an
approximation: exotic greens are
available from mail-order firms such
as Fines Herbes in New York City
(800-231-9022, in New York 212-
334-9022) and Diamond Organics in
Berkeley (800-922-2396). (When
buying mesclun from any source, be-
ware of chopped greens: they don't
look as good or last as long.)

Either way, carpe diem: it won't be

long before dandelions will flower,
becoming the stuff of wine instead of
salad, the arrival of peas will mark
the end of asparagus, and another
season will be on the table.

Meanwhile, remember that the
key to really great greens is dedicat-
ed washing. Fill the sink with cool wa-
ter, shake the greens around, and lift
them out. Clean the basin and do it
again-and again, until no more
sand appears. As Giacomo Castelve-
tro noted in l6l4, "Too many house-
wives and foreign cooks get their
greenstuff all ready ro wash and put
it in a bucket of water, or some other
pot, and slosh it about a little, and
then, instead of taking it out with
their hands, as they ought to do, they
tip the leaves and water out together,
so that all the sand and grit is poured
out with them. Distinctly unpleasant
to chew on."

PASTA WITH SPRI]UG
VEGETABLES

I 7z pounds asparagus
2 cups chicken broth
2 egg yolks
8 ounces orecchiette or other

bite-sized pasta
I bunch small scallions,

thinly sliced
2/z cup young beet greens,

finely shredded
2 tablespoons plus

72 teaspoon butter
Salt

3 ounces mild goat cheese,
cut into t/z-inch cubes

2-3 tablespoons finely
chopped mint

Trim asparagus, then cut the bottom
third from the stalks. Set tips aside.
Chop the stalk portions fine and cook
in the chicken broth over medium-
high heat until the liquid has reduced
by half, about 20 minures. Strain liq-
uid, pressing down on solids. When liq-
uid is cool, beat into egg yolks and set
aside. Slice the asparagus tips.

Cook pasta until al dente. Stir in the
sliced asparagus, scallions, and beet
greens. Cook l0 seconds, then drain.
Add butter to the pot, melt over low
heat, then add the pasta and vegeta-
bles. Add the egg yolk mixture and
continue to cook, stirring constantly,
until the sauce has thickened,3-4 min-
utes. Add salt to taste.

Pile pasta onto warmed plates and
scatter cheese on top. Sprinkle with
chopped mint. Serves 4.
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FOTAGE SA]TTE

I large bunch sorrel, about
6 ounces

372 quarts mixed spring greens
2 tablespoons butter
2 leeks, thinly sliced
2 tablespoons white rice

Vz crtp heavy cream
Salt

t/z cup small chervil sprigs or leaves
Itl: tablespoons minced chives

SPRIilG TIESCLUN
cups mesclun
tablespoons rice vinegar
small shallot, chopped
teaspoon Dijon mustard
Pinch of salt

Vz cup corn oil
I tablespoon hazelnut oil

There is no fixed recipe for mesclun.

Quantities depend on aPpetites and
the nature of the mix, and amounts of
dressing vary with the pungency of the
greens. Allow about l t/z cups per per-
son of small leaves of endive, fris6e,
dandelion, red lettuce, mAche, clay-
tonia, violets, arugula, watercress, ra-
dicchio; fronds of fresh dill, fennel,
chervil, parsley, coriander; and edible
flowers. The aim is a mix that provides
a spectrum of tastes and textures-
sweet and sharp, soft and crunchy.

The small leaves of greens should be
left whole; the fronds may be broken
into pieces and the flowers separated
into petals or chunks.

For the dressing, whisk remaining
ingredients together and let the mix-
tuie sit 30 minutes. Strain over the sal-

ad and toss gently. Serves 6-8'

FOOD

until garlic is softened but not brown.
Stir in the pine nuts and raisins and
set aside.

When greens are cooked, stir in the
vinegar and salt, then the oil mixture.
Taste and adjust seasonings. Serve gar-
nished with a generous sprinkling of
onion shreds. Serves 4-6.

PEilT{SYLVAI{IA GERMAN
WILTED DAI{DELIOil SALAD
8 slices lean bacon

272-3 quarts tender dandelion
greens, torn into small pieces

/+ cup cider vinegar
3 tablespoons brown sugar
2 hard-boiled eggs, finely

chopped
Freshly ground black pepper

Up to several hours before serving, fry
the bacon until crisp, drain, crumble,
and set aside. Pour off the fat, reserv-
ing % cup; do not wash the skillet.

At serving time, place dandelions in
a large bowl. Combine vinegar, sugar,
and reserved fat in skillet, add 7+ cup
water and stir until sugar dissolves.
Place over medium-high heat, bring to a
rolling boil, and pour over greens.

Toss thoroughly and garnish with
the chopped egg. Serve with freshly
ground pepper. Serves 6. rl

GREETTIS WITH GARLIC,
RAIStilS, AND PINE NUTS

l/z-2 pounds
cooking
mustard

strong-flavored
greens, such. as

. greens, turnlP greens,

Cut sorrel into shreds. Almost all the
greens should be mild-flavored-spin-
ach, dark green lettuces such as ro-
maine, beet greens, chard, lamb's-
quarters. Up to 3 cuPs may be stronger-
flavored-watercress, frisde, young
mustard, arugula. Cut greens into t/n-

inch ribbons, then chop coarsely.
Melt the butter in a large nonreactive

soup pot; add leeks and cook over low
heai until translucent, about l0 min-
utes. Do not brown. Add sorrel and
roughly two-thirds of the greens, the
rice, and 6 cups of water. Bring to a

boil, lower heat to simmer, and cook,
partially covered, until greens are
tender, about 35-40 minutes.

Whip the cream until slightly thick-
ened and set aside. Pur6e the cooked
greens and return to the pan. Add the
remaining greens and cook over medi-
um heat about 3 minutes, just long
enough to wilt them. Add the salt and
divide the soup among 6 heated bowls.
Swirl a generous tablespoon of the
thickened cream into each bowl and
sprinkle with the chervil sprigs and
minced chives. Serves 6.

kale, or broccoli rape
3 tablespoons olive oil
2 large cloves garlic, minced

Yz cup pine nuts, lightly toasted
2 tablespoons raisins
2 tablespoons balsamic vinegar
% teaspoon salt
I small red onion, {inely

shredded

Bring 7s cup water to boil in a nonre-
active 1%-quart pot and add greens
gradually. When wilted, Partially cov-
er, reduce heat to medium, and cook,
stirring occasionally, until Sreens are
soft but not falling apart, l5-20 min-
utes. There should be almost no liquid
left. If necessary, remove greens and
boil liquid until reduced to a few table-
spoons, then return greens to Pan.

While greens are cooking, combine
oil and garlic in a small skillet and cook
over medium-low heat 3-4 minutes

9-12
I
I
I

The Curly Maple Highboy. Crafted by the hands of Harden.
Suownoous rN Cntceco; Deues; Ttori Mtcs.; Htcs Porxr, NC; Ls ANGELES; McCoxxursvlm' NY;
NEw YoRK Ctry: Sau FuNcIsco; Stmrr; WesHINcroN, DC. AVAILABLE tr FINE FURNITURT srcnss. StNo
fl5 ror e Couprrg FupNrruru PomFollo ro Henor^- FunNItunt, McCoNxtnsvIru, Naw Yonx 13401.HG APRIL 1992
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Parlor Revival
Victoriana filk eaer) nook and

crann) of tuto collectors'

Italianate uilla By cnre McGm

f n 1883, five hundred well-heeled and discriminating

I subscribers across America received the first install-

-L ment of the two-volum e Artistic Houses. Printed in im-
perial folio size, it offered seven-by-nine-inch
phototypes of the interiors of the Gilded Age's new rich:
Vanderbilts and Hunnewells, Havemeyers and Flaglers,
railroad magnates and
meat-packing tycoons,
oil barons, society doc-
tors, industrialists, bor-
derline scoundrels. The
furnishings were by the
great American design
firms of the day. Herter
Brothers, Pottier & Sty-
mus, and Louis Comfort
Tiffany's Associated
Artists were all intent on
asserting a post-Civil
War surge in taste and

artistic sensitivity and on locking up thejuiciesr commis-
sions. But their glory didn't last. Dismantled, disheveled,
stored away, and forgorren, their opulent furniture and
objects have only recently begun to be salvaged by cura-
tors, scholars, a handful of dealers, and the occasional
out-there collector.

Two of the most avid devotees are DeBare Saunders
and Ronald Mayne, who, as Stingray Hornsby, collect,
sell, and decorate with the same kind of (and often the
same) high-style Victoriana published in Artistic Houses.
Three years ago they bought the vast granite Castle on
the Green in northern Connecticut, designed in the
1850s by Henry Austin for the Wheeler family, whose
sewing-machine factory dominated the town. ,,Our fan-
tasy," Mayne and Saunders call the Italianate villa over-
looking the Wheelers' erstwhile industrial fi efdr>m.

The Stingray Hornsby
honored by the twosome
was Saunders's uncle, "an
amusing and eccentrir'
fellow" who, in addirion

A lgth-century Chinese export
mug and a Vieux Paris vase,
above left, above an English
beaded mantel valance. Above
right: A c. 1845 Gothic revival
secretary holds ivories, bronzes,
and lacquer. Left: The master
bedroom combines Eastlake-
style and Gothic revival pieces.
Wallpaper by Stingray Hornsby.
Details see Resources.
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to driving the eponymous sports car, collected oriental
antiques. Saunders also had grandparents and parents
who collected-impressionist paintings, eighteenth-cen-
tury French and English furniture. "When we visited my
grandparents," he says, "the other children wanted to go
outside and play ball. I was inside examining rock crystal
vases. Sometimes I got to keep one."

After Saunders graduated from Parsons School ofDe-
sign, the memory of the vases and his grandmother's
rock crystal Cartier clocks resurfaced in sculpted Lucite
heads set with semiprecious stones which he exhibited at
a Madison Avenue gallery. Passerby Geraldine Stutz,
then president of Henri Bendel, convinced him to switch
to jewelry and made him a star. He worked with Diane
Von Furstenberg for a while and, later, madejewelry for
Oscar de la Renta's shows. He started a decorating busi-
ness. "DeBare has had about eight careers," says Mayne.
"I've had one other." While traveling on business, the im-
port-export of foreign-car parts, Mayne began to collect
art deco and art nouveau.

But ajoint epiphany came in 1982 at an antiques show
in a muddy Pennsylvania cow pasture where they fell for
what turned out to be a signed Pottier & Stymus Egyptian
revival settee. It got them started on the furniture of a

DeBare Saunders designs

period-style curtains as

intricate as Victorian gowns
period when, says Saunders, "furniture making was still
an art. The art form you might compare it to is opera, be-
cause opera is music, painting, theater, sculpture, archi-
tecture. Just in terms of carving, these pieces were
treated as if they were rare pieces of sculpture."

To help them with restoration, Saunders and Mayne
enlisted Heinz Muller, a retired museum conservator.
The name of their upholsterer is still, they say, their big-
gest secret. "Every competitor and museum is dying for
it. It's like a great recipe." They work with this mysrery
man until the tufting and shirring, pleating and cushion-
ing arejust to their liking. "Until," says Saunders, "the ar-
chitecture of the piece is perfect." A dead ringer for the
settee they found in the pasture takes up one end of their
thirty-two-foot-long front parlor.

Several ofthe fabrics and the carpets in the house have
been re-created for them by Scalamandr6 from recol-
ored document patterns. Saunders designs window

Herter Brothers made
the parlor easel and
Egyptian revival chair
and credenza, above
left. Carpet by
Scalamand16. Above
right: The neo-Grec
table and gilt chairs
and sofa in the garden
room are by Pottier
& Stymus. Far left: A
Vieux Paris figurine
perfume bottle and
a vase by Edouard
Honor6, c.1850. Left:
A Ball, Black & Co.
silver tureen, c. ,l865,

and a Wedgwood urn
are flanked by American
colored glass.
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Ar{TtQUES

The name of their
upholsterer is

still their biggest
secret: "It's like
a great recipe"

treatments as intricate as Victorian
ball gowns, their linings alone as tan-
talizing as a glimpse of 'Just one inch
of a lady's petticoat," he says. Nearly
all the wallpapers are from Zul>er.
The trompe I'oeil silver-curtain pa-
per in the dining room is the most
over-the-top. "A dining room should
be dramatic," says Saunders. "The
eye should be as delighted as the pal-
ate is. We eat in here every night by
candlelight." The flatware is a Ball,
Black pattern patented in 1863.
Mayne is the obsessed cook.

The house is outspokenly not a
museum. "That can be so unamusing
and uninspired," Saunders says.
"We're our ideal clients," says

Mayne, "because we're doing this for
ourselves." However ornate, the
rooms are spare by Victorian stan-
dards, the pieces arranged for sculp-
tural effect. "It's not decorated,"
Saunders says. But it's only because
of their experience as decorators
that Mayne and Saunders could have
pulled off restoring and furnishing
the eighteen-room house in a year.
Taking possession of a place in com-
plete disrepair, with sixreen amps of
electricity and crumbling walls, they
put in new wiring, plumbing, and
central air. They made a schematic
design, down to channels for hiding
picture-light connections.

What didn't need to get done was as

important as what did. The original
gilt window cornices, flooring, plas-
ter ceiling medallions, marble fire-
places, and Union Porcelain latch
covers were intact. All that was used
to revive the gilt-framed overmantel
mirror in every room, says Mayne,
was "a little soap and water." The
hardest thing to find was period
lighting. The garden room, which

takes the overflow during large din-
ner parties, was designed around a
gasolier from the Dakota and in-
cludes a Pottier & Stymus neoclassi-
cal sofa and chairs and a neo-Grec
table (by the same firm), from New
York's A. T. Stewart mansion, facing
a painted theater drop from a castle
in Spain. Mayne and Saunders have
just completed a Gothic study off the
Gothic master bedroom suite.
They're putting in a summer dining
room on the second floor of the car-
riage house they turned into an Ital-
ianate guesthouse, which is flanked
by a Renaissance-style herb garden
and a woodland garden centered on
a goldfish pond.

Their final project is the belve-
dere, from which Mr. Wheeler could
clock his factory workers. It's going
to be a Turkish sitting room done up
with more of the hisroric pieces
Mayne and Saunders track down by
researching family records, nosing
through old wedding announce-
ments, studying bygone estate auc-
tions, and waiting for "strange
nocturnal phone calls that make you
drive three hundred miles to find
something either hideous or so won-
derful it makes your heart stop."

With almost everything in place at
home-the Chinese library, the la-
dy's guest bedroom, the aquarium
for Saunders's pet frog, Duncan-
they can continue to treasure-hunt
for collector clients, many of whom
have them concoct interiors com-
plete to the last piece of Vieux Paris
porcelain. The governor's mansion
in Albany, New York, has carpets of
their design. They're doing Tim
Forbes's Manhattan brownstone.
The singer whose name starts with M
has bought from them.

But few live the period like Mayne
and Saunders, with their fancy-dress
balls, Victorian dinner parties, and
the croquet matches they've reinsti-
tuted on the Green. "It's contagious,"
says Saunders. "Three or four houses
around the Green are being restored
now. We're helping to start a preserva-
tion society." Back in the cow pasture
days, Mayne says, "we really did stand
alone." Not anymore. I
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Take our passenger ferry to ,
an island world where Nonh
Carolina's oldest lighthouse

stands sentinel over secluded'-
beaches and maritime forest.

Unspoiled, yes, but not
uncivilized. li/here outstanding
golf, boating and dining, plus a
choice of beautiful homes, villas
and homesites await a lifetiire
of pleasure. Come for a visit,

or stay for a lifetime.
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Going
Home

to
Kew

After liuing abroad, the director of
the Royal Botanic Gardens fuffilk
a boyhood ambition By rAULA Dnrrz

A t the northern end of the Royal Botanic Gardens

A at Kew, near London, there is an inconspicuous
L lgate simply marked "Privare." Though hidden
from public view, the complex of gardens ahd greens be-
yond and the brick buildings that face rhem have become
the nerve center for far-reaching developments in the
worlds of botany and conservation. Since 1988, this has
been the home and office of Professor Ghillean Prance,
the director of Kew, and his wife, Anne, and these are

their private gardens: two undulating perennial borders
with central shrubbery, which extend from the solidly
comfortable three-story late-Georgian house, and a Vic-
torian walled kitchen garden.

Although it may not seem unusual for the director of
Kew to have a splendid garden of his own, this is in fact
Iain Prance's first English garden since his boyhood days
gardening in Gloucestershire. In 1963, while completing
his doctoral studies at Oxford, prance went to New
York-via a plant-collecting expedition in Suriname-to
spend a year at the New York Botanical Garden studying
plant specimens in the Herbarium. He ended up sraying
twenty-five years at the NYBG, where he eventually was
named senior vice president for science and led numer-
ous expeditions for botanical exploration and research
in Brazilian Amazonia.

"What I looked forward to on my return to England,,,
he said soon after his appointment to Kew four years
ago, "was being able ro have a British garden again in a
climate that is suitable for horticulture," an allusion to
the extremes of weather that make New york and its re-
gion inhospitable to many plants. The walled kitchen
garden used to be one of Kew's best-kept secrets, but it
has turned out to be one of the Prances' major assets in
their imperative campaign ro increase the Royal Botanic
Gardens' role in scientific research, conservation, and
plant exploration throughour the world.

"On the average," says Anne Prance, "we entertain
thirty people a week-occasionally two hundred-for
breakfast, lunch, tea, drinks, or dinner, and all the ingre-
dients for soups, sauces, salads, and vegetables, when in
season, come from the kitchen garden." For parties of up
to sixteen guests she prepares all the cuisine herself,
freezing stock and sauces against future use for the
steady stream of important international visitors who ap-
preciate her gleaming silver flatware and starched table
linens. It is no exaggeration to say that rain forests and
endangered plant species everywhere may ultimately be
saved at the Prances' table. Also, with the recent launch
of the American-style Kew Foundation and Friends of
the Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew, the number of guests is

Ghillean Prance, top. Above:
His house on the Green at
Kew has serpentine borders of
perennials. Left: The Victorian
kitchen garden supplies
produce for family and guests.

likely to rise as Kew rries ro
increase private funding
from twenty to thirty per-
cent. (Guests from the gar-
den-visiting public now find
a warm welcome at a new vis-
itors center, which opened
last month.)

"Nothing gets accom-
plished at Kew without
teamwork," Anne Prance
emphasizes. Although her
profession is teaching En-
glish as a second language,
she has become a key player
in her informal group of
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wouldn't even get their
feet wet.
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Send to: Marvin Windows, Warroad, MN 56763.

We made double-hungs 16 feet high for the lllinois
State Capitol. We made a 4' x 6' cloverleaf window for a
rancher in Montana. And for a Texas football fanatic, we
made a football-shaped window, complete with custom-cut
wooden grilles for the laces.

So if you want your windows to make a splash, bring
your ideas to the company thats not afraid to take the plunge
[/arvin Windows,

For a free copy of our 96-page catalog featuring the
entire line of lt/arvin windows and doors, mailthe coupon or
call 1-800-346-5128 (in Canada, 1-800-263-6101).

GARDENIilG

Endangered plant species

everywhere may be

saved at the Prances' table

gardeners, scientists, and flower arrangers. Just steps
away from the Prances'back door, along a path lined
with old camellias and a mulberry tree, the walled garden
has retained the same general workaday plan since Vic-
torian times, and with constant harvesting, its appear-
ance changes daily. High walls of mellow brick are
enhanced by espaliered fruit trees and, in summer,
climbing sweet peas.

In what Iain Prance calls the microclimate of the
walled garden, peas, poraroes, broccoli, leeks, and fennel
are just a few of the crops rorared periodically. Among
several varieties of pole beans, the orange red scarlet
runner stands out against a summer sky. Raspberries,
gooseberries, and currants are grown under wire-mesh
cages to protect them from the birds. And the herb
section would suffice in beauty and quantity even on its
own. Rows of marigolds grown alongside the tomato
plants help to repel insects, and to set an example in
conservation, the natural mulch used to fertilize the
garden does not include peat from endangered bogs. A
small potting shed houses an orderly array of garden
tools and wire-mesh trays of onions drying in the sun.
Inside a small greenhouse set against the garden wall,
four grapevines clamber up the glass.

To accommodate the expanding programs at Kew, the
Prances reassigned some of the interior of their wisteria-
draped residence as more public areas for meetings and
official receptions. The private dining room was relo-
cated upstairs overlooking the double borders and, be-
yond them, the Princess of Wales Conservatory within
the public area of Kew proper.

"One of the first changes we made to the garden," says
Anne Prance, "was to widen the borders, to give them an
exaggerated serpentine edge." By grading the heights of
perennials planted in front of the old shrubbery, they
have linked the two elements, and now the deep green
background foliage contrasrs with delphiniums, tree
peonies, phlox, dianthus, and Sedum spectabile'Meteor'.
At seven-thirty breakfast meetings the view often in-
cludes a dew-drenched shadow of a rree before the sun
has burned o[fthe dew.

A crescent of blue and brown iris separates the private
garden from the croquet lawn where Kew staff mem-
bers often compete at lunchtime. Iain Prance's office
is in the green-shuttered administrarion building,.just
across the garden (he also maintains a small research of-
fice in the Herbarium where he works mornings from
seven to nine). At the end of the day, he has only to cross
the lawn, but still, he says, "the house and garden make
such a nice place to come home to." I
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Czech architects gaue

neu dimension to the

principles they learned

from the paintings of
Braque and Picasso

BY JoSEPH GroveNNrNr

Gubism in
the Round

T r whar is now Czechoslovakia, for a few exhilarat-

I ing years before World War I, leading a cubist life

I was a tantalizing possibility. A coterie of Czech intel-

-I- lectuals, artists, and patrons wrote at cubist desks,
toasted with cubist glasses, and entertained on cubist
sofas in rooms decorated with cubist fabrics and wallpa-
per. Cubist architects in Prague and other parts of Bohe-
mia built about a dozen multistory st1y61111s5-lncluding
villas,'apartment buildings, and a spa-which looked as
though Braque or Picasso had painted them in space,

their faEades as elegantly faceted as the bodies of
the "demoiselles d'Avignon."

For all its spatial suggestiveness, cubism in
France remained the pursuit of artists rath-
er than architects. It was only the Bohemians
who fully understood the architectural po-
tential in cubism and took it into the third di-
mension. From l9l I through 1914, in what
was one of the earliest episodes of abstract
architecture and perhaps the first reaction

against functionalist modernism, Czechs searched
for the spirit and hidden dynamics in marter; they

created buildings, objects, and furniture whose surfaces,
like the ripples and swells of bodies of warer, suggesred
the movement of forces beneath. The crystalline bas-re-
liefs on these animated faqades also represented a reac-
tion against the faint ornamentalism and organic
Cubism took habitable form only in Czechoslovakia, in the work of such
architects as Josef Go6iir, whose l 9l 2-t 3 apartment house, top left,
juxtaposes a curved bay with faceted planes, and Josef Chochol, whose
fagades for a I 9l 3 apartment block, left, and a I 91 I -l 2 villa, center left,
are abstractions in three dimensions. Pavel Jan6k applied cubist theory
to a chair, 1911-12,center right, and a ceramic box, ,l91 l, above left.
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from Cannon Royal Family. Fitted sheets with extra deep pockets that accommodate even

the thickest mattress. Drift away into a world of color-color beyond your wildest dreams.
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ROYAL FAMILY
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ARCHITECTURE

Czech cubists

searched for
the spirit and

hidden dynamics

in matter
naturalism of dream-state fin de
sidcle Viennese architecture.

Prague in those years was alive
with new ideas. Intent on forming
their own cultural identity, Czech
painters were eschewing the Aus-
trian capital, traditionally the
source of their artistic influence, in
favor ofParis; they returned bear-
ing the banner oI cubism. In
Prague's avidly receptive intellec-
tual climate, works by Picasso and
Braque were being exhibited, Ein-
stein was lecturing, and Kafka was
writing. According to Milena La-
marov6, head of the department of
design and a curator at the Museum of Decorative Arts in
Prague, the Big Bang in architecture came in l9 I I , when
the Group of Plastic Artists was founded. Pavel Jandk,
the primary exponent of the movement, was among the
first to propose buildings conceived as expressions of
force rather than function. His earliest drawings show
prismatic architectural surfaces, without any supportin g
structure, as though mass had become energy. Antifunc-
tionalists wanted matter to radiatejoy.

A precocious and unique movement, Czech cubism
anticipated neoplasticism in Holland and supremarism
and constructivism in Russia before losing its momen-
tum at home, first to war and then to politics. For several
decades the furniture and ceramics as well as the houses
and apartment buildings created during
this daring experiment languished, dis-
credited by the state as abstract, nonfigu-
rative, bourgeois, and unintelligible to
the masses. Beyond this official disap-
proval, the objects and buildings were ob-
scured by the overwhelming beauty of the
city of Prague, which assimilated such rad-
ical presences by an unconscious act of
aesthetic integration: spired medieval
churches, endless Habsburg palaces, and

Jugendstil concert halls lulled away the
shock of cubism.

But in the 1950s, without making ideo-
logical declarations, a few curators in
Czechoslovakia started quietly collecting
cubist pieces that otherwise might have

Beveled surfaces and unexpected angles
animate Go65r's writing desk, above left,
and table clock, above, and the vit.ine he
designed for his own apartment, bottom.

Left: Sunlight accentuates the folded planes
and projecting elements of a Chochol
apartment house on the Vltava River.

been lost. Now the liberalized cul-
tural politics of the Velvet Revolu-
tion have made possible a

celebration of' the accomplish-
ments of Czech cubism. Last May
the Museum of Decorative Arts in
Prague organized a major exhibi-
tion in association with the Nation-
al 'f echnical Museum and the
Vitra Design Museum in Clerma-

ny-under the patronage of two presidents, V:iclav Ha-
vel of Czechoslovakia and Richard von Weizsdcker of
Germany. In a public acknowledgment of support rhat
amounted to a political statement-and was rnuch ap-
preciated by the Prague intelligentsia-Havel attended
the exhibition's debut. An enlarged version ol'the show
then opened at the Vitra Museum in Weil am Rhein,
where it became the first exhibition to occupy the whole
of the spacious deconstructivist museum recently com-
pleted by Frank Gehry, a prismatic building conceptual-
ly akin to the cubist work displayed inside. The nearly
three hundred pieces in the traveling show off-er con-
vincing evidence of a promising adventure in architec-
ture and design. (The exhibition, funded largely by the

Vitra Museum, is at the Centre Georges
Pompidou in Paris from March l8
throughJune 9; it is scheduled ro open
at the Cooper-Hewitt Museum in New
York in the spring of 1993.)

Perhaps the most eloquent statement
of cubist architecture is a five-story
apartment building byJosef Chochol in
a Prague neighborhood remarkable
only for two of his other cubist build-
ings (including a villa facing the lan-
guid Vltava River). The masonry walls
of the l9 l3 apartment block are
sculpted into facets that, with a raking
sun, break into large diamonds of light
and shadow which contradict the
structural lines ol'gravity. These sur-
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ABGHITECTURE

The vanity, with its trio of
adjustable mirrors, captured
the cubist imagination

face modulations, based on
oblique planes passing
through vertical and horizon-
tal planes, transform the apart-
ment block dynamically,
Chochol abstracted the building
on its own faEade; Picasso could
hardly have ransformed it fur-
ther on canvas.

Other buildings of like spirit
appear in surprisingly promi-
nent locations, even in a neighbor-
hood adjacent to Prague Castle. In
Star6 Mdsto, the old town, drivers
emerging from the Interconti- ln a lglg photograph,

nental Hotel's underground ga- !9p'1he camera records

rase confront a btock-to',.,g ll"JffllffHl#
apartment house by Otakar No- mirrorsof aGo66r

votny, completed just after van19'4!9yq., ; Panals

world war I. ttr.trr.i.rio.;.. i; ;:,T:,;fi:ij,""'"i:t-
irregularly fragmented, its sur- itsbulgingsilhouette.

faces heaving in faceted movement. The effect is mosr
pronounced when the building is seen from an oblique
angle, the planes shifting against one another. In an ear-
ly attempt at energizing space, Novotny also adapted the
cubist principle of dynamizing and deforming mass ro
the wrought-iron gates and railings, which project from
the flat planes. InJosef Gotdr's l9l l-12 three-story spa

in the North Bohemian town of Bohdanet, the architect
tiered and folded the pedimenrs over the entry with the
skill of an origami master and angled mullions to creare
the illusion that windows bulge from their frames.

With their Gothic churches and baroque buildings,
Czechs had long appreciated the spiritual pulse possible
in stone. Jan6k, in the l9l3 renovation of a baroque
house on the main square at Pelhiimov in South Bohe-
mia, capitalized on its undulations by turning rhe curves
into facets, underscoring the common interest of the two
styles in the articulation of movement rather than con-
struction. But such spirited experimentation on faEades
did not affect the floor plans or interior spaces, which re-
mained straight, regular, and suitable for any upright
burgher and his family. Cubism inside these buildings
was a matter of chairs and china cabinets and chande-
liers. Perhaps the self-imposed limitation was a matter of
engineering: in a world before computers, asymmetri-
cally structured buildings would have required more
time to calculate than to build.

The architects who were the primary agenrs of Czech
cubism often sketched out in objects their ideas for build-
ings. Chairs have always been a laboratory for architects,
andJaniik designed a cubist classic: the back is a triangle,
the seat a trapezoid with one subtly folded edge, and the
legs are bent at the ankle, changing profile as a viewer
walks around. The simple planes themselves have an or-
namental quality. Desks were also favorites for cubist in-
vestigation; most seem to bulge, as though restraining an

a

t

explosion at their core. A
few ceramic pieces contain
the whole cubist thesis,
among them a white stone-
ware jewel box, designed
by Janiik, with black lines

accentuating its crystalline
edges: the surfaces are bro-
ken into triangular faces and
pyramids that make up an

unprecedented polyhedron.
But perhaps the object that most engaged the cubist

imagination was rhe vaniry; its triptych of adjustable mir-
rors afforded the opportunity of designing consrantly
changing reflections. Cut in the profile of gemstones and
beveled at the edges, the mirrors of two vanities in the
show reflect and fragment one another so that no image
survives intact. In a playful period photograph of an im-
posing l9l2-13 brown-stained oak vanity by God6r, the
shrouded camera, stationed on a tripod in front of the
central mirror, photographs its own segmented image.
The instrument of the supposedly neurral photograph is
itself "painted" by the vanity into a cubist diorama.

The vanity would do the same to a Prague couple
dressing for the evening-he knotting a cubist cravat; she
arranging an off-the-shoulder scarf; both transformed
by the oddly shaped and faceted mirrors, as by a painter's
eye, into a living object lesson in cubism. I
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The New Hand Painted Pilaster Kitchen
I\sptRED Bl LrcHTEEsIH cruvl'uRY couNTRY TuRNITURE, SvenBol,iu's new hand-painted kitchen

inclu<les lree-standing pieces such as bacon settles and dressers. The kitchen is named after the pilasters

uhich are based on original Georgian mouldings and have been used to break-front the dentil cornice.

Sttat,Lsorl kitchens remain unique because they combine the detail, proportions and

construction offinc lurniturt u'ith ultimatc lunction. Specially trained artists can create literally any

colour or effect in lour olln home. With Stt.tLt.no"-1, the choice is 1ours.

sa&AtrffioF{H
150 EAST sETH STREET, NEW YORK NY lOl55. TEL: (21?) 644 6006 . 34 EAST PUTNAM AVENUE, GREENWICH, CT 06830. TEL: (203) 869 0619

315 SOUTH ROBERTSON BLVD, LA, CA 90048. TEL: (2r3) 550 7299
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WORKBOOM

NOBODY ELSE DOES WHAT I DO-
they'd be out of their minds if they
did," says Joanna Rock, a one-wom-
an wallpaper factory. First she
dreams up a bold repeatable patrern
and carves it into an eleven-inch
linoleum block. Then she paints an
eleven-yard-long strip of paper with
latex paint, slathers the block with
contrasting latex, and presses it
along the paper's length. Finally, she
hangs the results to dry on an over-
head rack, like a preposterous bed-
sheet. For the rare orders too large to
handle herself, Rock hires a silk
screen studio to pump out football
fields of her designs-with regret.
"There's no movement, no subtle
discrepancies," she sighs.

A fast-talking, easy-laughing na-
tive of a London suburb, Rock ac-
quired printing skills in the mid
1970s when she was at London's
Royal Academy of Music studying
guitar. Discontent with her courses
and decrepit living quarters, she
took comfort in a part-time job as a
printer for Peggy Angus, a linoleum
block wallpaper pioneer. "That job
was a lifesaving force," Rock recalls.
Another, she adds, was classmate
Charles Rock. He swept his bride
first to the San Francisco area, where
he taught music and she founded
her wallpaper business, and then to
Dobbs Ferry, a New York suburb,
where he now practices law. When

Joanna Rock, left, hand-prints her
wallpaper designs to give them texture
and subtle variations. Below: She
carves a leaf pattern into a linoleum
block. Details see Resources.

Colin and Oliver, the Rocks'seven-
year-old twins, are in school, she de-
scends into the basement and labors
over paper. A single roll takes an
hour and a half, and Rock generates
a few hundred rolls annually.

A door laid on sawhorses acts as
her work surface; columns of paint
tins ring the room on a waist-high
shelf. The walls carry samples of
the twenty-one patterns in her line:
abstract squiggles, Amish quilt-
style pinwheels, tapestry lions. Al-
so on display are inspirations for
future designs: photos of a two-
hundred-year-old daffodil-filled
wallpaper found in Quentin Bell's
former Sussex house and a vibrant
Precolumbian textile.

"Everywhere I look, I see some-
thing worth adapting," says Rock,
who restrains herself to two new ad-
ditions per year to avoid stretching
too thin. And, whenever possible, she
installs her wallpapers herself, bask-
ing in the textures. But her devotion
to hard work does not preclude a
longing for recognition. Showing off
a delicate white-on-cream floral
print she produced for Diane Saw-
yer's home dressing room, she
muses, "The business keeps simmer-
ing along, and maybe someday it'll
grow too big for this basement." rl

Rock's
Steady
Hand

Joanna Rock prints uallpapers inspired by Amish

quilts and the Alhambra By EvE M. KeHx

Jazz Age-style geometric.
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Scenes from Everyday Life
The realism of Stone Roberts suggests mysteries

beneathfamiliar surfaces By DouGLAS BRENNER

ART

fft he ghost of a Dutch master would probably smile

I ,, the paintings of Stone Roberts, a foriy-one-
I- year-old New Yorker. The smile might first show

recognition and approval: "Ah yes, one of rhose still lifes
we used to call breakfast pieces." But admiration might
well turn to bemusemeni as the practiced eye passed
from exquisitely luminous lilies, lemons, and gourds re-
flected in silver and glass to a plastic kitchen timer paint-
ed with no less elegant precision. A modern version of
the hourglass that symbolizes fleeting moments in the
classic vanitas? A shape and texrure that simply caught
the artist's fancy? A privatejoke? Unanswered questions
echo through much of Roberts's work. More often than
not the resonant enigma centers on the mysterious work-
ings of time, the ways the artist puts history and memory
to use in grasping an ephemeral present.

As a boy growing up in North Carolina, Roberts pored
over the color plates in Francis Henry Taylor's Fifty Cen-
turies of Art, and he still remembers exactly which images
he found most absorbing: Hubert van Eyck's The Cruci-
fixion, a Dtirer watercolor of a hare, Veronese's Mar.s and,
Venw United by Loue, an Ingres portrait. Over the years
Roberts came to appreciate abstract, pop, and other

movements that dominated the
contemporary art scene, but when
he began to study drawing and
painting as a Yale undergraduate,
he knew that his personal style
would be more akin to that of the
pictures he had loved in childhood.

Now, as a figurative artist in his own right, Roberts is
keenly aware of the weight of associations that a gesture,
a pose, or an object can carry. All the same, his paintings
entice the eye not simply to travel through time but also
across the dense, richly varied surface ofan artifact very
much in the here and now. Brush strokes make the fold
of a sleeve almost palpable; color suffuses a shadowy
bruise on the skin ofa pear, creating episodes in a pure-
ly visual drama that can be enjoyed without art historical
footnotes. Sensation and thought are tightly inrerwo-
ven in patterns as intricate as those of the oriental car-

Stone Robeds, top,
with The William
A. V. Cecil Family,
l99O-91, a modern
conversation piece
rich in ancestral
symbolism. Above:
Lemons, Lilies, and
Gourds, 1987. Above
right: Ihe Yisit 1989,
alludes to religious
iconography. Right:
Luke and Flowers,
1987. casts Roberts's
dog in the role of
a naughty cupid.
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ART

pets that are a recurrent motif.
At its most obvious, Roberts's ac-

knowledgment of the past may be as

direct as the depiction of Seymour
Guy's 1873 group portrait of the Wil-
liam H. Vanderbilt family which is
included in the artist's own l99l por-
trait of Vanderbilt descendants, the
William A. V. Cecil family. The Cec-
ils commissioned the new painting to
hang opposite Guy's at Biltmore, the
ancestral house Roberts used as the
setting for his picture. Such formal
reprises underscore particular dy-
nastic loyalties, while the subtle
counterpoint of glances and distant
stares within the conventional for-
mat of a conversation piece hints at
universal ambiguities of family ties.
"I like the idea of a painting one can
come back to again and again and see

different things in," says Roberts.
"You should almost be able to read it
like a novel, with different relation-
ships emerging over time."

It is tempting to tug at narrarive
threads in Roberts's paintings, espe-
cially when, following centuries-old

precedent, he has applied a mytho-
logical or biblical title to a scene of
characters in modern dress. In Venar
and Adonis (1987-88), Venus could
be a regular customer at Bergdorf
Goodman, and the stricken Adonis,
laid out on a penthouse floor, has a
tennis player's tan lines. One need
not be an art historian to sense por-
tentous overtones in The V kit ( I 989).
In lighting, tone, and composition,
this work shows that Roberts has
looked long and hard at Caravaggio
and Georges de la Tour. Most of
their followers would have called
such a piece The Visitation and made
sure that every detail identified it as

the meeting of the Virgin and Saint
Elizabeth recounted in Luke l:39-
56. Roberts has taken a different
tack. Details such as the iris (long as-

sociated with Mary), the spilled wine,
and even the harnessed dog (like the
leashed monkey, a traditional em-
blem of sensuality held in check) can
indeed be interpreted according to
standard iconography. But the play-
ing cards, the sunglasses, the chario-

teer pattein on rhe jacket of the
blonde (a likeness of Roberts's wife,
Betsey)-what do they signify?
These may just be women any well-
connected New Yorker might know
going about their worldly pursuits,
though there is a lingering intima-
tion that mundane encounters can
offer unexpected epiphanies.

The dog, a portrair of Roberts's
spaniel, Luke (Saint Luke is the pa-
tron saint of painters), figures in
many works. ln Luhe and Flowers
( 1987), he is caught in the midst of a
minor domestic mishap, as if one of
Stubbs's animal sitters had bounded
off into Hogarth's The Rahe's Prog-
ress. Or Luke could be the metamor-
phosis of countless naughty cupids
or one of Balthus's bad children. The
subject is also a fine excuse for a dy-
namic diagonal composition, a
chance to play off fur against linen
and peonies, crimson and ocher
against black and white. With charac-
teristic irony, Roberts nimbly trans-
forms a leap of the imagination into a
tableau of contemplative stillness. ll
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Llaie Point on Daufuskie lsland
I lim place of tidal marshlards,
pristine beaches, serene lagoons
and majestic forests. All carefirlly
managed in natural harmonv by
International Paper Realtv
Colporation of South Carolina.

Here, nature-with a little help
from master designer Rees Jones-
shaped a glorious 29-hole golf
course ranled in the top third of
"America's 100 Greatest Courses" by Colf Digest.
And rated a pure joy by our members and thet guests.

Just a rela.ring ferrv ride from Hilton Head Island,
Haig Point is a natural saflctualv flee of cars and
crowds. Come live among live oak and flowering
magnolia. Play golf or tennis and dine at the Club.
Travel tree-shaded lanes by electric cart or horse-
drax,n carriage. And return home to a way of life that
takes the best ofthe past. And preserves it for
the future.

Io_4qrqqg lour 'Taste of Haig Point" HAIG POINT
Calll-800-992-3635Today.r,rlr1aor;oao-szrs. ATHoMEoNDAUFUSKTETsLAND

Ostergard, Bolerin.Charge.

Visit tlarg Point
On Dauluskie lsland

3 Davs/2 Nights
For Just-rwg.

Per Cotrple
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BOOKS

Mark Griffiths, top,
editor of the new
Royal Horticultural
Society dictionary,
is also a poet, an
illustrator, above
right, and a cycad
expert. Above and
right: His drawings
ol Zamia fischeri
and Z. pumila, trom
the dictionary.

A young horticulturist uproots prouincial ideas with

a reuolutionary new dictionary By pATTr HAGAN

"That's how we lost the craft of soil management."
The new four-volume 3,000-page dictionary, pub-

lished here by Stockton Press (9695,9795 after April l5),
is in no way a revision of the 195 I Royal Horticultural So-
ciety dictionary, which Griffiths dismisses as "the last
great puff of colonialism," a work "roored in life below
stairs or life in the porring shed." Since he put aside re-

search for his doctoral
thesis on cycads four

years ago to take on the RHS project
under editor in chief Anthony

Huxley, Griffiths explains, he has
dedicated himself to producing an orig-

inal work of "systematic and beautiful
and good botany" relevant to "the very intensive but
small-scale domestic garden" of today-not just in

Britain, but around the world. Grif-
fiths says his model "for the look of the
thing"-400 pages of botanical illustration,
some of it his own-was Parkinson's Para-
disus (1629) and "for the content" Liberty Hyde
Balley's Cylopedia of American Horticulture ( 1900-02). For
the rest he was confident he could "bring a few new
things to it, like conservation and genetic engineering."

He could certainly draw on a plant-precocious youth:
as a hay fever-afflicted seven-year-old, Griffiths read in
Darwin that "orchids have enclosed pollen" and began
an orchid collection; at nine he started what he calls "an
extraordinary apprenticeship" to noted orchid nursery-
man Peter Black; by ten he was training bonsai; at twelve
he fell for the cycads ar Kew and added the palmlike trop-

T ast fall I got a sneak preview

I "f The Neu Royl Horticultural
r r Society Dictionary of Cardening

as its editor, Mark Griffiths, penciled
in his final changes in the cultivation
notes: "I'm just going through get-
ting rid of peat. The book is contami-
nated by peat and insecticides and
herbicides." To encourage healthy
horticultural practices, he relegated
the offending chemicals to glossarial
oblivion at the back of the book.
Same for peat. "For the last twenty
years peat has been the horticultural
panacea in the U.K.," he declares.
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BOO KS

icals to his collection at home. "I
was beginning to get fairly heat-
ed about conservation issues,"
he recalls, "and I thought that
cycads were a group where peo-
ple could really have some im-
pact by horticultural means."
Griffiths and his cycads and or-
chids went up to Oxford togeth-
er in 1982, he to read English
by day and garden for the de-
partment of botany by night, the
plants to join the University
Botanic Garden collections.
The Linnean Society named
him a fellow at twenty-three.

Now twenty-eight, Griffiths
suggests a nineteenth-century
naturalist/man of letters: he
writes poetry and prose, studies
plants, does botanical illustra-

@

Paphiopedilum, one of {X) pages
of line drawings in the dictionary.

ing to the individual plant-nor
to its projected site"), Plant Anat-
omy, United Srates: History of
Gardening, Urban Landscape.
Ecology, two lines in 1951, fills a
page and a half and concludes
with the observation: "Good gar-
deners are generally successful
because they are intuitive ecolo-
gists: if they did not take accounr
o[ such principles as competi-
tion, succession and invasion,
their gardens would fail func-
tionally and aesthetically. Their
eagerness to harness these prin-
ciples in such environmentally
'friendly' practices as Integrated
Pest Management and organic
cultivation reflects to some de-

:.1iil.d;3:l:ili::,1#d,,.jii} "orchid coverage has *:ffi i',::'*l;?.i.ijl;;:,:;
l:,il: ;;:iii:l;ff*?:::::: come down by fifty percenr il:,ffi';lii'iilJl;T;#;
thetaxonomicinterestwithtrue A lot of these things '1i,ffi:':;:*lj'; o,.,,"nary ishorticultural matters."

..t*",:t:,:;:iL:"rX',1*TJ: are actually extinct" ;','*,'l:fi''1,t]!Il'J,,TJil
that the dictionary is "very botanical." (Even so, "uncom- "Orchid coverage has come down by fifty percent," Grif-
promisingly botanical" descriptions-"elongate, subte- fiths laments. "A lot of these things are actually exrincr.
rete, arcuate, wingless, footless"-turn poetic.) And de- One of the saddest things I've had to do is throw out
spite his having avoided the "tradition of taxonomic plants for which I could find no evidence at all of cultiva-
scholasticism," his dictionary describes and classifies tion." Zamia shinneri, a cycad he had never seen, kept its
60,000 garden plants, including thousands of cultivars. place only because he happened to spor it in the window
Griffiths says the staff mined catalogues ("All the litera- of a London flower shop late one night last summer.
ture for modern cultivars is commercial"), consulted the Thus the entry on CITES (Convention on International
"best possible people in the business," and developed a Trade in Endangered Species) rakes a stern tone-"It is
massive synonymy with cross-references. not unknown for unscrupulous nurseries to state that

"The only way to justify having all this bloody botany plants are nursery-propagated when they are in fact tak-
was to have something a little bit gentle," he continues, etr from the wild"-and assigns a job to every reader:
moving on to another of his innovations: the cultivation "Horticultural societies and botanic gardens should be
notes. "We ended up looking at cookery books like Mrs. encouraged to campaign for nurseries not to sell wild-
Beeton for a short elegant form that told you how to do collected material. . . . Gardeners should be vigilant and
something." The garden recipes include charmingly refuse to purchase material of dubious origin." The
phrased directions for encouraging plants to become book stresses that hybridization "has largely taken the
"well furnished at the base" and "removing all unconge- place of plant collecting."
nial soil," along with hybrid cultural asides: cattleya or- Now Griffiths is awaiting the critics. He frets about the
chids "have fascinated collectors, corsage-wearers and cultivation notes ("Everyone has a different way of skin-
commentators as far from the horticultural community ning a cat. People go, 'I've never grown a cattleya that
as Proustand Nabokov," way!' ") and accusations of inconsistency. "And some

While the project's roll of advisers and contributors in- people won't see the point in our having something on,
cludes more than two hundred taxonomists and horti- say, ethnobotany." He adds, "I think it's actually in the
cultural experts, the new headwords are clearly a menu nature of taxonomy and gardening that people will bick-
of the editor's concerns: Biological Control, Conserva- er like hell about it." I suspect he'll be disappointed if
tion, Conservation of Gardens, Hardiness ("Hardiness is they don't. After all, gardening is overdue for a good lit-
a complex phenomenon, a highly relative quality belong- erary-horticultural ruckus. I
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Italian fashion
photographer

-Fabrizio Ferri

trt

Ferri's shifting focus. Clockwise
from top left: Mahogany slat arm.
chair with a flexible back. Ferri and
his daughter, Marta. Walnut table
with removable sets of drawers.
lndustria Superstudio's daylit top-
floor space. Cashmere/velvet shawl
ovor cotton shirt and pants, all by
lndustria. Details see Resources.

tries some sharp
new angles

BY WENDY GOODMAN
.MY EYES HAVE TO BE BIG IN MY BUSINESS," SAYS PHOTOG-

rapher Fabrizio Ferri, "but my ears are bigger. I listen to
my friends and find out what they need." In March 1991,
recognizing that the recession would curtail travel for
fashion shoots, he opened New York's Industria Super-
studio, a 22,000-square-foot rental photography studio.
Now Ferri is launching an Indusria line of practical and
affordable clothing and furniture, designed by a team he
assembled. The clothing is based on off-the-runway fa-
vorites like the sweaters that models borrow from their
boyfriends. The slat chairs have pliable backs, and the ta-
ble is topped with removable sets of drawers. Ferri hopes
his next step will be Industria stores with pared-down
studiolike environments. "You go buy clothes and furni-
ture as you would camera equipment," claims Ferri.
"You need to see the pieces with no pretense."
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Editor's Page

HAVING GROWN UP iN NCW YOrK With A

memorable view of Central Park, I have found myself almost

physiologically unable to live without a vista or at least without

light and an airy sense of space. (How this has affected me and

my family in the New York and Connecticut real estate mar-

kets is a complicated subject.) Nothing-not even the urban

expansionism of the twentieth century-can erase the Ameri-

can longing for open space, whether Longfellow's forest pri-

meval, Thoreau's Walden Pond, or, as in my early life,

Frederick Law Olmsted's 840-acre approximation of the natu-

ral world. This month we consider the question of siting and

view in a variety of ways, examining the centuries-old preserve

of the Livingstons, Aldriches, and other patrician families

whose houses front splendidly on New york's hisroric Hudson SllLlllilf#l:'r*"H::il';L:t?Jr,",.
River. Then there's the more cultivated slice of nature of Oscar de la Renta's garden in the

gently rolling wooded hills of Connecticut where ordered beds, all6es, and borders have

been coaxed from a stretch of land that would have tantalized Humphry Repton. A house

by Christopher Alexander, the idiosyncratically modern architect, on an island in Puget

Sound has everything to do with cooperation with nature-in terms of both its spectacular

vistas of towering trees and the Olympic Mountains and its own cedar-sheathed structure,

designed to meld with the forest. DecoratorJohn Oetgen's house in Atlanta offers inward-

looking diversions-French windows to allow in natural light and a garden trellis covered

with flowers to block the driveway view. Architect Richard Meier's two new showstop-

pers-the Getty Center in Los Angeles and the Canal Plus building in Paris-are meant to

be the best-ever spots to survey their cities; they both embellish and oversee their respec-

tive skylines. The April HG also takes a panoramic look at the 1970s in an intriguing essay

by Herbert Muschamp. Getting in touch with your feelings, as we all rushed to do in the

seventies, mayjust be easier if you have a good view.
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Annette and Oscar de
la Renta. ngftt. ruith
Norfolk terriers Jupiter
and Lilr'. in the avenue
of pear trees. Lf.' .\n
antique armillan sphere
marks the end of the
avenue where it opens
onto a panorama of
meadon'and woodland.
Details see Resources.



HILE oSCAR
de la Renta was

showing his
spring ready-to-

wear collection in
Paris last fall-the

only American de-
signer to be accorded this privilege-
I had the good fortune to be walking
in his very personal garden in Con-
necticut which he shares with his
wife, Annette. Oscar had already
talked with me at length about the
garden, describing how it is sur-
rounded by rolling hills, by wood-
land and meadows, about
its structure and the way
his planting plans have
slowly evolved, and about
his dreams for the future .

His strong love of his land
came through clearly.

To be successful, the
creator of a garden must
have a sympathy and deep
feeling for nature and a

love of plants, combined
with patience and an un-
derstanding of design and
color-above all he must
have artistry. And, of
course, he must realize
that he is creating an ever-
changing scene, both as

the seasons advance and
as each year brings new growth. Os-
car possesses all of these qualities as

well as a lively imagination. He has

the hands of an artist, but they are
useful hands that can dig as well as

draw and paint.
Born in the Dominican Republic,

he went to art school there and had a
one-man show of paintings when he
was only seventeen. Now, years later,
Oscar and Annette's New York
apartment has a long gallery divided
by five-foot-high bookcases into defi-
nite spaces-living room, library,
and dining area-each one filled
with paintings, books, and objects of
everyday life, all arranged in an ex-
citing, enviable collage. In a subtle
way those spaces and our conversa-
tion there prepared me for the plea-
sures of his garden and its compart-
ments filled with varying incident.

It was in 1972 that Oscar and his
late wife, FranEoise, decided that
they needed a country retreat away
from the bustle of life in Manhattan.
They imagined a tiny cottage, with
nothing of special value inside,
where they could relax. It was only
out of curiosity that they went to see

the Connecticut property. But as Os-
car recalls, "The moment we drove
in I said, 'This place is going to be our
home."' Here was peace, fifty-five
acres (now grown to two hundred), a

small gabled clapboard house with
paddocks for horses, and the most

Brick paths and circles of box and grass,
oppositt aboae, frame beds of alyssum
and herbs in a formal garden. Opposite
below: The adjoining enclosure has
borders of salvias, snapdragons, dahlias,
and roses interspersed with nicotiana
and other scented plants. Lemon trees
in terra-cotta pots are brought out-
doors in summer. Aboae: ln the pool
garden, white roses and peonies stand
out against the prevailing green.

wonderful view. All his life Oscar has

loved nature, but until he bought this
place he had never had the opportu-
nity to enjoy a rural life.

While he learned to garden by trial
and error and studied nursery cata-
logues and planting plans, Oscar was

too busy to come to grips with an
overall design for his estate, one that
would complement and merge with
the surrounding countryside. His
New York apartment at that time

overlooked the Frick Collection, and
he found himself fascinated as he
watched his friend the great land-
scape architect Russell Page laying
out the museum's flower garden. He
invited Russell for a weekend in Con-
necticut to advise him.

Russell arrived on Friday night,
and on Saturday morning Oscar
took him for a walk around the prop-
erty. They passed a small border that
Oscar had lovingly dug and planted
himself, and Russell, looking down
on it from his full six feet, dryly in-
quired, "What's that?" "I cannor de-

scribe to you," Oscar told
me, "the way that he
looked at my prize-my
herbaceous border that I
was so proud of." He was
so embarrassed by Rus-
sell's evident scorn that he
found himself saying,
"The people who used to
own the property did that
and I simply haven't tak-
en it out yet."

Russell asked what he
would like, and the hon-
est answer came, "I would
love to have a garden."
"Well," said Russell, "you
know you'll never have a

garden-a garden needs
walls and you have no

walls. Here you have this extraordi-
nary view and all you can do is en-
hance it." Oscar was dismayed, but
Russell sketched out some ideas.

Oscar carried out some of Russell's
basic suggestions, but from then on
he became the designer. Determined
to have his flowers and to plant
hedges to emulate solid walls, he con-
centrated on establishing a garden
oasis tucked away where it would not
interfere with the all-important view
from the house. The stables were
converted into a pavilion for a new
swimming pool, which now forms
the heart of Oscar's series of connect-
ing garden rooms divided by hedges
and the shrub borders that screen a
small greenhouse.

To reach the pool, you go through
a white wooden gate into a square
formal garden laid out with box-
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"As a boy, I thought scent was contained in dewdrops on flowers"
wood patterns. The centerpiece is a
neoclassical stone urn on a pedestal,
and round this a bed of spring bulbs
and summer annuals is ringed by a

circle of box. Concentric circles are
formed by a brick path, a band of
grass, and more box hedges. Bisect-
ing brick paths define quadrants that
are planted for color from spring
through to fall. In spring the lily-
flowered Tulipa 'White Triumpha-
tor' and the almost-black Tulipa
'Queen of Night', generously plant-
ed, flower at the same time as the or-

namental crab apples. During the
summer the scene changes to soft
blues, pinks, and white-all chosen
for their long flowering. In winter
the clipped box makes the picture.
These formal beds are backed by tall-
er herbaceous flowers to give an ele-
ment of height and fullness. No less

formal is the planting of herbs for
use in the nearby kitchen. The cen-
tral urn with its ram's-head motif
overflows with gray-leaved thyme.

A gate on one side leads through to
the pool with its fragrant all-white

flower garden, but if you walk on
along the brick path and under a
white wooden archway entwined
with pink roses, you reach another
enclosed garden. Once this was full
of roses, but Oscar has wisely taken
out most of them-the winter cold
was too harsh-and instead he now
has borders of bright colors and an
abundance of flowers chosen for
their scent, including nicotiana, di-
anthus, and sweet peas.

I remembered my conversation
with Oscar, who had told me disarm-
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ingly, "When I was a boy I thought
scent was contained in the dewdrops
on flowers and if I got up very early
in the morning, I could collect it and
make perfume. To my great disap-
pointment it was not there at all." A
sad moment for a young enthusiast,
but today he is launching a third fra-
grance for women, Volupt6, an al-
luring name celebrating the pleasure
of all our senses. I asked Oscar if he
had his own garden as a boy in Santo
Domingo, and I heard about his six
older sisters who grew flowers in
their small town yard while he, the
only boy, planted spinach and corn
because he could sell his crops to his

mother. The inspiration of a warmer
climate and tropical colors comes
through in this New England garden
ofannuals and roses edged with box
where four large clay pots with lem-
on trees are Put out in summer, echo-
ing the symmetry of the borders.

Leaving the two enclosed gardens
and walking on through the second
white archway, yott come upon a

wonderful surprise. Instantly the
view changes to one of open space

and greenness, though the scene is

still ordered and disciplined. Your
pace may quicken as you walk along a
majestic double avenue of Pytn cal-

leryana'Red Spire' pears planted by

The changing scene. Clockwise,

from opposite aboue bft: Jupiter
poses beside a box topiary
flanked by agapanthus and
daisies. An autumn profusion
of antirrhinums, zinnias, and
dahlias in the cutting garden.
One of three yew "wedding
cakes" is deployed like green
sculpture on the lawn. Hostas
line stone steps to the woods.
Rhode Island Reds and other
hens supply eggs for the house
and manure for the potager.
A goddess in a bower of
white philadelphus. Densely
planted sedum and perovskia
bloom in a fall border. An
avenue of spring-blossoming
ornamental crab apple trees.
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Gardens everywhere

from Europe
to New England
have influenced

Oscar de la Renta's

ideal of harmony
in the landscape

Powers Taylor and the late Doug
Bean of Rosedale Nurseries. This al-
l6e extends past a stone urn, three gi-
ant "wedding cakes" of yew topiary,
and up to an armillary sphere em-
braced by a double semicircle of
clipped box bushes.

In the Connecticut counryside be-
yond, native birches, oaks, and sugar
maples are allowed their freedom
and beauty unimpaired. I was re-
minded of the estate ThomasJeffer-
son carved out of the woods at
Monticello. Whether or not our sur-
roundings are true wilderness, we all
have an insatiable wish to conquer
nature, but we should never work
against it. The subtlety of man's ap-
proach to the landscape has always
lain in his ability to create a harmoni-
ous meeting of the wild world and a
nature that has been tamed to his
own vision. Oscar's ideal of harmony

ln spring the pale
Tulipa'White
Triumphator'and
the nearly black
Tulipa'Qlreen of
Night', rigit,
surround a neo-
classical stone urn
at the center of
the formal garden.
l,eft: A 550-foot-
long perennial
border parallels
the series of
"wedding cake"
topiaries and
the pear all6e,

has been influenced by many gar-
dens he has admired everywhere
from Europe to New England. He
will undoubtedly continue to explore
the realm of plants with an eye to
blending fresh discoveries into his
own already magnificent setting.

Besides Oscar and Annette, there
are the all-important people who
tend the estate: Roger Whitmore,
the caretaker, and Felix Trinidad, a
Santo Domingan, who like Oscar
have a natural instinct for plants. Fe-

lix took me up through a hosta-lined
woodland path and downhill to a

working area where vegetables cho-
sen by Oscar and Annette are grown
with loving precision. The cutting
garden next to this potager was
bounteous with flowers waiting to be

gathered and arranged in the house.

Gardeners and couturiers possess

many of the same talents: imagina-
tion, knowledge, and industry. Both
know which colors shock or coordi-
nate, which textures rasp or soothe,
and both see fashions change-but
they never forget that the concept of
beauty is timeless. A masterpiece of a
dress may travel the world for many
seasons, and the world will always
come to visit a distinguished garden.
The taste and skill Oscar de la Renta
has displayed in his professional life
are amply reflected in a garden
which, though beautiful today, will
continue to mature. a
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"You'll never have a garden," said Russell Page. "A garden needs walls
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and you have no walls. All you can do is enhance the view"
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the
room a

s.uede,

Emile
both by
Ruhlmann.

a Clarence
and an armchair

diminutive faux
fireplace allows for an
offbeat play of scale.
Details see Resources.
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The designers' plans had to remain

flexible to allow for fortuitous
events like the discovery of

a pair of Ruhlmann armchairs

RCH ITECT SAL LAROSA OF BEN'IL[,Y LAROSA

Salasky makes it a practice to tell clients
they should not expect that changing their
surroundings will change their lives: prob-
lems in the "before" condition will not dis-

appear in the "after." To this caveat
one of the firm's recent clients, a seri-

ous collector of art and furniture who is married to a

communications consultant, responds, "Sal, you proved
yourself wrong." Restless in their old apartment, the
couple were taken aback by the uplifting effect their new
place had on them. "Sal brought the kind of peace into
our environment that people search for all of their lives,"
the woman explains. "He understood my need for tran-
quillity. He understood furniture. He understood me.
From the first meeting it wasn't just their portfolio that
inspired me, it was Sal's ability to get inside my head."
LaRosa agrees: "We had a meeting <lf the minds," a har-
mony that aided the architects in the difficult process of
tailoring a New York apartment to a group of museum-
quality French furniture that had yet to be assembled.

Here was a couple who collected contemporary art,
lived in a streamlined seventies interior while they raised
their two children, and had decided to downsize from a
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ln u .,rrrr.r of the living room a.Jearrt*li.h"l
Frank desk is surrounded by a Tiffariy
lamp, a Susan Rothenberg drawing, and
a high-back sofa by Bentley LaRosa
Salasky in fabrics from Clarence House.

Wosile aboue: A Howard Hodgkiqgninting
hangs over a Eugtne Printz cabinetlind
a Frank screen stands behind an Albert
Cheuret torchire. Oppositt below: Agzinst a
Brice Marden canvas the all-star furniture
lineup includes an Edgar Brandt lamp, two
Ruhlmann armchairs, and a Frank table.
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three-bedroom to a one-bedroom apartment while up-
grading the quality of their furnishings. They had always

appreciated a spare aesthetic but their appetite for mini-
malist purity had waned. "They expressed an interest in
art deco furniture, which, for people coming from a

modernist point of view, seemed like a good transitional
style," says LaRosa. Francophiles that the couple are, art
deco for them meant elegant pared-down pieces com-
po.sed of wonderful materials by such masters as

Jacques-Emile Ruhlmann, Jean-Michel Frank, and An-
dr6 Arbus-not the Hollywood deco of mirror and
chrome and jagged lines.

So while their clients started shopping, Bentley La-
Rosa Salasky got to work clarifying the layout of the pre-
war apartment which had good light and views north and
west but no extraordinary features. The emphasis on
late twenties and early thirties designs focused their ef-
forts on creating clean rooms with graceful proportions
and classical detailing. In the words o[ the woman client,
"The architects took the negatives and made positives."
An ugly foyer metamorphosed into an elongated octago-
nal entrance hall, paneled in cherry and anegr€ veneer,
that is grand in everything but size. Tucked into the
pockets created by the octagon are a hall closet, off-sea-
son closets, and a passageway to the kitchen which incor-
porates stereo storage and a jewel of a powder room. In
the living room a grid of beams introduced a new ele-

ment of balance, and a tiny fireplace added an unexpect-
ed play of scale. Lovrering a window and fashioning an

oval ceiling turned a small ordinary dining room into an

intimate elegant one, perfect for the dinners for six that
the owners like to host. And in the master bedroom, an

arc of molding visually organized and unified a wall of
closets and a door. All of the rooms show distinct charac-
ter, but the flow between them is smooth because each,

with the exception of the master bedroom suite, now has

multiple entrances. Notes LaRosa, "Providing many
paths makes the apartment feel bigger."

As the carefully composed architectur-
al plans fell into place, the furniture line-
up remained in a state of flux. When the
owners found a pair of Ruhlmann chairs
in Paris, every fabric in the living room
had to be reconsidered and orders can-
celed. For months a steady stream of pho-

ln the dining room, opposite, BLS designed
bronze sconces and a mahogany table to
complement the Cheuret heron chandelier
in bronze and alabaster and 1920s French
chairs. The entrance foyer beyond features a
Frank Stella painting and a 1940s French
table. Abore rigftt; Details of sculptural legs

by (clockwise from top left) Adolf Loos, BLS,
Printz, and Ruhlmann. Rigftt: Drawings by
Gustav Klimt, Francesco Clemente, and others
are gathered in a study warmed by chamois-
colored wallpaper from Norton Blumenthal
and a sofa in a Brunschwig cotton chenille.

\

The shell of the apartment is as

carefully crafted as the furniture
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tographs, dimensions, and plans jetted between the
peripatetic clients and architects. Fortunately, both
camps almost always agreed on matters of taste. In the
end what everyone learned was that it's best to have
eighty-five but never a hundred percent of the furniture
on hand before the move-in date, to allow room for
serendipitous events-like the discovery of a Frank
screen which, together with a Ruhlmann daybed and
an Albert Cheuret torchCre, forms a golden composition
in a corner of the living room.

"When you have the opportunity to work with fine
things, they offer a wellspring of ideas," says LaRosa.
"The shell of this apartment is as meticulously crafted as

the furniture, yet every surface has a degree of re-
straint." All of the exposed wood was oiled and hand-
rubbed to a satiny finish except for the mahogany floors,
which are waxed regularly. Some of the walls were paint-
ed five and six times, sanded and buffed between each
coat; others were covered with subtly textured materi-
als-raw silk, Iinen embossed with string-that set off the

art. Original bronze
BLS seamlessly hardwa-re was re-

' moved for refinish-
mingled thirties ins,and matching

hardware was cast to
classics with their rill in gaps. A hatr-

own renditions of ;:i: fi:::,"1"i;L::

modernist design *'."J'ff;";T,H:
Slabs of marble, rath-

er than the quotidian marble tile, anchor the master and
guest bathrooms, which are poetic renditions in frosted
glass, nickel-plated brass, and slender porcelain tile of
traditional French hotel bathrooms.

The few major pieces of furniture that couldn't be
found came from Bentley LaRosa Salasky's drawing
boards, including the master bedroom's king-size head-
board, pair of night tables, and TV cabinet/chest of
drawers in sycamore. For the dining room the architects
created a mahogany table with shapely legs that end in
delicate brass feet, as well as tapered bronze sconces de-
signed to complement a rare Cheuret chandelier in the
shape of a soaring heron. The new and the old are so
seamlessly mingled that an antiques dealer who special-
izes in the period asked the clients how they ever found
nine matching sconces and a suite of bedroom furniture
in such pristine condition. Clients and architect could
not have been paid a higher compliment. I
ln the spirit of traditional French hotel bathrooms, BLS
furnished the master bath, bfi, with a graceful nickel-plated
brass basin and complementary sconces. Opposite aboae: T}lie
master bedroom is an elegant mix of the new (IV cabinet/
chest of drawers by BLS, linens from Pratesi, carpet from
Stark) and the vintage (an Andr6 Arbus chaise, an American
1930s parchment-covered cabinet, and aJules Leleu armchair).
Oppositc below: On a wall of doors an arc of molding unites
two closets and the glass-paneled entrance to the bathroom.
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Gouturier and

citizen of the wor
Stephan Janson pays
homage to tribal art
in his Milan studio
Photographs by Oberto Gili
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A Fre *an who lives in Milln-and commude

fastrion designer Stephan Janson personifies w

I
ST

ha

o Tokyo,

t he calls

"the global citizen rather than the expatriate." Qr.-rr-rark of

Janson's cosmopolitanism is the.name on the door of his new
.'.

atelier in Milan: Apolide, an italian term fo1 being without

ties to any single state. Another isjust inside that door: a daz-
-- .j

zling series of frescoes inspired by the wall paintings of West

African women. "They are my tribute to Afri CZ," he explains,

,/
I

vibrant back-

velvet and a

XV-style
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"my dream vision of Africa."
Born in Provence,Janson decided

to be a couturier at the age of eight
when he saw his grandmother's copy
of French Voguewith Yves Saint Lau-
rent's Mondrian dress on the cover.
"I hardly slept that night," he recalls,
"and I dropped the idea of being a

pastry chef." At twelve he moved to
Paris. "From my bedroom window I
could see the back of the house of
Yves Saint Laurent. No need to say it
was heaven." The following year
Pierre Berg6 invited him to see the
nextcollection. "When the first mod-
el came out, I realized it was like my

first day of high school. I understood
the difficulties of my m6tier, but I
could not have been happier." He
launched his own line in 1987, after
several years in New York as a de-
signer for Diane Von Furstenberg.

As for Apolide's decoration, Jan-
son says, "I couldn't design and show
my collection in a neutral space." Un-
der the spell of the photographs in
Margaret Courtney-Cl arke' s African
Canuas,lanson and his partner, writ-
er Umberto Pasti, had painter San-
tino Croci reinterpret patterns from
Ghana, Burkina Faso, Mauritania,
and Nigeria in appropriately earthy
pigments. In a week the walls of the
stairwell and entrance hall were cov-
ered with the chevrons and geomet-
ric motifs favored by the Soninke
women of southern Mauritania, and
those of the showroom with rhythmi-
cally curving lines of red against a
brilliant yellow ground, a Nigerian
evocation of a knotted fishnet.

" I couldn't
show my

collection in a

neutral space"

Africa promises to be a continuing
influence onJanson. He and Pasti re-
cently bought a house in Tangiers,
and he traces the fluidity of his latest
collection to North African gar-
ments. "For me," he says, "Africa is

endless inspiration." I

Frescoes on the
walls of the stair-
well, opposite,
and entrance
hall, aboue left
and aboue right,
express what

Janson,far left,
calls his "dream
vision of Africa."
Aboue cmkr:
Gio Ponti sofa in
cotton flannel.
Lefi: Benedetta
Barzini wearing

Janson's wine silk
jersey dress with
chiffon stole.
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For a house on Whidbey Island,

architect Christopher Alex4Lnder

finds eternal archetypes in a

homespun past. By Pilar Vi'itidas
Photographs by Marh Darley :';:::-*r'1 '
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EE THIS NICE, WARM, OLD-FASHIONED-LOOK-

ing house? It's the work of one of the most

controversial architects in America. Berke-

ley-based Christopher Alexander contends
no matter what style, contemporary ar-

chitecture has produced buildings that peo-
ple hate. It has strayed from the traditions

that for centuries allowed Everyman to create simple,

beautiful, well-constructed buildings. Alexander's at-

tempts to recapture those traditions-in books such as A

Pattern Language, in a growing number of built works,

and in a commissior-r blessed by the arch-populist prince
of Wales---<all for a revolution in the way we build.

Which is why Ann Medlock and John Graham spent

seven years and every penny they had to build the house

that Alexander designed for them on Whidbey Island,
twenty-five miles northwest of Seattle in Puget Sound.
They are mavericks themselves. Medlock, a formerjour-
nalist u'ho says she got fed up with "what is considered
news," is the founder ar.rd president of the Giraffe Proj-
ect, a nonprofit organization devoted to "inspiring peo-

ple to stick their necks out for the common good."
Graham, a former foreign service officer who served in
Vietnam and at the United Nations before suffering
his own brand of professional burnout, is the Giraffe
Project's executive director. They left a comfortable
li{'e in Neu'York for a vastly diminished income at the

project, sold their
apartment as Man-
hattan's real estate
market bottomed out, and set out to build their dream
house with Alexander and Gary Black, the vice president
of Alexander's Center lbr Environmental Structure.

Alexander doesn't work the way most architects do.
He interviewed Medlock and Graham at length about
who they were and how they envisioned their lives in the
house. He and Black spent hours walking the densely
forested site, agonizing over which trees to cut. When
something was built that didn't look quite right, it was

ripped apart and built again, in keeping with Alexan-
der's belief that architecture should be made on-site
rather than on paper.

-fhe house embodies many of the patterns, or conven-
tions, that Alexander spells out in A Pattern Language. lts
shape is long and thin, both to minimize its impact on the
land and to maximize daylight in each of the rooms,
which are strung together like beads on a necklace. The
walls, enclosing a structure of heavy wood members, are
almost a foot thick. "The difference in this house is the

The view, opposite top, from the sunny living room through the
octagonal hall toward the kitchen illustrates Alexander's taste

for alternating light and dark spaces. Opposite bottom: The
informal dining area beyond the kitchen has its own deep bay
window and mountain vista. Aboae right: The bed, made up
with linens from the Cottage in Langley, Washington, is set

into an alcove framed by the bookcases of the dressing room.
Rigfrt; Natural light floods the stairwell. Details see Resources.

The house feels solid, as if it has been there forever
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construction system," says Black. "You feel the way it's
made." Dark and light spaces are alternated so that you
are always drawn toward the light. Alcoves and bay win-
dows-places for quiet conversation or reading-
abound, as do built-in seats and bookcases. Color is used
in every room, in hues chosen by Medlock, who showed a

firm grasp of Alexander's theories on the subject.
The completed house feels solid and warm, as if it has

been there forever. The light alone is worth a trip. A car-
penter who helped build the house, Curt Brown (who is

married to Alexander's sister-in-law), says, "It's a strange
thing to be emotionally attached to a building, especially
today. I have a lot of my soul in that building. There's a

certain spirituality to it-it gets at your gut."
Medlock and Graham freely admit that the Alexander

experience was no picnic-it took forever and cost more
money than they had. Nevertheless, they'd do it again.
"If you just want a place to live, don't do this," counsels
Graham, who is no stranger to risky business; as part of a

Harvard team in 1963, he made the only successful di-
rect ascent to date of Mount McKinley's north f ace. "But
if you want to make a miracle, do it." r

A mudroom paved with handmade tiles, opposite,leads from
the main entrance to the kitchen and dining area. An octagonal
room, aboue, with a compass rose painted on its floor, provides
a transition between living and dining-kitchen areas and opens

onto stairs on one side and a porch, fop, on the other.
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ln his garden
room Oetgen
covered fumiture
in a Brunschwig
check and used
antique pediments
as shelves for
displaying prized
objects and gifts
from friends.
Opposite: Cody, a

bearded collie,
sits in the entry
before a stool
with a cushion in
a fabric designed
by Oetgen. The
spiked column
s€rves as a coat-
rack. Details
see Resourceg.
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ator and dealer
Oetgen plays with

,!histoiy and fantasy
in his Atlanta house
By Dana Gowi n
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LOVE HARLEQUTNS. SOME-

times I think I am a harle-
quin,"John Oetgen said to
me not once but several
times over the course of a
day together. This, coming
from one of Atlanta's hot-

test decorators, gave me pause until I
saw his house in Ansley Park. Clearly
a harlequin had his hand in many of
the decorative effects here. The walls
are costumed in vivid colors and the
rooms are arranged like stage sets,

each offering its own distractions.
Designed to be lived in at night, Oet-
gen's house is charged with an air of
mystery and magic.

The Queen Anne-style brick
structure built around 1910 was di-
vided a decade ago into two spacious
houses with a shared entry. By the
time Oetgen bought his half in 1989,
his career as a decorator and an-
tiques dealer was in full swing. After
dismissing the possibility of working
in the family insurance business, he
had graduated cum laude with an in-
terior design degree from Georgia
State University and gone on to win
decorating awards, mastermind
charity events, open an antiques
shop, and develop an impressive list
of clients-friends he'd grown up
with in Atlanta and even the man in

the other half of the brick house.
Oetgen's new neighbor happily

gave him free rein in the shared ves-

tibule, and the jester went to work.
Challenged by the lack of closet
space, Oetgen opted for a coatrack in
the form of a plantation-size column
that is pierced with gold spikes,
which serve as hooks, and stops be-
fore it reaches the ceiling-"It's fake,
and I don't want anyone to think it's
real." The effect is the antithesis of
imposing southern grandeur. The
same holds for the flower arrange-
ment, which is gloriously simple:
anemone blossoms and lilacs in four
squat gold pots. Says Oetgen, "This
way you can see what's important-
the stem and the bloom." On the
walls, gray grosgrain ribbon studded
with tacks simulates molding and
gives the room perspective, an idea
he adapted from one of his French
heroes, decorator and antiques deal-
er Madeleine Castaing.

In the living room, Oetgen con-
jures an entirely different world.
With a minimum of gold paint and
admirable restraint, he suggests no
less than the universe. "I wanted
something that was mystical and
amusing at the same time," he says.

"The idea is that the painted grasses

on the walls are the earth. The swirls
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are symbolic clouds or eternity. And
the stars and moons represent the
heavens." At night the room glows,
the heavens twinkle. Three-dimen-
sional gilded plaster stars and moons
ofvarying sizes and shades shine out
from above, some just a faint glim-
mer, some bold and bright.

Beyond the metaphorical grass
walls, sophisticated comfort, not
cleverness, prevails. Possessed of a

gentleman's education-Oetgen has
traveled extensively, read extensive-
ly, observed extensively-he intelli-
gently mixes elements that he admires
most from a range of styles: a touch
of eighteenth-century classicism
here, twentieth-century moderne
there. ("I like every century, except
maybe the thirteenth," says the deco-
rator, which might explain why his
work for clients bears no signature
imprint, just good taste.) Roomy
banquettes that he modeled after
French salon furniture hug the walls,
while the rest of the seating floats on
a sea grass carpet in the middle of the
room. There are armchairs to sink
into, klismos chairs tinted a celestial
silver to perch on, and a square brass-
studded ottoman to use as either a

leg rest or a table. The soothing
grays, yellows, and browns of the
upholstery fabrics are too close for

contrast, close enough for calm. At
one end of the room, Oetgen's alter
ego-a harlequin in terra-cotta-
surveys the scene, toe pointed dainti
ly on an art deco commode in front
of a Sonia Delaunay engraving in viv-
id red, green, and blue.

The Delaunay. as it turns out, is a

gentle introduction to Oetgen's pal-
ette. Blue and green watery stripes
wiggle on the walls of his dining
room, furnished with an array of
pedimented bookcases and comple-
mentary Queen Anne-style and
Louis XV-style chairs purchased at
separate Sotheby's auctions. In the
evening the pierced Moroccan lan-
tern hanging over Oetgen's simple
wrought-iron table sprays dots of
light onto the walls, transforming the
space into an exotic retreat, a bedou-
in tent set for dinner.

Upstairs, the bedroom is bathed in
three shades of red. Landscapes of
Tuscany, Eze, and Guadeloupe are
rendered in broad expressionistic
strokes on all four walls. The result is

reminiscent of a slide show of a great
vacation projected, in this case,
through a red gel. "In my bedroom I
wanted to take a holiday, a trip to all
of my favorite places and times, in-
cluding the twenty-first century,"
says Oetgen. (Continued on page 1 73)
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IEW RECEN'I EVENTS IN LOS

E angeles have been as eagerlv
I awaited as Richard Meier's de-
sign for the Getty Center-except
perhaps Warren Beatty and Annette
Bening's baby girl, and that took a lot
less time. Seven years in the making,
the architect's campuslike scheme
for the museum and visual arts and
humanities complex on a Brentwood
hilltop may eventually cost as much
as $650 million, but Meier promises
that it will define views of the city that
"enable people to see Los Angeles in
a way they've never seen it before."
The museum building itself will be a

cluster of pavilions that "makes a big
museum seem like a series of small
ones." While the forms are classic
Meier modern, the exteriors of the
museum will be clad mainly in beige
travertine rather than the architect's
signature white porcelain-enameled
metal panels. For a wide expanse of
the quintessential Meier surface you
must tune in to Canal Plus, France's
first and biggest pay television com-
pany, whose new 420,000-square-
foot headquarters now stands on the
site of the old Citro€n factory in Par-
is's fifteenth arrondissement. The
faEade of the administrative wing
features a giant opening-an "urban
window," says Meier-that frames
the city beyond. The building, he
adds, reflects the progressive policies
of its occupants, but he is equally
proud that young French architects
find it "Hausmannian," after the ur-
ban planner who did so much to
shape the City of Light. Vive le mo-
dernisme! Pilar Viladas

The "urban window" in Meier's head-
quarters for Canal Phts, apposi.tz, frames
a Paris view. Opposite iruet.' The office
wing seen from the Seine. Izf.' The
white paneled conical tower on the roof
of the production wing houses a theater.
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ln the Osbornes'
& Little cotton satin
William Morris florals
and the long rtrrcl
Near the windows

a pillow
in front of sofa.
a Portugrrese table holds

a Tiffany lamp and a silver {rame by l(ay
Ivanrrvic. Oppositt aDorre.' Sir Peter and
Lady ()sborne with their sons 1'heo,
Adam, and Benedict. Details see Resources.



MY LOWELL, IN HER SEMI-

nal l9l5 poem "Pat-
terns"-suffering un-
der the terrible
bondage of social
constraints and ro-

mantlc con-
flicts-asked in despair, "Christ!
What are patterns for?" It is a ques-
tion that seems not to have troubled
Felicity Osborne. In her Bayswater
house patterns are everywhere,
tossed together in wild abundance,
exaggerating and mirroring and un-
dermining and complementing one
another. This is a house about sur-
face, not about depth; about what
happens in two dimensions rather
than three. It is sometimes too easy to
miss the complexity of the skin of
things; ornament and detail can dis-
appear into form and architecture.
Not at the Osborne residence.

Lady Osborne's husband, Sir Pe-
ter, is a founder of Osborne & Lit-
tle, the noted English fabric and
wallpaper house. One thinks of Os-
borne & Little today as a firm so well
established, with such resonance,
that it must date back at least to Vic-
torian times, but Lady Osborne is
quick to explain that it is only the Os-
borne name that has so protracted
and distinguished a history. "Os-
borne & Little was founded in the
late sixties," she explains, "when my
husband was just out of university.
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" I rarely buy anything so valuable

that I can't use it, " says Lady Osborne

He and his brother-in-law Antony
Little felt that there was no interest-
ing wallpaper available in England
and set up a shop with paper they
printed themselves by hand. We
were all very young then, and it was

experimental-though we pro-
duced, I think, some very beautiful
things." That store-in what has
since become the fashionable shop-
ping area of Brompton--caught the
eye of a director of Clarence House
when he was strolling in London; his
decision to distribute the wallpapers
in America contributed to the mete-
oric rise of Osborne & Little.

These days, Osborne & Little is

one of the great establishments of
English design, with a worldwide
staff of more than 250 and its own
showrooms in America. Though the
company continues to produce wall-
papers, it is increasingly focused on

Tim Farquar's Fire
Ealar surveys the
dining table, oppositu,

set with Mason's iron-
stone and Baccarat
tumblers. A nearby
bookcase, abore,
houses several pieces
of early 20th century
English pottery,
including a tiered
pot by Clarice Cliff
and a range of
Carlton Ware. Left:
Three William De
Morgan plates rest
on aJohn Pollard
Seddon dresser,
which dominates
the melon-colored
enffance hall.
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The colors are muted, but they are not faded

The wallpaper in
the master bedroom,
oppositt, and most
of the fabrics are
Osborne & Little
creations, from
the damask at the
windows to the
patchwork on the
bed. The dressing
table and the
headboard, bfi, are
l9th-century pieces.
Aboae: Minton
tiles recount the
Arthurian legend,
and Edward VIII
coronation glasses

flank a Maling
dish of Crabtree
& Evelyn soaps.

the several collections of fabrics it
launches every year. Most of the wo-
ven fabrics are made in France, but
the silks and print fabrics are En-
glish, except for the most delicate
prints, which are done in Switzer-
land. Osborne & Little has no single
and easily articulated style but the
emphasis is usually on elegant pat-
terns in English colors: muted semi-
pastels of peach and yellow or deep
red, blue, and green to which gold
and silver metallic threads or paint
are often added. The apparently sol-
id colors are always complex; among
the Osborne & Little classics are a se-

ries of wallpapers that imitate paint
effects, and many of today's papers
have a richness that comes from the
layering of several closely related
tones in their backgrounds. The fab-
rics use surface and texture to in-
crease the lushness of pattern.

Nearly all the fabrics and wallpa-
pers in the Osborne house are from
Osborne & Little. I asked Lady Os-
borne whether this was a matter of
policy-home as showcase-and she

laughed. "Other people's fabrics,
though often very beautiful, are not
free," she said. The drawing room
paper has a pattern of two-toned
gold stars on a rich cream back-
ground; it looks like the background
for an Annunciation. The curtains
are wonderfully sumptuous cream
silk taffeta with green edges. In the
kitchen/dining room there are classic
stripes; in the bedroom the curves of
a scroll pattern in the wallpaper are
echoed on a larger scale by the pais-
Iey design in the curtains.

To limit discussion of pattern to
the papers and fabrics would be to
miss the real point of the Osbornes'
house. Seldom have I encountered
such an array of inlaid, painted, and
veneered furniture and of exquisite-
ly decorated and richly fashioned ce-

ramics-even the bindings of the
books stand out here in the full
splendor of their embellishment.
The collection is strongest on arts
and crafts; there are William Morris
fabrics and chairs and William De
Morgan vases, plates, and tiles.
There are (Continuedonpage 172)
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Architect Steven Harris rides the crest of

The
Next
W aue

eometr n a Florida beach house

t Frances

IS FIERCE AT DAYTONA'S LEGEND-

ary speedway, the competition is also fierce across Sea-

breeze Bridge at the beach where a packed-to-the-point-
of-aesthetic-cannibalism assortment of cheap motels and
fast-food restaurants, of sandy souvenir shops and drive-
in liquor stores, of teeny-weeny bikini emporiums and
Blockbuster Video outlets jostle one another for the I
win/you lose prize of the passer{s attention. "Look at
me!" cries the Pepto-Bismol pink tile roof of Sophie
Kay's Coffee Tree Family Restaurant. "No, look at me!"
shouts the aqua neon strip adorning the cobalt blue aw-

ning of Amigo's Original Tex-Mex. "Eat here!" shrieks
Hog-Heaven Bar BQ, which looks just the way a place
called Hog-Heaven Bar BQ should look. "Sleep here!"
cries the four-story-high treble clef adorning the Sym-
phony Beach Motel where, according to the sign, the ac-

commodatiONs ArE IN TUNE WITH THE LORD.

Overlaid against the rowdy visual spectacle of this in-
souciant strip is a no less rowdy social spectacle. Of hair-
down party-down vacationers with Georgia, the Peach

State, plates driving up and down the beach in pickup
trucks filled with creaking aluminum lawn chairs and
squeaking Styrofoam beer coolers. Of local bad boys in
their hopped-up Camaros tailgating giggling girls with
Farrah Fawcett's old hairdo in Daddy's Lincoln. Of little
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Except tor the Juan Grir
inspired mosaic tile pool at
the heart of Chapman Root's
Ormond Beach house, Steven
Harris limited his allusions to
sources a bit closer to home.
A lifeguard tower, a bait shop,
a fifties motel, a milk bottle
from the ringtoss down on the
Daytona boardwalk, a frozen
wave-the more you look, the
more you find indigenous to
!'lorida's east coast community.
Opposite: Harris on the beach.
Details sce Resources.
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old ladies in GM-blue Olds 98's with
window blinds easing ever-so-
cautiously into the Publix super-
market parking lot. There's also a
beachside boardwalk where you
can hear the siren song of sex and
drugs and rock and roll inter-
spersed with the carnival chorus of
miniature golf being played, fuzzy
pink bears being won at the ring-
toss, cotton candy being spun in the
forever-warm Florida air. The con-

tiguous seaside communities of Daytona Beach and Or-
mond Beach, in other words, are the honky-tonk sister
cities of the Sunshine State's east coast. And though Or-
mond fancies itself a bit more uptown than Daytona, hav-
ing, as it does, more backyard tennis courts, more beige
houses, and more "luxury" condominiums, it would not
be inaccurate to characterize both these sweaty siblings
as cut-offjeans and bare feet, as burgers and fries and
hot apple pies that come in little cylindrical boxes, as

$15-a-night single rooms advertised as "clean."
Since we all know what it means when someone says a

child has a face that only
a mother could love,
perhaps the best thing
to say about Daytona
and Ormond is that
they have a face that
only a native son can
fully appreciate. Archi-
tect Steven Harris is
one such native son,
Though Harris hied

north after picking up his degree in philosophy from
Sarasota's then-ultraprogressive New College to attend
the Rhode Island School of Design and Princeton, and
though he now lives in a decidedly upscale lower Man-
hattan loft, teaches design at Yale's architecture school,
and drives to and fro in a big silver Range Rover, he Iooks
back to his youth in Atlantic Beach, Florida-a somewhat
less extreme variation on the Daytona./Ormond theme-
with affection. Enormous affection. "The place is exu-
berant vulgarity at its best," claims forty-two-year-old
Harris, who even now gets almost misty looking back: "I

To the street, top, as well as to the
beach, right, the Root house presents
itself as an unapologetically colorful
collage of discrete volumes and shapes.
Aboue: ln the atrium-style entry, a sail-
{ish, a Buddha, a metal console, and
a gilded side chair with leopard-print
leather carry the quirky collage concept
from outside to inside. ltft: Proper
British Czech & Speake fittings from
P. E. Guerin in the anything-but-prop€r
mosaic guest lavatory by Harris's
collaborator, artist Lucien Rees-Roberts.
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have a photograph of my grandmother and her three sis-

ters standing on the boardwalk in Daytona. My parents
had their honeymoon in Daytona. I remember going to
the boardwalk in the evening with them when I was four.
I remember riding the rides, going down to play on the
beach. There was, and still is, that kind of odd late-forties,
mid-fi fties hopeful American we-can-do-anything quali-
ty." From there Harris moves rapidly and romantically
on to recount his formative teens behind the wheel of a
convertible Corvair with a surfboard in the back.

Chapman J. Root II is another forty-two-year-old
Florida boy who shares Harris's attachment to Daytona
and Ormond, although, as the great-grandson of the
man whose company created the original hobble-skirted
six and a half ounce Coca-Cola bottle and as the son of
the man who parlayed that creation into the largest in-
dependent Coca-Cola bottler in the U.S., his early years

at the beach ran more along the lines of Porsches than
Corvairs. But unlike Harris, Root never left. Nor does he
intend to. This beach is home. Which is why he bought a
late-forties rambling oceanfront "dump," as he char-
acterizes it, which he then presented to Harris to reno-
vate into a guesthouse for his and girlfriend Catherine

Rahn's many friends.
Root's enthusiasm for the

project, and, according to Har-
ris, Root was wildly enthusias-
tic, goes hand in glove with an
idiosyncratic sensibility culti-
vated by travel-"Catherine
and Ijust got back from scuba-
diving around those World
War II Japanese shipwrecks
in the Truk Lagoon"-and
by a habit of hauling home
ever more curious souvenirs
to add to his ever-growing col-
lection. Characterizing that

collection, Root confesses, "I tend toward the primitive,
the bizarre, the strange." Putting a finer focus on it, he
adds, "I mean, I like tiger penises."

The exotic eye combined with the passion for local col-
or would explain why Root had not a single reservation
about Harris's proposal for transforming the once-anon-
ymous concrete block house into a guaranteed-to-stop-
traffic vision of architectural delight. Although more
than one car has pulled into Root's yard to ask when the
amusement park would be open, Harris explains: "The

ln the living room, appositc, limestone floon are enlivened by
Annie Sherburne's sea-inspired carpets under a barrel-vaulted
ceiling with starry-starry-night lights. Roger Crowley's sofa is
upholstered in what Harris calls "boiled lobster red" boucl6
from Glant. Harris designed the chubby yellow chair covered
in a Clarence House mohair. The glass trio is by Catherine
Rahn. Aboae right: ln the adjacent dining room, chairs from
Donghia Furniture surround a table by Roger Crowley. Right:
The view is the Atlantic; the bench is by Massimo Iosa Ghini,
Aboae: A zebrawood spiral stair leads to the master bedroom.

-



house was an attempt to create something that repre-
sents the authentic culture of this beach community. In a
funny way it's an incredibly unpretentious building; it's a
series of dumb sheds. The issue being addressed is cul-
tural engagement. Maybe it's even a bit political. It's not a
bourgeois house because the ideas that inform it are not
bourgeois visions of what a house should be. They are
'motel,' they are 'boardwalk,' they are 'pier,' they are
'grandstand,' they are'bait shop,' they are'lifeguard tow-
er.' " The house is also unabashedly flamboyant, Harris
concedes-has there ever been a purple, a green, a yel-
low, a red so blisteringly bright? "Because it's so over the
top in terms of taste, most people hate it," chortles the ar-
chitect. "Not enough people, but a lot. They think it lacks
decorum." Which, of course, it merrily does.

Encouraging Harris along the way was his longtime
companion and collaborator, British-born artist Lucien
Rees-Roberts, who spent the final six weeks of the
house's construction in Florida overseeing the patterns,
colors, and decoration, all of which he helped develop
in New York. Rees-Roberts's
southern hiatus turned out
to be something of a la-
bor of love since, ac-
cording to Harris,
"Lucien's an En-
glishman who
hates humidity."

If Harris's house
for Root is a spec-
tacle, it is a spectacle
with not only a heart
but also a point of
view. Harris believes-
and is willing to argue with
considerable zeal-that every
place, every community, every culture has its own spirit
and vernacular, which should not merely be acknowl-
edged but glorified. To drive the point home to his archi-
tecture students at Yale, Harris assigned the problem of
designing a high school in Greenwich Village for gay

teenagers. "The idea came from New York's Harvey
Milk School, which is for gay kids who are either thrown
out of or choose to leave public school," he explains. His
idea was to "force the students to think about how a

building relates to its culture, how a building represents
itself to that culture." Two questions, as Chapman Root's
house attests, that are uppermost on Harris's mind. a

The stucco pool house, aboue left, was inspired by the grand-
stands at Daytona's speedway. Opposite aboue al,,d opposite below:
The "sin den," as the room held aloft by metal piers is called,
was modeled after the interior of a cabin cruiser, with goofy
gooseneck lamps and built-in banquettes. l*fi: ln the master
bedroom, a lamp by Kevin Walz for Arc International perches
on a Meret Oppenheim table from Palazzetti. The fish rug
is by Annie Sherburne. Aboae: A living room porthole looks
into the guest room lined in purple silk from Ian Crawford.
A Gianni Versace cotton from China Seas covers the bed.
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ln the salon, unlined linen curtains,
painted walls, and a rush carpet fmm
David Hicks create a quiet setting
for 20th-century abstract works, a
lTth-century portrait in the style of
Mateo Cerezo, and a painting
attributed to Ribem. Simple solhs
are covered in raw silk from Manuel
Canovas. Details see Resources.
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RINCELY AUSTERITY" IS PERHAPSTHE BEST

formula for capturing the spirit of this
huge Paris apartment. It occupies a floor
of a gracious seventeenth-century h6tel
particulier in the Left Bank neighbor-
hood of Faubourg Saint-Germain, once
the haunt of Proust's duchesses, now the

embassy quarter. The spacious peaceful rooms-with
their marble fireplaces, Versailles parquet floors, and
plasterwork 661ni6ss-21e so eloquent they are best left
as monochrome and empty as possible. Austerity is not
exactly a French bourgeois virtue, but for the art histori-
an who lives here with her husband, it's second nature.
Their sense of restraint and sobriety turns out to be the
best foil for the majestic proportions of their apartment.

A studied artlessness rules over every detail. The Irish
linen curtains, unlined and unhemmed, trail across the
floor and are draped carelessly in improvised swags that
vary every day but always give a dry yellow tint to the

A grouping of lSth- and lgth-century pictures hang in the
study, aboae, where curved-backJosef Hoffmann chairs and a
Thonet armchair provide elegant seating. Oppositz, clockwise

fro* t"P lefi: A drawing by Dominique le Marois and two
gouaches by Alain Gauvin in the entrance hall. French lTth-
and l8th-century terra-cottas on a marble mantelpiece. Jacques
Dunbar drawing with sculptures by Marydou Salvy and Isabel
Echarri on the Steinway. Stones, sands, and bones gathered on
the owners' travels displayed on a hall table. A Caravaggesque
saint hanging above a potteryJaden console in the salon.

pearly light. The carpets in the main salon and the dining
room are woven rush-of the very same sort used in such
great French chiteaux as Vaux-le-Vicomte during the
seventeenth century.

In the shadowy volumes of these noble rooms a sophis-
ticated concealed spot picks out the waxen, nearly green
complexion of a suffering saint by followers of Ribera or
Caravaggio or Mateo Cerezo. Statues and paintings of
the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries alternate with
abstract canvases and drawings of the 1950s by Etienne
Hajdu orJean-Luc Perrot; these periods share rhe same
muted palette and high seriousness, perhaps even the
same cruelty and sense of grotesque drama.

Very few pieces of furniture clutter the generous
spaces. "I want everything to seem stripped and bare,"
the art historian declares, "like a Visconti movie ser." In
the bedroom, for instance, she's placed little else other
than an antique garden
chair, a massive bed, a flea The WallS haVe
market table, and black and
white engravings-a series been tfeated tO
by Henri Fantin-Latour in-
spired by wagner operas. In lOOk Old and the
the study, large tables piled
high with research books are COf niceS dUlled
surrounded by curved-back
turn-of-the-century chairs tO lOOk dUSty
by the Austrian architectJo-
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sef Hoffmann; they form a neutral the feeling of intellectual concentra-
backgroundforaFrenchpaintingof ttI Want eVefything tO tionis.pushedasidewhenguestsare
a nursing mother by an eighteenth- invited in. The couple count among
century Jtudent of Chardin or for a Seem bafe, like a their friends many artists who offer
nineteenth-century portrait of a to entertain from time to time. One

Spanishcardinal. ViSCOnti mOVie Setr" musical evening features a private
This is the sort of simplicity that , concert by a famous cellist; another,

comesdear.Thesofasinthesalonare Says the OWnef Russian music and poetry readings

covered with raw silk from Manuel late into the night. Yet another is de-

Q2n6y2s-211d the couple have six entire sets of slipcov- voted to the music and cuisine of India. But when the

ers in different shades. The dining room is painted with champagne flutes are cleared away and the throws have

a subtle wash and the walls of the salon are treated with a been folded and stored, the atmosphere of hushed con-

complicatedseccoprocesstolookold-fashionedandyel- centration is once again restored. It's perfect that the

lowed. The cornices have even been dulled to look dusty. painted owl in the library reigns over the household: isn't
The mistress of the house and artistJacques Dunbar itthesymbolof Minerva,goddessofwisdom?
have brushed in monochrome paintings of baskets, On a chilly night, however, the couple can look up
fruits, books, even a stuffed owl above the bookcases in from their books at the mementos they've gathered from
the library. The tablecloth is an antique linen sheet, the trips all over the world. Nothing to covet: just stones'

dining room chairs are from the Perpignan public gar- sand, bones, all dry spare things in this rainy overrich city
den, and half of the drawings are propped against the of foie gras and candied chestnuts. I
walls or the bookshelves, but this backstage clutter only
throws into relief the quality of the baroque terra-cotta [r1 antique linen sheet is draped across the oval dining room
figurines, the sulfurous martyrs-and the watery light it- table, aboae, which is ringed with v-intagg g"arden chairs.

,.1f, ,l*ry, so hesitant and mutable in paris. Drawings by Jean-Luc Perrot line the walls, and an ear\ 20th

Like Heraclitus stepping into the river, the visitor here century bench from cour Int6rieur' Paris' sis by the window'

never experiences rhe sarie thing twice. AII i'li;;;; ffi.?'f;il:Hf,:fr: ilT[#: :l'f;",**':r'n"t''
position of the furniture, the colors, the constantly circu- Henri Fantin-tatour engravings inspired by'Wagner operas.

lating stacks of books, the plants and bibelots. Sometimes On the loft overhead is an abstract painting by Eric Bauer.
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11ch B'fco t4

ARE YOU I-YING D()WN-/ ()N A WA'[ER BED? WELL. GE'f
ready, because the wheels of retro are rumbling
again. It's time to move on from this interminable
obsession with the 1960s. And what orher stop is
left for retro but the decade often
dismissed as the sixties'dull anticli-
max? So get out your WIN buttons.
Expose the brick on those apart-
ment walls. Home is where you'll
be hanging your houseplants in mac-
ramd holders. And if the mood
ring still fits, wear it. Oh, no! Oh,
yes: it's springtime lbr the seventies.

But this time retro's wheels are
turning full circle-and maybe coming to a full stop. For
retro was a child of the I 970s. Yves Saint Laurent's noro-
rious Collection 40, inspired by postwar women's
fashions, hit the runway in l97l . By the end of the
decade, postmodernism, retro's highbrow twin,
was in full pressed flower. What is there to retrieve
from a decade already so dulled with golden old-
ies? What can the seventies offer us now?

Perhaps they can offer deeper insight into retro's cul-
tural meaning, since in retrospect, as it were, it is clear
that the seventies differed sharply from the
twenties, thirties, forties, and other epochs
people have rifled for style. Those decades
believed in progress. Retro marked the re-
placement of that belief with a fearful re-
luctance to move forward on the twentieth
century's express toward the future. Fear
was a big item in the seventies. The decade
began with Altamont, the Rolling Stones
concert at which four people lost their lives
and flower children lost their innocence.
Wasn't it time to get off the fast-forward
express before it crashed? "Suicide chic":
that was an epithet people hurled at those
bell-bottomed souls who hung onto the
sixties too long. Even the Beatles were telling
us to get back to where we once belonged. Get

By Herbertlluschomp

Produced by Chorles Gondee

ajob. Get a family. Get a polyesrer leisure suit. So
what if life was no longer a gas gas gas? Was poly-
ester really a fate worse than death?

In hindsight it is obvious that somerhing big was
going on beneath the decade's beige
Ultrasuede surface, a cultural shift
we have yet to f'ully comprehend.
But to grasp its significance we first
need to recognize that the sixties had
a lot more going for them than sex,
drugs, and rock and roll. They had
the entire history of the romantic
movement and its legacy of'social
and artistic rebellion. The sixties did

more than roll over, Beethoven. They echoed Beetho-
ven himself, rolling over the classical tradition that pre-

ceded him. A seminal romantic idea is that
authentic art opposes social convention. That idea
unfolds in the writings of Rousseau, rhe paintings
of Delacroix, the withdrawal frclm civilized con-
straints into the primitive sr.ate of nature. It plays
out in the shock tactics of the modern avanr-

gardes, out to scandalize the bourgeoisie, frighten the
horses, provoke riots in the street.

But what happens when opposition to so-
cial norms becomes the social norm? What
happens when romantic rebellion ceases to
be the exclusive prerogative of bumptious
geniuses and becomes the people's choice?
For that is what happened in the 1960s: re-
bellion became every adolescent's birth-
right. We were scarcely allowed to proceed
to adulthood without giving our par-
ents heart failure and totaling at leasr one
car. That was the essence of pop culture's
message, blaring incessantly from every
radio, TV, and movie screen in the land.
And in the seventies we began to discover
the long-term consequences of the years

when romanticism went pop.
The signs of change were conspicuous in the art
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Mood ring colnrs: babbling bluc, gregariou green, outrageous orange.
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world early on. In 1971, Gordon Matta-
Clark and a few artist friends got together to
create a restaurant in a crummy New York
neighborhood fbr which the name SoHo
hacl only recently been coined. A boisterous,

Boredom was

easier to bear

than the fear
that America

saw, Matta-Clark was a romantic art-
ist in the old mold. His venture into the hos-

pitality business, the restaurant Fo<>d,

started out in the feisty sixties spirit of
us-against-them, a countercultural al-
ternative to uptown manners. There
was nothing new about artists setting
up h<luse in seedy parts of town. But
SoHo quickly turned into something radi-

ceased to have much meaning in the seven-

ties. If there was a diff'erence between
downtown and uptown, the relationship was

no longer one of opposition. 'fhe very idea
of opposition came to seem stale and con-
trived. That was clear when Richard Serra
put up his obnoxious sculpture Tihed Arc.

Trying to breathe new life into the old oppo-
sitional stance, Serra instead proved.iust how rancid

the idea had become. Everyone was weary of di-
visiveness. By late 1974 the United States was

out of Vietnam and rid of a presidential ad-
ministration that had exploited divisiveness
for political gain. By the end of the decade the

term "public art" was in currency, a sign that art
had taken on a less aggressive social role. F<>r

many, Joseph Beuys became the period's most signifi-
cant artist with work that elicited public participation
and enacted rituals of healing.

Art world bonding had its counterpart throughout so-

ciety in self-help groups like Arica and est, books like
Born lo Win and. Your l)rroneous Zones. It was in response
to these avatars of "human potential" that 'fom Wolf'e
bestowed on the period its most telling label, the Me
Decade. Yet in a way the label was misleading. Self-
help groups were notably not f<tr rugged individualists
spinning freely in their private orbits. -lhey were to<-rls

of social bonding, a means of renewing the idea ol'com-
munity based on individual fulfillment. The books
were less about "doing your own thing" than about
inventing a common language with its own usef ul words
and phrases like "Do your own thing." This was not a
movement of 'fhoreaus heading out for a lonely spell at
Walden Pond. It was a gatherins of c<lngenial pals in
trre bubbling waters ol'a hot tub.

It was a bid, in other words, f<rr company-perhaps
not coincidentally the title of a 1970 musical by Stephen
Sondheim which dramatized the new premium <ln "rela-
ti<-rnships." But it was.4 Chorus Line which put the bright-
est spotlight on the search for a realignment between so-

ciety and self. In top hat and tails, the chorus line sang its

tribute to "one singular sensation," the absent star the
dancers had auditioncd to back. But the Sensational One
was also each <lf the dancers on the line, and their unity at

the play's end as they high-kicked into their inlinite re-
flection in the show's mirrored set.

Those on the lookout {br warning signs of latent fas-

cism may have f<rund cause for alarm in this r<>using

spectacle o{'selves merging into a synchronized gr()up.
There were also those who detected in disco's pounding
beat and machine-made mix the sinister specter oI'the
mindless herd. But in fact, the point of-A Chonu Lirue was

to introduce the audience to the individual dancers
whose lives we came to know. These were not the faceless

hoofers of a Busby Berkeley musical receding into mili-
tary formation behind Ruby Keeler. And anyone who
wantedtogetpasttheropeat (Continuedonpage 173)

matic figure who made an art
r"rg.,p old buildings withabuzz f e al Iy blew it

cally different from the usual bohe-
mian quarter. Instead of a raff ish
Iiinge alternative t<l upright decorum,
SoHo became a model of community
living and a social lure fbr the af fluent.

-I'he SoH<l loft became a model
home in the seventies, not
just because it offered lots
of big open space but be-

cause it offered the pros-
pect that you could Iill up
all that space with big
open houses. Before
long, city officials were
writing laws to prevent
bankers, accountants,
and lawyers from moving
into SoH<l's lo[ts. Artists
were now commodity
producers, major con-
tributors to the urban
economy. Even their
work reflected a new so-

cial spirit. As art contract-
ed into minimalism,
dematerialized into con-
ceptualism, and was rein-
carnated as performance,
the work of art became al-
most secondary to its so-

cial occasion. Those who
tsk-tsked the middle-class
comforts ol' SoHo artists
missed the story: a group
o1'people who for a centu-
ry had stood I'or social
alienation now offered a

fragmented city its near-
est approximation to a
real community.

The avant-garde

Me Deca.d.e self-hclp ckusics for hom.e and, psyche, lgfu
A bunon abbreaiates the fublic nxantra "Whip inllation now!" aboue.
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Rokeby's almost exuberant shabbiness

speaks of the Aldriches' determination ro keep

the place afloat come hell or high water

HE UPPI,R HUD.
son River valley
is hardly a well-
kept secret. It is,

as valley resi-
dentJoan K. Da-
vidson puts it
succinctly, "the

cradle of American history, Ameri-
can art, and the modern American
environmental movement." Yet for
various reasons it remains elusive, a

place of legends, of which Rip Van
Winkle's is only the best known. The
very fact that it's difficult to keep in
focus a mental or visual picture of the
valley helps protect its mystery and
the pockets in which legends live on.

Ironically, unless you are one of a

handful oflandowners lucky enough
to own a house overlooking the Hud-
son, the best way to view the valley is
by train, which follows the river's
eastern edge all the way from the
northern tip of Manhattan to Alba-
ny, in some cases slicing through the
backyards of estates, but generally
keeping a low profile while provid-
ing breathtaking views that make the
ride one of the most beautiful train
rips in America.

It isn'tjust the unpredictable river
itself, now unexpectedly narrow,
now suddenly opening out into
broad wind-washed expanses like
the Tappan Zee, elsewhere divided
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by islands or peninsulas which seem

to have a private life of their own. It
isn't even the view of the west bank it-
self, beginning with the fbrtresslike
Palisades Ridge, then on to Bear
Mountain (which loofts like a giant hi-
bernating bear)" culminating in the
colossal profile of the eastern ex-
remity of the Catskill range that be-
gins above Kingston and stretches
some thirty miles northward and has

been likened to the contours of a re-
clining giantess.
, All these contribute to the experi-
ence, of courser but there is some-

thing harder to define: a sense of
high advengure as the train detaches

itself from the city and plunges due
north into a land where place names

like Rhinecliff, Tivoli, Wolf Hill
Road, andimy favorite-Doodle-
town Road (nor must we forget Icha-
bod Crane Central School) do
nothing to discourage that sense. It's
a place where workaday rural life
and the romantic past coexist, jos-
tling each other only slightly.

Traveling by car you see much
less: the great houses are for the most
part securely tucked away behind
woods and gatehouses that bar access

to the river, though several (the Mills
and Vanderbilt mansions and Mont-
gomery Place in Dutchess County as

well as Clermontin southern Colum-
bia County) are open to the public

and well worth seeking out. In gen-
eral, there is a healthy mix of public
and enlightened private stewardship
that has helped secure the integrity
of what Tim Mulligan, in his valuable
guide The Hudson Rtuer ValLq, calls
America's Loire Valley.

A newcomer who is making an im-
pact on the region,Joan K. Davidson
acquired Midwood, an eighty-seven-
acre estate with a sprawling hun-
dred-year-old house perched on a
cliffabove the river, barely six years
ago, though theJ. M. Kaplan Fund,
of which she is president, has sup-
ported environmental and historic
preservation as well as sound land
use in the Hudson Valley for de-
cades. Her proprietary pride sounds
quite as strong as that of the landed
gentry when she characterizes "our
stretch of the valley as extraordinary
in its nineteen miles of almost contig-
uous scenic landscape full of gor-
geous farmland, historic houses big
and small, and good old river towns."

That stretch of coastline (some
thirty square miles in all), recently

A manservant stands outside a drawing
room window at Rokeby, c.1884, aboue.
Built in l8ll-15, the house acquired is
to\.ver in the 1850s. l*fi: T}l,e estate is
one of many marked on an 1894 Hudson
Valley map. Oppositt aDoue.' Olmsted
Brothers improved the west gardens in
l9ll. Offositz below: The Gothic revival
libmry on the ground floor of the tower.
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RUSGONI HOUSE
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designated the Hudson River Historic District by the Na-
tional Park Service, is a surviving remnant of several pat-
ents dating from the late seventeenth century, when the
English were seeking to develop the province of New
York, as the Dutch had before them, through land grants
to favored colonists who would in turn establish settle-

ments in the wilderness in an aristocratic pattern de-

scended from the feudal system. Two of the largest
grants were Robert Livingston's Clermont and the Beek-
man family's Rhinebeck, a few miles to the south.

A ninth-generation Livingston, Henry, lives today in
Oak Hill, a handsome if somewhat severe foursquare
federal house built in the I 790s by his ancestorJohn and
now topped with the mansard roof that so many Hudson
Valley houses acquired during the nineteenth century.
An affable man whose close links to the region are appar-
ent even before he speaks of it, he is married to the for-
mer Maria Burroughs, a great-granddaughter of the
Hudson River painter Frederic Ed-
win Church, whose quasi-oriental
palace, Olana, looms on a hilltop
nearby. Henry Livingston believes
that his ancestor chose Oak Hill's site
not just for practical reasons-the
narrowness of the Hudson at this
point would later facilitate a com-
mercial link with the old Susquehan-
na turnpike to the west-but also for
its beautiful view. "He had an eye for
luminism," Livingston says, pointing
to the seven-foot-tall windows fac-
ing the river which are unusually
large for the period and "very cold."
Nevertheless this is a warm house,
burnished by being cared for by gen-
eration after generation.

A kitchen wing added in Victorian
times seems to have become the hub
of family activity; from it a broad cor-
ridor with parlors and a dining room
on either side sweeps the length of
the house to the "piazza"-another
nineteenth-century addition, angled
so as not to interrupt the river view
from inside, where life goes on all
year and the late-afternoon light
pouring eastward over the Catskills
is a.ioy in any season.

The same porch positioning exists
at Rokeby, owned by Winthrop
"Winty" Aldrich (an assistant to the
state commissioner on environmen-
tal conservation and perhaps the
most prominent of the Hudson Val-
ley activists) and his brother and
sister. Built for General John Arm-
strong, an Aldrich forebear, possibly

Dropcloths and
wallpaper samples,
opposite, help furnish
restoration architect

Jeremiah Rusconi's
1839 house in
Hudson. Aboae: A
Greek revival bed-
room mantel. Ief.'
Said to have been
built by a sea

captain, the house
recalls Hudson's
heyday as a whaling
port. Below: The
parlor-studio.
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Rockefellers gather
in the 1930s at their
ancestral house in
Gerrnantov,n, aboae,

part of which was
once a tavern. Left:
In a downstairs
hallway the present
owners, Mary Black
and Mike Gladstone,
have concealed a

lavatory behind the
doors of a Dutch
kas. Belou lzft: A
Dutch door connects
halves of the house
built at different
times. Black's half
is on the near
side of the door,
Gladstone's beyond.

to the designs of the French architect

Joseph Jacques Ram6e, the house
was occupied by the family in 18l5
while it was still uncompleted, after
their temporary home burned down.
Today it still looks as if they hadn't
finished moving in: its almost exu-
berant shabbiness contrasts with Oak
Hill's solid comfort and speaks of the
Aldriches' determination to keep the
place afloat come hell or high water.

Rokeby became the property of
Winthrop's grandmother, Margaret
Livingston Chanler, in 1899, after
she succeeded in buying out her
many siblings' interests; several years
later she married the musicologist
and N ew Y orh Times music critic Rich-
ard Aldrich. Remodeled and en-
larged in the mid nineteenth century
and with further interior alterations
done in 1895 by Stanford White, a

family friend, the house is both un-
gainly and totally charming, the ideal
house to have been a child in. A cen-
ter hall furnished with gigantic Re-
naissance revival cabinets leads to a

perplexing warren of little staircases
and service rooms whose pattern no
one has ever been able to figure out;
at the corners of a landing White in-
troduced "hidden" servants' pas-
sages to confuse things even further.

A reception room to the left of the
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hall and a drawing room furnished
by White with green upholstery and
wallpaper intended to continue the
tapis vert of nature outside are both
oriented toward the river, as is the
Gothic revival octagonal library, the
ground floor of a five-story tower.
The reception room still has its red
and brown French floral paper hung
on a wood and muslin framework to
protect it from "rising damp"-to me

only the title of a British TV series

until recently, but a fact of life in the
valley. Everything-gilt leather
bindings, a fading Aubusson carpet,
bibelots from wherever and when-
ever (including a piece of imperial
Chinese embroidery salvaged by
the indomitable Margaret, who was

in China during the Boxer Rebel-
lion where it was being used as a

sandbag)-looks old, tired, distin-
guished, rich, and right. Miss Havi-
sham would have felt at home here,
but, obviously, so do the spirited and
active Aldriches.

Somewhat more formal, though
hardly austere, is the brick gentil-
hommidre known as Forth House-
in Livingston, a few miles east of the
river-owned by the architect Harry
van Dyke and his brother Frank, a

horticulturist. Harry, who has a

practice in New York City, has also

done restoration work on historic
houses in the valley region, including

Joan Davidson's Midwood, the
Rockefeller Tavern, and others be-

longing to art dealer Pierre Levai
and novelist Harold Brodkey.

Forth House (whose name may be

:"

an abbreviation of Forsyth, that of an early owner, or al-
lude to the River Forth-Scottish place names abound in
the region), purchased by the van Dyke brothers and
their late mother in the 1950s, has rightlybeen called one
of the most outstanding Greek revival residences in the
county. The faEade, with its discreet white portico (the
rear one runs the length ofthe house as a piazza), is sober
but welcoming; the interior decoration is notable for its
rows of lead medallions, copied from an ornament at the
Erechtheum in Athens, that march around door and
window frames and seem to be bolting the house togeth-
er. -fhe van Dykes have added a spectacular conservato-
ry, which protects tender plants in winter and serves as a

dining and party room in summer; adjoining it is a room

Livingston portrais
survey the dining
room at Oak Hill,
ahoue, now home to
a ninth-generation
heir. Below bft: The
American Empire
sofa and matching
chairs were made
for Oak Hill. Below:
The house dates
to the 1790s.
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chiefry devoted to The valley is a 
and Gladstone had

2::;,;rr;):ffiil: place of legends, xL'^lll,L"i;xjfil
as Harry observes, Of WhiCh Rip Van long first- and sec-
accumulate at an --- ---r ond-storyporches.A
alarmingrate. Winkle,S iS OnlV connecring Dutch

One unusual fea- / door, originally an
ture is the triple- the best knOWn exterior door of the
hung windows at the tavern, now serves as
back, typical of southern houses of a perfect device for defining sepa-
the time. They allow access to the pi- rate but contiguous units. Beyond
azza and a recently created terrace adding a few windows and a down-
and let in breezes in summer. out- stairs lavatory cleverly hidden in a
side, a series of enclosed formal replica of a large Dutch kas, or ward-
gardens and "wild" English-style robe(ofwhichoakHillhasaparticu-
ones' as well as a grove of towering larly fine example), the owners have
reesthatscreenitfromanearbyhigh- left the place much as it was. Both
way' extend the serene classicism halves are furnished with a combina-
of the house. tion of nineteenth-century antiques

Several miles to the southwest in and comfortable contemporary fur-
niture and folk art
from Black's col-
lections, the most
notable pieces be-
ing her family por-
traits by Erastus
Salisbury Field
and Gladstone's
pair of Wardian
cases, patented
terrariums more
often seen in Vic-
torian engravings
than in person.

Hudson, New
the town of Germantown (once
called East Camp by the Palatine ref-
ugees who settled it in the eighteenth
century) is the house known during
most of the nineteenth century as the
Rockefeller Tavern, now the home
of art historian Mary Black and pub-
lisher Mike Gladstone. It is a remark-
ably clear wedding of the vernacular
Dutch and English styles common
throughout the Hudson Valley. The
Dutch half, which originally served
as a house and tavern whereJohn D.
Rockefeller's great-grandparents
were married in 1772, was basically a
plain one-room stone structure with
a half-story loft above; it dates from

'about 1755. The more spacious and
higher-ceilinged English half was
added about 1800.

The tavern was ideal for the two
houses under one roof that Black

York, is the train hub of the upper
valley, and the first house one en-
counters on walking up from the sta-
tion is Jeremiah Rusconi's faded
redbrick Greek revival one. It stands
as a kind of symbolic signposr ro the
small river city, whose fortunes have
fluctuated with the times and are still
doing so. Rusconi, whose business is

architectural restoration (he was al-
so the art director of the Merchant
Ivory film The Europeans), bought
the place (Continued on page 172)

Lead medallions based on paterae at the
Erechtheum in Athens ornament Greek
revival woodwork at Forth House, rigit.
The dining table is set for one of the
teas at which Harry and Frank van Dyke
entertain neighbors. Aboue: }Iarry van
Dyke, an architect, and his brother, a
horticulturist, enlarged the 1833 house
with a neoclassical conservatory, at left.
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Protecting the environment doesn't
always take an effort.lt can be as
simple as installing a low-water
consumption toilet fiom Eijer. Because
these toilets use a maximum of only
l 6 gallons of water per flush, a family
of four can save up to BB gallons of
water a day. And do their paft for the
world's resources.

9l 7-8rJ65 00

n

Capture The Elegance

a

Because of Eljer's selection of styles
and colors, your friends won't know
you have a low-water cclnsurnption
toilet unless you tell then]. But. you
will have made a difference.

Eler Our products save water
our customers save the planet.

1,.6 Gallon Toilets From er

Shown from Iefl to right: The Contoura two-piece in Blue lce, The Preserver I two-piece in Platinum. The patriol 1.5 two,piece in Natural,
TheTerraceUllra-1.5G inWhile,thePreserverlltwo-pieceinRuby,andtheTriangleUltrai.5GinZrnfandel.
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THE STUOV

I

A Srace FoR Ltvlltlc
RichardJordan's

masterly brushwork
covers every inch of
businessman Alex

Nixon's media room,
with a library

embellished to evoke
Faust's study in Boito's

operuMefutofele .

Mgoleval Munel
Illuminated manuscripts
inspired Jordan's vision
ofthe Apocalypse that

rings the ceiling.

Revense Perurrnc
An existing glass-
paneled door and

window are decorated
with images of Adam and

the serpent. Lit from
behind, they give the
effect of stained glass.

EropapeR Pnrrenr
A multicolored checker-

board taken from a medieval
Latin manuscript is

customized with letters
that spell out "Orare

Alexander," which loosely
translates as "Pray lor

Alexander"-Alex Nixon's
wry tribute to himself.

,

3

4

E

!E
a

Great
easI

Painted effects

transform a

media room into

PRODUCED BY ELAINE HUNT

an opera house
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Great
ideas

Txe TxeereR RooM

TIUO ON THE AISU Salvaged movie seats reupholstered in
burgundy velvet stand on a faux marble pattern taken from

the floor of the Sistine Chapel. A series of hollow-core
storage-shelf doors are faced with painted columns, tiny

capitals cast from dental plaster, and velour mats that fiame
sepia-toned photocopies simulatingboxes at the opera.

Sculprunr Ovsnxelo
The vaulted ceiling, which Nixon

installed himself, is painted
with simulated architectural

elements that add an
illusionistic sense of depth.

BnolomvGunratus
A cascade ofburgundy velvet

trimmed with gold braid
(both from the theatrical-curtain

company Nixon owns) frames
the proscenium ofthe stage and
conceals a pull-down eight-foot

screen for the projection TV.

Gune-Fnee LrcHTtrc
A plastic statue of Diana was
goldJeafed and placed atop

a marbleized pilaster where it
hides a bare bulb that

floods the ceiling and crown
moldingwith light.

PonrnerGALLERv
Nixon's photographs of family

and friends replace the sepia photo-
copies on one of three walls he treats

as a scrapbook in progress.
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Wafrz* Zarya'o
"$/,eryrV" alt

ehgn rt-scrr//trled
t/e (Drtlt a, torrcrt gf
Auailable tbrougib tbese fine distribuktrs;
valter Zangs
8750 Mekffi Ave.
Los Angels, CA 90069
3to.659 .1234
2960 Ain'ay AYe . +BlM
Costa Mee, CA 92626
7t4.546.X1t
Sqll Bndl€y Ave.
Su Valley, CA 91352
818. 504 .0215

ll50OS. Main*124
Houston, TX 77025
7ll .664.881 l
7026 Old Katy Rd. *219
Houston. TX 77024
7r3.r{tl .7745

l0(n Shadow Vood #l0l
Houston. TX 77M3
71a.4(fi.7D4
Astique Flm6 .

Dallas, TX
211.760.9110
Buil&rc Tlle SaIe
Ft. wonh. Tx
817.8J1. 168l

CmfuErt Itrc.
Elmsford, NY
911 .5e2.6r)0
ChalaTils
Baltimore . MD
.i 10. .112. l 500

Stockton, NJ
f,09. .197.0110

westlield, NJ
201.212.95r]
Philadelphia, PA
215 . {82.8,i40
Childcrct
Menomonee Falls, r*l
.il.i.78l - 2551

Design Tlle
T_Ysn Comes. VA
701 . 714 .821 l
Ewbath&Tlle
Denver. CO
l0l . 298.845-l

Frlngs of America
PhGnix, AZ
(m2.955.92t7

Florida Tile
Salt hke City, tlT
801 .485 .2900

French-Brcwn Fl@s
Dallas, Tx
214. Y,, .114t
Ilamilton Puker
Colmbus. OH
611.22t.6r9a
Mccullough Ceroic
rufinston-Salem, NC
919 .i41.M(fl
Natuml Stone D6ign
Honolulu, HI
808.536.8171
Nqada Tlle
Las Vegas, lW
702. 188.7000
Rollin B. Chfld
Plymouth, MN
6t2.5r9.5511
St. Paul, MN
612.635.O5t5
Shelly Ttle
New York. IIY
2r2.A32.2255
SouthwctTlb & Martle
Oklahom City, OK
105.235.3393

Southw6tem Cemmi6
Sil Diego, CA
6r9. 298. 15l l
San M[cos. CA
619.741 . 2011

Ston&8ft6
(The Atrium)
Rancho Minge. CA
6t9.710.0230
Sunderland Brothere
Des Moincs. IA
5t5.282.2826
Omaha, NE
102.439 .2220
Sumy
Miami,

Mclan & Co.
FL

lo5. 573 .594-'

Wioterpilk, FL
401.647.)J27
Tile & Marble D6igm
taredo. Tx
512.727 ."t219

The Tile Collection
Pittsburgh, PA
{12.62r.1051
Ttle Contruto6 Supply
Macon. GA
9t2.745.2319
Nashville. TN
6t5 .269.9(*9
Tilcmft
San Fnnciso. CA
115 .552. tgta
SanJffi, (;A
4{t8.446.2676
San Rafael, CA
1t5 .456.0282
Walnut Creek, CA
41, .938.5222
Ti.le Souce
Overland Park, KS

9l l. l.i5 . ri.i5J

TIls, A Refned Sel6tbn
Bston. M
61,. {37.o.im
(D6ign Ccnter)
Bostof,, MA
617 .157.5522
Ncw York, l{Y
2t2.255 .4450
Traditios ItrTile
Arlanta. GA
404.279.9t%
Roswell. GA
40.{. l4J.9lo4
united Ttle
Ponland. OR
50).23r.4959
Seattle, WA
z0/ir.ztl .5290
vlrglnia Ttle
Southlield. MI
llt.151.4210
s.erling Heights, MI
ar7 .254.49/,c0

Trcy, Ml
)r3 .649.4422
wateruorks
Dmbury, CT
203 ,792.9979
Greenwich, CT
2O3.tx9.7766
rv6tpon, cT
203.227,5W
VoddMGalcLtd-
Vancouver, 8.C., Canada
&t4.736.8158

WA L K I I Y:T,{'ff;:
ZAIl ( t[ ':{ll,?"f;i:/:;:lo

For our 8o-P.lge full-color tile brocbure,
send $ 12.OO to lour nearest distributor.
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Hudson River Valley

(Continued from page 166) nineteen
years ago for $ 100 from the city, which
wanted to tear it down. That was to-
ward the end of the so-called urban
renewal period, which saw the demoli-
tion of many of Hudson's historic
buildings, including its famous Gener-
al Worth Hotel, where Henry James
and Edith Wharton were once refused
admittance because they insisted on
lunching with a pet dog. (The trio
found a warmer reception at a nearby
delicatessen.)

Built in 1839, the house purportedly
belonged to a sea captain-there were
many such in Hudson, a thriving up-
river whaling distribution port in the
mid nineteenth century (hence its om-

nipresent whale logo, which puzzles
some visitors). I-ater it may have been a

bordello-there were many of those
too in Hudson, up until at least World
War Il. In the thirties a hotel and a dis-
mal-looking lunchroom occupied the
building. Rusconi's first task was to get
rid of dilapidated additions to the front
and rear. He then transformed the
small wing, consisting of three rooms,
one above the other, into snug and
shipshape living quarters whose up-
stairs porch affords a view downriver
past the station. The main rooms of the
house, simply furnished with rag rugs,
seersucker-covered chairs, and a het-
erogeneous collection of finds from
flea markets and antiques shops, he
uses as a working space.

The putative sea captain owner, who
enjoyed an uninterrupted view across

the river, would have been startled by
today's nearby railroad tracks and fuel
storage tanks, even though the house
seems to risejauntily above it all. Yet its
position aptly characterizes Hudson, a

city where beautifully restored nine-
teenth-century houses (many owned
by "weekenders" from New York, as

they are called withjust a shade ofcon-
tempt by the locals) coexist with
scarred hardscrabble districts, remind-
ing the visitor that this is a town, not a

museum, with problems and promise,
blight and unexpected beauty. Indeed,
the historic valley as a whole is familiar
with strategies of survival, some of
them developed as defenses against
the constant threat of "development"
of the selfish and speculative variety.
Luckily, for the time being at least, the
survivors are holding their own. I

Family Life

(Continued from page 1)6) also fine ex-
amples of other great pattern-obsessed
craftsmen, among them a Tiffany

lamp and a lot of Fornasetti. There are
two pieces of rather grand eighteenth-
century Portuguese furniture, both
elaborately carved and one inlaid with
ivory. Over the mantel in the drawing
room is a fabulous mirror with Minton

tiles, designed by Edward Godwin,
which was bought at auction by a proxy
"who forgot to stop bidding," recalls
Lady Osborne. "But we do love the
mirror." If the patterns were busier,
the effect would be intolerable, but
though there are lots of patterns, many
are simple and they do not overwhelm.

The dining room is full of Carlton
Ware from the 1920s and'30s and Ma-
son's ironstone, toward which Lady
Osborne maintains a casual attitude. "I
rarely buy anything so valuable that I
can't use it," she says. "It was made to be
used, and I enjoy it, and I put almost all
of it through the dishwasher." The
whole house is a funny mixture of the
highly decorated and the English un-
decorated. Everything is clean and
fresh. "Old fabrics are the emperor's
new clothes of our time," Lady Os-
borne asserts, though she does have
one panel of rather wonderful chintz
from the Great Exhibition of 185 I in a

bathroom curtain. The colors are mut-
ed but not faded, the tones rich but not
muddy. Everything has its place, but it
is a house in which you can flop com-
fortably among the cushions, a house
in which children have clearly been
made to feel comfortable.

Indeed, the Osborne children ex-
press themselves freely in their own
bedrooms. One son, who is at art
school, has covered his walls from floor
to ceiling with postcards, bumper stick-
ers, drawings, magazine pages, and

Reprotluctions of
honrc lhrnishingt,

\cc$5arie.$ tliltl
wull dacor liont

$5 to t500.

Slunvr:

Wull Shclf r99,

( )onsola 5249 urul
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other pictures. They are overwhelm-
ingly strong images, mostly psychedel-
ic, but together the effect is one of
pattern; though the room is at first
startling in the context of this cozy En-
glish house, the sensibility that under-
lies it is not far from the sensibility
manifest elsewhere in the Osborne

house. It can be only a matter of time
before champagne bottles fabulously
distorted with the wax of a thousand
late-night student candles give way to
some latter-day William De Morgan.

What are patterns for? The patterns
on the walls and the patterns on the
furniture and the patterns on the ob-

jects and the patterns on the plates
seem in this place, a pattern called
home, to fit with well-established pat-
terns for a life lived according to Lon-
don habits and old-fashioned values.
Such implacable surface order is the
oldest priority of the English-and is in
fact what patterns are for. I

True Wit

(Continuedfrompage 126) "I was born in
the fifties you know. I've got the Jet-
sons in me as well as the eighteenth and
nineteenth centuries." A Mahal carpet,
an English ruby glass globe, a red and
white striped Louis XVI-style arm-

chair, and lamps in the form of Baha-
mian Indians act as additional visual
aids for armchair travel.

When the real world encroaches,
Oetgen works to mask it. In a small
room with windows overlooking the
driveway, flower-covered trellises
block the view. Green and cream
checked fabric on the slipper chairs

and sofa, an Italian marble table, and a
Fragonard-blue ceiling enhance the
feeling of being in an intimate garden.
Another room, another mood sum-
moned by Oetgen's repertoire of play-
ful ideas. His gestures can be decep-
tively simple, for what Oetgen has
captured in one house is his own heart
in three dimensions. I

The'70s

(Continued from page 156) Sudio 54
found out pretty fast that disco wasn't
for conformists. Sticking out from the
crowd was the surest ticket to get in.

Sleek standardized high tech, the de-

cade's signature style, was chorus-line
design: an off-the-shelfkit ofparts for
putting together a coordinated matte-
black background effect. With its sets

ofstacking trays on wheels, adjustable
tables, and rolling files, high tech even
moved. The style was an extension of
modernism, a movement whose col-

lapse was marked by the 1972 demoli-
tion of the Pruitt-Igoe public housing
project in Saint Louis. Modernism
stripped of its social mission, high tech
shifted functional form from the pub-
lic domain to the residential interior.
In effect, this was self-help design:
high tech's great selling point was that

;
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"A standard

The'70s

you could order the whole look from a

catalogue. The pioneering High-Tech,
first of the glossy stylebooks that would
soon descend on coffee tables every-
where, even listed the suppliers where
you could order your own wire shelv-
ing, rubber floor tiles, and hospital
room curtain tracks.

Joe D'Urso, a designer inextricably
linked to the seventies, also treated liv-
ing space as a kind of uniform. Varying
little from room to room, client to cli-
ent, D'Urso's interiors were like Hal-
stons for the house. Recognizably
modern in their limited palette, the
crisp geometry of their furnishings,
their almost religious reverence for
empty space, D'Urso designs had the
feel of minimalist art. In fact, with their
white walls and sparse concessions to
conventional ideas of domestic com-
fort, they resembled art galleries. In-
stead of providing retreats from the
public realm, D'Urso's spaces symboli-
cally connected their inhabitants to the
outside world. You could stay home
and still feel like a guest at a vernissage.

The word "classic" sums up the im-
ages projected by Halston on the body,
D'Urso in the home. That word is tell-
ing, because with the climax of roman-
ticism in the 1960s, the establishment
of rebellion as a social norm, culture
began to revert toward the kind ofnor-
mativeness usually associated with the
classical ideal. That ideal acquired
increasing appeal throughout the sev-
enties. Classical ballet soared in popu-
larity: record audiences, Time and
Newsueeh covers, and salutes to George
Balanchine as America's greatest living
artist. Even a Chorus lina chorine con-
ceded that "everything is beautiful at
the ballet." Balanchine's New York
City Ballet was "company style" at its
most sublime. We went there not only
for a dose ofbeauty but also for a lesson
in civility-in the classical courtesy of
partners, the willingness of dancers to
endure strict mental and physical disci-
pline in the service of art. We watched
dancers grow to individual strength
within a strictly codified style.

Classicism returned to architecture
in 1970 when ground was broken for
theJ. Paul Getty Museum in Malibu, a

building modeled with painstaking
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care after the first-century Roman Vil-
la dei Papiri. At its opening in 1974,

some critics were appalled by this bla-
tant return to the revivalism of the
nineteenth century. But the following
year Charles Moore, an erstwhile mod-
ernist, showed us a classicism for our
time. Moore'sPiazza d'Italia, a small
New Orleans park, was disco classi-
cism, its columns and pediments out-
lined in neon and surrounded by
dancing water. By the late seventies,
when Charles Jencks popularized the
term "postmodernism," Michael
Graves had abandoned his earlier neo-
Corbusian vocabulary and introduced
a highly personal graphic interpreta-
tion of the classical tradition. In 1978

onetime Mies disciple Philip Johnson
set a broken pediment atop the AT&T
Building, and architecture went full tilt
into the retro mode from which it has

only recently disengaged.
These wildly divergent works were

far away from the world of uniform,
impersonal order the word "classi-
cism" often invokes. Indeed, what mo-
tivated these architects to overthrow
the modernism of their early years was

their desire for significantly more indi-
viduality of expression than canonical
modernism allowed. Postmodern ar-
chitects used classical forms like party
hats at a theme ball.

Hardly a yawn of a decade, then. To
look baclt at the seventies from today's
perspective is to be struck by the shock-
ing naivet6 that allowed us the luxury
to be bored, as though leisure suits,
mood rings, and Joan Mondale's un-
flagging crusade for handicrafts were
the biggest problems we would ever
face. How halcyon it all looks now com-
pared with the economic, environmen-
tal, and medical catastrophes that
awaited us in the eighties. Why, then,
when Peggy Lee struck up the refrain
from the song "Is That All There Is?"
did we all want to.join in? Because
boredom was a lot easier to handle than
the lurking fear that America really
blew it in the seventies. We lost the war,
lost the oil, lost the empire. It was easier
to renounce progress than to admit
that we were no longer the future's
only masters. But the hardest thing of
all to reckon with remains the disturb-
ing suspicion that losing an empire isn't
the end of the world. It means we've
got the whole world for company. I

Resources

CONTENTS
Page 1 2 E Line stainless-steel kitchen cabinets, to
the trade at St. Charles, Ior showrooms (804) 424-
3900. Electric barbecue/steam cooker (#KM88),
gas burners (#KM83), at Miele, for dealers (800)
289-6435. Steel/aluminum ref rigerator, to the trade
at Sub-Zero, for showrooms (800) 222-7820.Coua-
tertop solid surfacing material, to the trade at Cor
ian Tile, for showrooms (800) 426-7426. Wicker
chairs, by lvlondo, for stores (212) 477-3 188. lsamu
Noguchi mulberry bark paper/bamboo hanging
light sculpture (#264), f rom Akari-Gemini, Ior deal-
ers (805) 966-9557. 16 Beasties custom-color
hand-blocked wallpaper, designed by Peggy An-
gus, to order from Joanna Rock Wallpapers, 85
Lefurgy Ave., Dobbs Ferry, NY 10522; (914) 693-
7699. Gourgourand viscose/cotton stripe on chair
and back sola, to the trade at Clarence House,
NYC, Atlanta, Boston, Chicago, Dallas, Dania,
Denver, Houston, Los Angeles, Philadelphia, Port-
land, San Francisco, Seattle, Troy.
PEOPLE
Page tl4 Floor lamp, by Harry Anderson, similar at
Helander Gallery, Palm Beach (407) 832-4626.
FOOD
Page 56 Early 1gth century English drabware
plate, early 1gth century English creamware cov-
ered soup bowl, similar at Hollyhock, Los Angeles
(213) 931-3400. Davenport English earthenware
plate under soup bowl, at Foster-lngersoll, Los An-
geles (213) 652-7677. Depression ware glass
plate, similar at Circa Antiques, Los Angeles (213)
662-6600. 58 Depression ware glass plate, similar
at Circa Antiques (see above).
ANTIOUES
Pages 62, 64 Antiques, decoratron, similar from
Stingray Hornsby Extraordinary Period Antiques &

lnteriors, (2031 27 4-2293 by appt. 62 Gothic wall-
paper, $85 roll, 10-roll minimum, to order lrom
Stingray Hornsby Anliques & lnteriors (see above).
Custom-color San Francisco Brussels Wilton
weave wool carpet, Rosanarch silk lampas on sofa
(#96497-1 ), to the trade at Scalamandre, NYC, At-
lanta, Boston, Chicago, Cleveland, Dallas, Dania,
Houston, Laguna Niguel, Los Angeles, Philadel-
phia, San Francisco, Washington, D.C.l Jim Ditallo,
Denver; Fee-McLaran, Honolulu; Gene Smiley,
Minneapolis; S. C. Smith, Phoenix; Designers
Showroom, Seattle. Reine Elizabeth cotton/polyes-
ter tapestry on chair, to the trade at Clarence
House (see above lor pg 1 6). 64 Belgique cotton/
acetate brocade on Egyptian revival chair
(#96515-3), custom-color Longacre Brussels Wil-
lon weave wool carpet, to the trade at Scala-
mand16 (see above). Velours Soie cotton
gaulrraged velvet {or curtain, to the trade at Clar-
ence House (see above for pg 1 6). Satin Stephan-
ois viscose/acrylic on gill furniture, to the trade at
Clarence House (see above for pg 16). Drapery
Napoleon lll hand-blocked woodblock wallpaper
in dining room (#9006), to the trade at Zuber et Cie,
NYC, Los Angeles; Travis-lrvin, Atlanta; Classic
Revivals, Boston.
WORKROOM
Page 80 Custom-color hand-blocked wallpapers:
Tapestry Lion, Eclipse, Alhambra Tile, Rowan, to
order from Joanna Rock Wallpapers, 85 Lelurgy
Ave., Dobbs Ferry, NY 1 0522; (91 4) 693-7699.
STYLE
Page 90 Colombia mahogany slat armchair, Co-
lombiawalnut table with removable sets ol tabletop
shelves, cashmere/velvet shawl, round-necked
longsleeved cotton T-shirt, Grandlather's Long
Underwear cotton pants, all unisex, by lndustria,
for lnlormation call or write Industria Superstudio,
775 Washington St., New York, NY 1OO1a; Q12)
366-1114. Industrla Superstudio architecture, by
Berke & McWhorter Architects, 270 Lafayette St.,
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NewYork, NY 10012; (2121219-2088.
oscAR'svtEw
Pages94-103 Rosedale Nurseries, Saw Mill River
Rd , Hawthorne. NY 10532: (914) 769-1300.
TIOOD MODERNE
Pages 1(N-11 Architecture, decoration, by Bent-
ley LaRosa Salasky, 1 60 Fifth Ave. Room 702, New
York, NY 1 001 0; (21 2) 255-7827. 1 04-05 Vjttoriale
viscose/cotton/linen on daybed, to the trade at
Clarence House (see above lor pg 16). Suede on
armchair, to the trade at Hermes Leather, NYC
(21 2\ 947 -1 153. 1 gth-century Tabriz rug, similar at
Ghiordian Knot, NYC (212) 371-6390. 107 Sofa,
labricated by McPike-Ameer, NYC (212\ 206-
9214. Dragon Empress fibranne and Satin Jaspe
cotton/rayon on sofa, to the trade at Clarence
House (see above for pg 16). 108 Sconces, fabri-
cated by Wainland's, NYC (212) 838-3385. Dining
room table, fabricated by Kalle Fauset ol Moss
Fauset Woodworking, Hoboken (2O1) 714-9797.
Fabric on chairs, to the trade at Decorators Walk,
NYC, Atlanta, Boston, Chicago, Dallas, Denver,
Houston, Los Angeles, Miami, Philadelphia, San
Diego, San Francisco, Seattle, Troy, Washington,
D.C. 109 Tuscan Wall embossed linen wallpaper
(#5245), to the trade at Norton Blumenthal, for
showrooms (212) 752-2535. Lambert cotton che-
nille on sof a, to the trade at Brunschwig & Fils, NYC,
Atlanta, Boston, Chicago, Dallas, Dania, Denver,
Houston, Laguna Niguel, London, Los Angeles,
Philadelphia, San Francisco, Seattle, Troy, Wash-
ington, D.C. 110 Sconces, fabricated by Wain-
land's (see above). Faucet set (#6450), by Czech
& Speake, at P. E. Guerin, Ior showrooms (212)
243-5270. Colorsound Series tiles. to the trade at
Villeroy & Boch, {or showrooms (201) 575-0550.
Custom cotton towels with braided gold thread de-
sign, to order at Frette, NYC (212) 988-5221. 111
Jacquard cotton linens on bed, at Pratesi, NYC, Bal
Harbour, Beverly Hills, Chicago, Palm Beach.
Courrage wool carpet, to the trade at Stark Carpet,
NYC, Atlanta, Boston, Chicago, Dallas, Dania,

Houston, Los Angeles, Philadelphia, San Francis-
co, Troy, Washington, D.C.; Gregory Alonso,
Cleveland; Dean-Warren, Phoenix.
ECHOESOFAFRICA
Pages 112-15 Decorative painting, by Santino
Croci, Via Acquedotto 10, San Giorgio su Legnano
20010, ltaly; (331) 40-52-34. 114 Wine silk jersey
dress and chiffon stole, by Stephan Janson for
1992 spring collection, at Linda Dresner, NYC
(212) 308-3177 , Birmingham (31 3) 642-4999
BACK PORCH ON THE FUTURE
Pages 116-21 Giraffe Project, Box 759, Langley,
WA 98260. Architecture and construction, by
Christopher Alexander, Gary Black, Curt Brown,
Jim Dow, and Bryan Almquist ol Center for Environ-
mental Structure, 2701 Shasta Fid., Berkeley, CA
94708; (510) 841-6166. 118 Kilim pillows, lrom ln
the Country, the Retail Shop ol Hemperley & Bab-
bage Designs, Langley (206) 221-8202. Custom
handmade unglazed terra-cotta tiles for backs-
plash and glazed terra-cotta tiles Ior counter, to or-
der at Aruba Terra-Cotta & Tile, Seattle (206) 522-
5691. 1'19 Cotton Chinese linens on bed, at the
Cottage, Langley (206) 321 -4747 .121 Custom un-
glazed terra-cotta tiles lor floor, to order at Aruba
Terra-Cotta & Tile (see above).
TRUEWIT
Pages122-27 lnterior decoration, by Oetgen De-
sign,2300 Peachtree Rd. N.W., Atlanta, GA30309;
(404) 352-1112. Selected antiques, from John D.
Oetgen Fine Antiques, 2300 Peachtree Rd. N.W.,
Atlanta, GA 30309; (404) 352-1 1 14. 122 Carsten
Check cotton on sofa and chairs, to the trade at
Brunschwig (see above lor pg 109). Jacqueline
cotton screen print with linen backing pillow, $150,
at John D. Oetgen Fine Antiques (see above). 1 

gth-

century ltalian inlaid marble table, similar at Melosi,
Atlanta (404) 352-545.1. 123 Greek stool, similar at
Christa's, Chicago (31 21 222-2520. Cuslom. Eze
cotton check on stool, designed by John D. Oet-
gen, to the trade to order at Brunschwig (see above
for pg 109). Old Peking turn-of-the-century wool
runner, similar at Threlkeld-Schlemon, Atlanta
(404) 237-7532.124 Moss-covered urns on man-
tel, by Ed Stiffler, similar at Topiary Designs, Atlan-
ta (404) 350-0851 . Sunburst gold leal wood mirror,
similar at John D. Oetgen Fine Antrques (see
above). 124-25 Gilded plaster moons and stars, to
order at Oh So Faux, Atlanta (404) 233-4120 Ber-
nice upholstered chair, Rive Droite banquette,
Paige leatherotloman, to order from Oetgen De-
sign (see above). Gloriana silk stripe on uphol-
stered chair, Rayure cotton/silk strlpe on pillow on
chair, Grand Galon Athenee viscose Greek key
trim on pillows, to the trade at Clarence House (see
above Ior pg 16). Tallard Velvet cotton on ban-
quette, to the trade at Cowtan & Tout, NYC; Travis-
lrvin, Atlanta; Shecter-Martin, Boston; Rozmallin,
Chicago, Troy; Rozmallin at Baker, Knapp &
Tubbs, Cleveland, Minneapolis; John Edward
Hughes, Dallas, Denver, Houston; Bill Nessen,
Dania; Kneedler-Fauchdre, Los Angeles, San
Francisco; Croce, Philadelphia; Wayne lVartin,
Portland, Seattle. West Lake glazed silk for cur-
tains, to the trade at Scalamandr6 (see above lor
pg 62). Toile Anjou linenicotton (two colors) on klis-
mos charr, to the trade at Brunschwig (see above
for pg 109). Ravenscroft moss leather on ottoman,
to the trade at Jerry Pair & Assocs., Atlanta (404)
261 -6337, Dania (305) 923-3330. Kuman checked
Jim Thompson Thai Silk on foreground chair, to the
trade at Rodolph, Aiea, Atlanta, Boston, Chicago,
Cincinnati, Dallas, Dania, Denver, Houston, Hun-
tington Woods, Kansas City, Laguna Niguel, La
Jolla, Los Angeles, Minneapolis, NYC, Philadel-
phia, Phoenix, Piltsburgh, St. Louis, San Francisco,
Seattle, Washington, D.C. Louis XV bronze cande-
labra wired for lamp, 19th-century French boullotle
table, bronze figures on boullotte table, similar at
John D. Oetgen Fine Antiques (see above). Molin
sunburst china plate on ottoman, at Bergdorf
Goodman, NYC, to order (21 2) 753-7300 ext 81 84.
C'Gras sea grass carpet, to the trade at Designer
carpets, Atlanta (800) 241 -0456.125 La Nult cotton
sheels and pillowcases, by Jean-Charles de Cas-

telbajac, to order at Jean-Charles de Castelbalac,
Paris (1 ) 42-60-37-33. Couvert de Feuilles viscose/
colton cut velvet on rectangular pillows, to the
trade at Clarence House (see above for pg 16).
Rouen Satin Stripe cotton/spun rayon Ior curtains,
Carousel Stripe cotton on armchair, to the trade at
Brunschwig (see above for pg 109). Jacobean
Hand Embroidery cotton/wool on round night ta-
ble, to the trade at Decorators Walk (see above for
pg 108). 1gth-century Venetian velvet picture
frames, similar at Christa's (see above). 1gth-cen-
tury English ruby glass globe, simjlar at John D.
Oetgen Fine Antiques (see above). 126-27 Cus-
tom pedimented wood bookcases, by John D. Oet-
gen, to order from Doug King of Kudzu Cabinet
Works, Dawsonville (404) 216-4871 . Mellon Tap-
estry viscose/cotton for curtains and on Queen
Anne-style chairs, Siam Braid rayon trim lor cur-
tains, to the trade at Brunschwig (see above for pg
'109). Antique Tilfany Century silver on table, simi-
lar at Beverly Bremer Silver Shop, Atlanta (404)
261 -4009
PATTERIIIS OF FAMILY LIFE
Pages 132-33 Paralleles cotton satrn for sofa, by
Fardis for Osborne & Little, Colette silk talleta lor
curtains, Taffeta silk taffeta tor curtaan border, co-
ronata wallpaper, from Folly Collection, all to the
trade at Osborne & Little, NYC, Stamford; Ains-
worth-Noah, Atlanta; Shecter-Martin, Bostoni Da-
vid Parrett, Chatham; Designers Choice, Chicago;
Boyd-Levrnson & Co., Dallas, Houston; Design
West, Dania; Shanahan Collection, Denver; Ran-
dolph & Hein, Los Angeles, San Diego, San Fran-
cisco; JW Showroom, Philadelphia; S. C. Smith,
Phoenix; Stephen E. Earls Showroom, Portland,
Seattle; Richard Bussell, Washington, D.C. Silver
lrame, by Kay lvanovlc, to special-order lrom Kay
lvanovic, London (71) 603-9930. '135 Capri-Mon-
taigne Optic crystal tumblers, by Baccarat, lor
stores (212) 826-4100. Regatta wallpaper, to the
trade at Osborne & Little (see above). 136-37
Crabtree & Evelyn soaps, at Crabtree & Evelyn
shops nationwide. Hertford Scroll wallpaper, by
Nina Campbell, Pellinore cotton jacquard Jor cur-
tains, from Elysium Collection, Palatine cotton
damask on sofa, Callisto cotton/modacrylic/nylon
on bench, lrom Gemini Collection, all to the trade at
Osborne & Little (see above). Cotton patchwork
quilt of Osborne & Little fabrics, available with two
matchang cushions, to order at Osborne & Little,
304-08 King's Rd., London SW3 SUH; (71) 352-
'1456. filonticello large bench, to the trade to order
at Osborne & Little, NYC (212) 751-3333.
THE NEXTWAVE
Pages 138-45 Architecture, interiors, by Steven
Harris ol Steven Harris & Assocs. Architects, 285
Broadway, New York, NY 10007; (212) 587-1108.
Landscaping, by Steven Harris (see above) and
Glenn Herbert of Bellomo-Herbert & Co., New
Smyrna Beach (904) 423-5515.139 Wicker chairs,
enameljinish table, by Mondo, for sto-res (212)
477-3188.ltalian glass mosaic pool tiles, by Vetro-
color, at Nemo Tile, NYC (212) 505-0009. 140
Hand-painted aluminum console table, to ordef
from Steven Harris (see above). Leopard print
cowhideon gilded chair, to the trade at Teddy & Ar-
thur Edelman, NYC; Ernest Gaspard & Assocs., At-
lanta; Design Resources, Beachwood; Caroline
Cochran, Bethesda; Holly Hunt, Chicago, lr,4inne-
apolis; Bowman & Assocs., Coral Gables; Hargett,
Dallas, Houston; Egg & Dart, Denver; Shears &
Window, Laguna Niguel; Litchfield Clare, London,
Hinson & Co., Los Angeles; Design Resource
Group, Philadelphia, Westwood; Sloan Miyasato,
San Francisco; Mattoon & Assocs., Seattle.
Chrome laucets with plug, by Czech & Speake, at
P. E. Guerin, for showrooms (212) 243-5270. Ptnk
and royal blue sink tiles, by Villeroy & Boch, yellow
and blue sink tiles, by lnterstyle, black sink tiles, by
Vetrocolor, floor tiles, by Buchtal, all at Nemo Tile
(see above). 142 Sea-inspired hand-tuited wool
carpets, to order from Annie Sherburne, London
(71) 237-5630. Siren sofa, to order lrom Roger
Crowley, Architect, NYC (212) 439-6002. Roji cot-
ton boucl6 on sofa, to the trade at Glant Textiles at
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Jerry Pair & Assocs., Atlanta, Dania; Ostrer House,
Boston; Holly Hunt, Chicago, Minneapolis; Alf red &
Roth Collection, Cleveland; Walter Lee Culp, Dal-
las, Houston; Kneedler-Fauchere, Denver, Los An-
geles, San Diego, San Francisco; Fibre Gailery,
Honolulu; Hines & Co., NYC; Matches, Philadel-
phia; Wayne Martin, Portland, Seattle; Primavera,
Toronto; Rozmallin, Troy; Matches at Miley, Wash-
ington, D.C. Custom armless chair, plate glass/
steel cocktail nesting table, to order from Steven
Harris (see above). Angora Mohair cotton/mohair
on chair, to the trade at Clarence House (see above
lor pg 1 6). Rapture ol the Deep glass sculpture on
cocktaal table, by Catherine Rahn, Ormond Beach
(904) 673-5935. Rhombus chair, Topo ottoman,
pillow on sofa, to order f rom Roger Crowley, Archi-
tect (see above). Conterfond cotton/wool/polyes-
teron Rhombus chair, to the trade at Kirk-Brummel,
NYC, Chicago, Dania, Washington, D.C.; Ernest
Gaspard & Assocs., Atlanta; Devon Services, Bos-
tont DeCioccio, Cincinnati; Walter Lee Culp, Dal-
las, Houston; Shanahan Collection, Denver;
Shears & Window, Laguna Niguel, San Franscisco;
Bradbury Collection, Los Angeles; JW Showroom,
Philadelphia; Thomas & Co., Phoenix; Le Tapis-
seur, Pittsburght St. Louis Design Center, St. Louis;
Collins-Draheim, Seattle; Primavera, Toronto;
Campbell-Louis, Troy. lsamu Noguchi tall mulber-

ry bark paper/bamboo light sculplure (#UF4-LB),
lsamu Noguchi round mulberry bark paper/bam-
boo light sculpture (#23N), from Akari-Gemini, for
dealers (805) 966-9557. 143 Anziano wood/steel
stacking chairs, to the trade at Donghia Furnlture
Co., NYC, Chicago, Cleveland, Dania, Los Ange-
les, San Francisco, Washington, D.C.; lnterior Ele-
ments, Atlanta; ostrer House, Boston; David
Sulherland, Dallas, Houston; Wendy Boyd, Den-
ver; Telio & Cie, Montreal, Toronto; Judy Baer, Phil-
adelphia; Susan Mills, Seattle. Gaea plumed
mahogany table, to order f rom Roger Crowley, Ar-
chitect (see above). Massimo losa Ghini's chrome/
foam Plana Bench,lrom Dinamic Collection, to the
trade at Frederic Williams lnteriors. tor showrooms
(212) 686-6390. Sillaba halogen sconce in stair-
way, by Fontana Arte, to the trade at the Lighting
Center, NYC (212) 888-8388. 144 Steel Bar
brushed stainless-steel lamp with copper mesh
shade, by Kevin Walz, to the trade at Arc lnterna-
tional, for showrooms (212) 7 27 -3340. Traccia gold
linish tablewith bronze-cast legs, by Meret Oppen-
heim. to the lrade al Palazzetti, for showrooms
(212) 832-1 199. Happy Fat Fish hand{ufted wool
rug, to order lrom Annie Sherburne (see above).
Tektite glass sculpture on table, by Josh Simpson,
similar at Grohe Glass Gallery, Boston (617) 227-
4885. Cotton on chair (#82-88-09), to the trade at
Duralee Fabrics, for showrooms (516) 273-8800.
Norvent air vents (#31 00), to the trade at Tom Bar-
row Co., for showrooms (407) 291-0961 . Silk for
guest room (#T6308), to the trade at lan Crawlord,
lor showrooms (212) 355-2228. Mandarin Rose
cotton for bedspread, from Gianni Versace Collec-
tion, to the trade at China Seas, NYC, Los Angeles;
Jerry Pair & Assocs., Atlanta, Dania; Ostrer House,
Boston; Hinson & Co., Chicago; Walter Lee Culp,
Dallas, Houston; Egg & Dart, Denver: Lancer-Fur-
niture Guild, Hato Rey; Fee-McClaran, Honolulu;
Duncan Higgins Perez, Philadelphia, Washington,
D.C.; Stephen E. Earls, Portland, Seattle; Design-
ers Showcase, San Diego; Shears & Window, San
Francisco; Campbell-Louis, Troy. Custom bed-
spread, to order from Steven Harris (see above).
145 Gooseneck wall lamps, to order from Steven
Harris (see above). Celadon Swrrl screen-printed
cotton sateen on banquettes, to the trade to order
from Paula Zanger, NYC (212) 533-5008. Sangro
cotlon for blue and yellow banquette cushions, to
the trade at Coraggio Textiles, NYC; Culpepper &
Osborne, Atlanta; Davison's, Boston; Callard & Os-
good, Chicago; Hargett, Dallas, Houston; South-
ard & Assocs., Dania; Bradbury Collection, Los
Angeles; Gene Smiley Showroom, Minneapolis;
Wayne Martin, Portland;The Showroom, Salt Lake
City; Brustlin, San Francisco;Joan Eiley &Assocs.,
Toronto. Bimini cotton/rayon lor pink banquette

cushion. to the trade at F. Schumacher & Co., NYC,
Atlanta, Boston, Chicago, Dallas, Dania, Denver,
High Point, Houston, Laguna Niguel, Los Angeles,
Minneapolis, Philadelphia, St. Louis, San Diego,
San Francisco, Seattle, Troy, Washington, D.C.;
Gregory Alonso, Cleveland; Bailey's Showrooms,
Kansas Cityi Designer's Focal Point, Phoenix; Ed-
ward Linder & Assoc., Pittsburgh; Designer's Re-
source, Portland, Sacramento; Design Extension,
Tulsa; Crown Wallpaper Co., Toronto. Kidney-
shaped and round stained bird's-eye maple coffee
tables, to order from Steven Harris (see above).
Custom tilt-turn windows, to the trade at l/arvin
Windows & Doors, for showrooms (800) 346-5128.
COLLECTORS' REALM
Pages 146-47 Woven rush carpet, at David Hicks,
Paris (1 ) 43-26-00-67. Cadoro raw silk on sofas and
ottoman, to the trade at Manuel Canovas, NYC, Los
Angeles; Curran & Assocs., Atlanta, High Point;
Nancy Miklos Mason, Birmingham; Shecterlvlar-
trn, Boston; Donghia Showrooms, Chicago, Cleve-
land, Dania, San Francisco, Washington, D.C.;
David Sutherland, Dallas, Houston; Shears & Win-
dow, Denver; Matches, Philadelphia; Designers
Showroom, Seattte. 148 Candleholders on console
table, at Autour du Monde Home Country Store,
Paris (1 ) 42-77-06-08. 149Josef Hof{mann wooden
chairs, similar at Cour Int6rieur, Paris (1) 42-77-33-
10. 152 2oth-century wooden bench, similar at
Cour lnt6rieur (see above).
GETTING IN TOUCH WITH THE'7OS
Page 154 Luxo aluminum/steel architect's lamps
by bed, for stores call (800) 222-5896, in NY (914)
937-4433. 157 Breuer leather and chromium-plat-
ed steel tubing lounge chairs, to the trade at lCF,
NYC, Chicago, Dallas, Houston, Los Angeles, San
Francisco, Washington, D.C.
GREATIDEAS
Pages 169-70 Decorative painting, by Richard
Jodan,27 Grace Cl., Brooklyn, NY 11201 ; (718)
852-0705.
ALL PRICES APPROXIMATE
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- lt's a Monday morn-Actually, you can't get ing in Berkeley and

anyrhing you wanr 1']::Y'*"-who' 
at

a certain angle, in a

at Atice's restaurant certain light, looks
more than a bit like
Joan Baez (which is to

say earnest and fresh-faced and decidedly more West
Coast than East Coast)-is reeling. The forty-eight-year-
old queen of California cuisine has just returned from a

seven-day cruise in the Bahamas with her in-laws, which
was, destination "island paradise" notwithstanding,
more along the lines of epicurean and ecological hell
than heaven. It seems that Alice, eight-year-old daugh-
ter Fanny, husband Stephen Singer, and his family were
routinely asked to feast on such sorry fare as who-knows-
what's-in-them hot dogs kept warm in "horrible steam ta-
bles with awful-tasting rice." Similarly, Alice and
company were expected to look the other way each night
when their ship matter-of-factly dumped the day's gar-
bage overboard and sailed merrily on. These are not, you
don't need to spend much time with Alice to know, the
sorts of things that Alice likes. These are, as it turns out,

AT LARGE

Which was a piece of news that struck Alice's woman-
with-a-mission ears as music. "I feel it's important for ev-
erybody who has the possibility of a forum ro ger up and
say what they think about the state of agriculture, about
pollution, about education," says Alice, who, yes, keeps a

compost heap behind her forum, Chbz Panisse. "People
can eat things here that they might not otherwise eat, or
they can eat things here that they eat all the time, but here
it tastes different and they say, 'Why is this so good?'"
The reason it's so good is partially explained ar the bor-
tom of the daily menu: "Most of our produce and meat
comes from local farms and ranches that practice eco-
logically sound agriculture." And Alice means it. Her in-
sistence on things fresh and organic borders on the
tyrannical: fresh means "picked this morning," and or-
ganic means "no herbicides, no pesticides-that the
grower is taking care of the land, and for that I'm willing
to pay a premium. It's like making a donation to some-
body who is doing work I should be doing myself."

While Alice would agree her situation in northern Cal-
ifornia, America's horn of plenty, is highly conducive ro

Alicewaters", her stick-close-to-the-source mandate,
ChezPanisse. even in New York City, she points out,

there are window boxes waiting for
herbs, community gardens wel-
coming volunteers, and farmers'
markets in need of support. "Peo-
ple talk a lot about earing things
that are good for them, but they
talk as if the conversation begins at
the supermarket," says Alice. "I'm
thinking about what happens be-
fore the food gets to the supermar-
ket-how it comes out of the
ground, how it's raised, grown,
picked." Alice's advice? "Look for
things that are in season. Once you
taste a tomato in the summer you
won't eat a tomato in the winter. It's
a real pleasure to wait until-f uly, in-
stead of dulling your palate all year
long with second-rate food."

As a primer for those of us who
blithely buy tomatoes in December,
Alice has written a cookbook for
children and other beginners, Fan-

ny at Chez Panisse (due next fall from Harper Collins),
which is filled with food parables and recipes. "I don't be-
lieve in children's food," cautions Alice, "at least not what
you see in most children's cookbooks----cute food with
lots of sugar and potatoes. Many of my recipes are very
very simple." And then she added, looking straight at
me, "So simple that you won't need to ask Mom to help."

Charles Gandee

Gandee

precisely the sorts of things that
Alice has crusaded against for
more than two decades.

For a guy like me, who grew up
in Florida on Mrs. Paul's frozen
fish sticks swimming in Heinz
ketchup, Alice and her twenty-
one-year-old restaurant, Chez
Panisse, constitute something of a
culinary stretch. In fact, there is

but one similarity between dinner
at Chez Panisse and dinner at
Chez Mom: dinner is what dinner
is; take it or leave it, no substitu-
tions, the menu is fixed. Since few
things gave me more pleasure as a

child than Mrs. Paul's frozen fish
sticks swimming in Heinz ketchup
and since one recent Tuesday eve-

"Once you taste a tomato in the summer

you won't eat a tomato in the winter"
ning at Chez Panisse Alice was serving up pan-fried
prawns with fennel, sautd of black chanterelles on toast,
spit-roasted rack of pork with mustard and wilted
greens, and buckwheat cr€pes with blood orange ice
cream and warm blood orange compote, the autocrat-in-
the-kitchen concept has at neither stage in my life been a

problem. However, now that I've supped with Alice, I
will confess it would be difficult to go back to Mrs. Paul.
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lmooine o window blind
thot seeils to floot in oir with
no visible meons of support.

lmoqine o window shode
so soft ond sheer you con enioy
o sunlit scene through it, without
glore or foding.

Still with us? Then you're
beginning to imogine Silhouette
window shodings.

ffiffi-ii!t:::a.,
ffiW 

- 
{;zt'!i","',

But os you con see,
pictures do the iob befler thon
our words or your imoginolion.
Pictures con give you on ideo o[
the sleek simplicity of Silhouette.
Its opproprioteness to ony style

of interior. And the woy it

controls ony shoding of light.
But not even the best

photogroph con show you its full

ronoe of colors. Or demonslrote
its ,Jxurious, silken feel. Or the
woy its speciol finish repels dust
ond soil.

For thot, we suggest you
phone "StLroLrElrE ANSWERS" ot
I 8OO 22 SryLE (MF, 8AM BPM EST)

ond osk for o free brochure to reod
ond o reol somple to exomine.

Or write us ot Silhouette
Answers, Two Duette Woy,
Broomfield, CO aoozo. In

Conodo, coll t-aoo-zos t:o:.
Silhouette window shodings.

Beyond shodes. Beyond blinds.
Beyond description,

Hunter Douglos: your source for
Silhorette sl^od;ngs, Duetle' shodes,
pleoted shodes, horizontol ond verticol
blinos ond coordinoted {obrics.

HunterDouglas

Window Shodings

,'.'
1 ' O1992 llurbrDorqlosnc@ARegrsiererlTrcrlemorlolHunlq:rDoLqlc:lnr US rrnolorlgrootents
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EAT OF GRANDEI-]R.
_ . Fd gift deliwry of Grand Marn€rr Lqueur (except where prohibited by taw) cail 1-BOO-24317A7.
Prcduct of FEnce. lvlade with fine cognac brandy 40.b alc/vol (80 proof). .'lg8g-Carition tmporters, Ltd.. Teaneck, NJ.
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